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Com position of the Beef Animal and 
Energy Cost of Fattening 
P. F. TROWBRIDGE, * c. R. M OULTON, L. D. H AIGH 
OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATION 
An investigation of the composition of the mature beef animal, 
as influenced by fattening, and of the energy cost of fattening was 
made preliminary to, and as a part of, the general "Use of Food" ex-
P"riment conducted at the University of Missouri Agricultural Ex-
periment Station during the last ten years. H. ]. ·w aters, who out-
lined the work, states the object of the investigation as follows: 
I. To determin e the chemical composit ion of. the gain made by three-
year-old steers in the process o f being fattened or being fitted for the 
market. 
2. To determine what changes take place in the form of the animal in 
the fattening process. 
3. The fundamental question is also raised as to when a steer is just 
fat enough for all economic requirements, that is, for all rational demands 
of the consumer, and how far this differs from the condition now (Decem· 
ber, 1907) required by the market. In other words, how much, if any, too 
fat are feeders required to make cattle to satisfy the demand of the con-
sumer? 
When it is realized that any excess fat beyond that which is re-
quired to make an attractive looking, juicy, and highly flavored meat 
is essentially waste, because the consumer will not eat it, and in con-
sideration of the fact that this fat costs the producer a large sum of 
money for which the world gets no reasonable return, the importance 
of this question will be apparent. As conditions are now, a large 
amount of the corn produced in the Mississippi Valley is converted 
into animal fat, which is not used for human food but finds its way 
into the sewer or soap factory. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.-The data used in this bulletin have been pre.pared 
for publication and the manuscript has been written by C. R. Moulton. The 
data concemi:ng the three animals, S teer s 18, 121, and 48, included in this 
bulletin as well as in Research Bulletin 18, form part of the dissertation pre-
sented by him fo r the degree of Doctor o f Philosophy. The method o f treat-
ment has been slightly modi fied , however, in order to make comparisons with 
later work of other in vestigators. 
' Resigned S eptember, 1918. 
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GENERAL PLAN OF THE INVESTIGATION 
It was planned to select three steers about three years of age to 
determine the maintenance cost, then to fatten one enough to satisfy 
all reasonable and intelligent demands of the market, and to make a 
second very fat. The third was to serve as a check animal. All 
three were to be slaughtered and analyzed. 
To complete the maintenance cost data, other animals were in-
cluded in the experiment until data had been obtained on seven dif-
ferent animals. Two of the animals were to supply data concerning 
the difference in cost due to confinement in a stall or to freedom 
in a lot. Two others were to show the effect of a previous good 
condition upon this cost. The three animals first mentioned were 
to show the cost for thin cattle. Digestion trials were to be run 
with some of the animals to determine the digestibility of the ration 
on scant, medium, and heavy feeding. 
The determination of the cost of fattening is dependent upon 
the determination of the cost of maintenance and the factors in-
fluencing it. These extensive maintenance trials together with those 
conducted with other steers have been previously reported.1* 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ANIMALS USED 
BREED AND AGE 
Table 1 gives the breed and dates of birth, of maintenance trials, 
and of slaughter for the seven animals. 
TABLE 1.-DATES OF BrnTH, MAINTENANCE TRIALS AND SLAUGHTE.11 
~eer J_ Date of birth I __ B_r_ee_d ____ l:1ate of maintenance trial J ~slaughter 
18 Apr., 1905 
48 Apr., 1904 
121 Apr., 1905 
1641 Apr. 1, 1906 
197 Oct. 26, 1906 
588 Dec. 10, 1904 
589 Sept. 9, 1906 
--· 
'This animal was 
Grade Shorthorn 
Grade Shorthorn 
Grade Shorthorn 
Grade Hereford 
Registered Shorthorn 
Registered Angus 
Registered Angus 
a ridgeling. 
\ Feb. 1, 1907, to Nov. 11, 1907 I Nov. 12, 1907 
[ Feb. 1, 1907, to June 30, 1907 I Jan. 18, 1909 
'1 Feb.1, 1907, to July 10, 1907 
1
1Dec.11, 1907 
May 12, 1907, to May30, 1909 Nov. 8, 1909 
i Feb. 26, 1908, to Jan. 2, 1910 I Jan. 3, 1910 I Feb. 1, 1907, to June 29, 1910 June 30, 1910 ! Feb. 6, 1908, to Aug. 28, 1909 [ Dec. 20, 1909 
PREVIOUS TREATMENT AND HISTORY 
Steer x8.-This animal was purchased in the late fall of 1905, 
dehorned, vaccinated against blackleg and turned to pasture until it 
was put into the winter feeding experiment of 1905-1906. Some 
•This and other superior numeral references in the text are to the bibliography, page 10(5. 
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clover hay was fed the last two weeks of this grazing period. In 
the wintering experiment it- was one of a lot of five steers receiv-
ing a ration of corn silage, wheat straw and cottonseed meal. The 
consumption of feed ai:id the weight of this animal by periods 
are given in Table 2. The weights of the steer are for the last of 
each period with the exception of that in the first period which is 
for the first of the period. May 1, 1906, this animal was discarded 
because it was the poorest feeder among thirty calves. It was then 
grazed on a poor pasture until the close of the season and wintered 
in an open lot on alfalfa hay. The wei.ghts while it was on pasture 
are given in Table 3. On February 1, 1907, the regular experiment 
began. 
T,\JH.Jc 2.-RECORD OF Sn:rm 18, 1905-1906 
------------ - -
Period 
Corn s il a .~e 
1 
\Vhl'Ht straw 
consumed consu med 
Jhs. lbs. 
- ·-----------
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 
·······-··········· ·· 
810 123.4 
Jan. 20 to F eb. 19 
·················· -· ·· 
'JOO 114.0 
Feb. 19 to Mar . 21 
::::::::::·:::::::: ! 988 107.0 n.r..r. 21 to Apr. 20 11 ·10 79.4 
,\pr. 20 to Apr. 30 
······ ··· ·········-··· I 380 
-----------.---·-- .. -------
Cottonseed 
meal con-
sttmcd lbs. 
90 
90 
90 
90 
30 
TABLE 3 .-WEIGIITS OF STEER 18 WHILE ON PASTURlc, 1905 
Weight of 
Steer 
lbs. 
506.7 
596.8 
646.6 
682.0 
703.3 
--- -· .. ·----- --- -- - ------------------------
Aug. 29 I Sept. I Oct 31 Nov. 26 
-------
830 860 8~0 860 
. Steer 121.-The early history of Steer l 21 is much the same as 
that of Steer 18. In the wintering experiment it was one of a lot 
of five steers receiving a ration of timothy h<i y, shelled corn, and 
cottonseed meal. The average consumption of feed per steer and the 
weight of this animal are given in Table 4. The weights of the 
steer are for the last of each period with the exception of the weight 
in the ·first period which is for the first of the period. In May, 
1906, it was discarded for the same reason and disposed of in the 
same way as Steer 18. The weights v\'hile it was on pasture are 
given in Table 5. On February 1, 1907, the regular experiment 
began. 
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TABU: 4.-RECORD OF STEER 121, 1905-1906 
------ - -----
. Timothy hay I Shellc<l Cotton ~P:·<l \Veig h t of 
Period i consumc<l lhs. : 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 ........................ r 314.6 
Jan. 20 to Feb. 19 ........................ , 194.6 
Feb. 19 to Mar. 21 ························ 1 309.6 
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 ...................... 350.8 
Apr. 20 to Apr. 30 ........................ 103.4 
corn con- 111.:·;..il con- skcr lb~. 
Stlll1t.:d i h~. sum1_• d lbs. 
257 60 523.3 
282 56.6 51 3.3 
270 60 533.3 
270 60 590.0 
90 20 596.7 
-·---.- - -
TABLE 5.-WEIGHTS OF STEER 121 WHILE ON PASTURE, 1906 
Apr. 30 / June 30 July 30 A ug. 29 f Sept. I Oct. 31 / Nov. 26 
Lbs. 596.7 680 iiO HOO 840 
Steer 48.--The early history of Steer 48 was the same as that 
of the first two animals. In the wintering experiment he was one 
of a lot of five steers receiving a ration of alfalfa hay and corn 
silage. The consumption of feed and the weight of this animal by 
periods are given in Table 6. The weights of the steer are for 
the last of each period with the exception of that in the first period 
which is for the first of the period. In May, 1906, this steer was 
discarded and treated as Steers 18 and 121. The \Veights while on 
experiment began. 
TABLE 6.-RECORD OF STEER 48, 1905-1906 
Period 
Dec. 22 ro J an . 20 ...................... .............. .............. . 
Jan. 20 to Feb. 19 ................................................... . 
Feb. 19 to Mar. 21 .................................. ............... . 
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 ......................... ........ ................ , 
Apr. 20 to Apr. 30 ................................................ j 
·------·-··· · ... ---- ------ - -
Alfalfa hay 
consumed 
lbs. 
· Corn silag-t• 
1 
\iVl•ight oi I consumed . ste('r~ lb~. 
, lhs. 
·--- --
308.3 675 706.I 
227.2 750 671.5 
197.8 800 698.3 
314.0 934 730.0 
106.4 320 736.7 
TABLE 7 .-WF.IGHTS OF STF.ER 48 WHILE ON P ASTURE, 1906 
I A pr. 30 J un e 30 July 30 Aug. 29 I Sept. Oct. 31 Nov. 26 
Lbs. I 736.i 895 930 93(1 940 950 920 . 
Steer 164.-This animal was purchased in the late fall of 1906 
and was used that winter in a cooperative feeding experiment. The 
lot of calves in which he had been placed received daily per head, 
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7.35 pounds of corn, 5.37 pounds of alfalfa hay, and 0.34 pounds of timothy hay. On December 8 this steer was made one of a lot of 
six steers receiving ::;helled corn, 6 parts, linseed oil meal, 1 part, 
and timothy hay ad libitum. The steers were kept well bedded with 
wheat straw. The record for this animal for the winter is shown in Table 8. The weights of the steer are for the last of each period 
with the exception of that in the first period which is for the first 
of the period. On May 12, 1907, the regular maintenance experiment began. 
TABLE 8.-RECORD OF STEER 164, 1906-1 907 I Shelled 1 Linseed I Timothy I Salt con-
I 
Bedding \Weight of Period corn con· meal con- hay COil· sumed lbs used lbs. steer I~ sumed sumed lbs sumcd lbs. lbs. 
Dec. 11 to Jan. 9 .... 323.l 40.8 163.7 1.00 52.8 530 Jan. 10 to Feb. 8 .... 411.3 68.S 107.1 1.25 88.1 725 Feb. 9 to Mar. 10 .. .. 452.5 75.4 71.0 73.1 790 Mar. 11 to Apr. 9 .... 52!.S 86.9 74 .8 0.80 43 .3 900 Apr. 10 to Apr. 24 ... . 270.0 45.0 27.S 0.10 22 .6 945 
·- - -·----
Steer x97.-This steer was purchased in May, 1907, and was fed 
as a show steer. A nurse cow was provided until November 26, 1907. The steer was fed all it would eat of equal parts by measure 
of ground oats and bran. In addition it was fed corn and oil meal. About one-fourth pound of each was fed at first. The amount was gradually increased to abo11t two pounds of each daily. The grain fed was moistened with sweetened water. The steer was transferred to this experiment December 28, 1907. 
Steer 589.-This animal was purchased in April, 1907, and given the same general treatment as Steer 197. The weight records 
of these last two animals are given in Table 9. The condition of the steers may be judged from the fact that they were about one year and a quarter old at the close and weighed over one thousand pounds each. Steer 589 entered the regular experiment February 6,. 1908. 
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TABLE 9.-WEIGHT RECORD OF STEER 197 AND STEER 589 
Date Steer 197 Steer 589 
_l Date :> teer 197 I_ Steer 589 1907 lbs. lbs. 1907 lbs. lbs. 
April 17 483 Aug. 17 735 778 
April 27 525 Aug. 24 750 803 
llfa;• 4 540 Aug. 31 765 831 
May 11 495 542 Sept. 7 795 849 
May 18 485 580 Sept. 14 sos 866 
May 25 505 605 O c t. 0 889 
June l 544 643 O c t. 12 890 
June 8 555 660 NoY. 2 980 
June 15 580 700 N ov. 922 986 
June 22 603 693 N o"·· 16 960 1000 
June 29 620 720 N ov. 23 987 1029 
July 6 610 710 Nov. 30 1018 
July 13 750 D ec. 11 1040 
July 20 660 771 Dec. 28 1055 
July 27 665 778 1908 
Aug. 3 693 778 Jan. 25 1095 
Aug. 10 714 787 
Steer 588.-This steer was purchased June 7, 1906. From then 
until February 1, 1907, he was fed as a show steer. The daily ra-
tion consisted of crushed corn, crushed oats, linseed oil meal, cotton-
seed meal, bran, barley, and wheat chop. For roughage he received 
alfalfa hay, timothy hay, prairie hay, blue grass hay, and, during the 
fall and winter, com silage. Table 10 gives the feed consumed by 
thirty-day periods. 
TABLE 10.-FEED RECORD OF STEER 588; 1906-1907 l June 7 I July 4 I Aug. 3 i s7~· 2 1 Oct. 2 I Nov. l I Dec. 1 \ Dec. 31 to to to to to to to 
July 3 Aug. 2 Sept. l I Oct. 1 ! Oct. 31 , Nov. 30 , D ec. 30 1Jan. 31 
----- ---
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs . lbs. lbs . lbs. 
Corn chop offered 230 292 284.5 279 270 270 268 229.5 
Oat chop offered 42.5 39 .5 38.5 39 77 45 41.5 44. 
Linseed oil meal 
offered ·············- 39 47.5 65.5 52 i7 77.5 69.8 49 
Bran offered 36 39.5 38.5 36 30 37.5 1.3 
Cottonseed meal 
offered .............. 12.S 26 15 
Wheat chop offered 30 30 30 30 14 
Barley offered ...... 32 39 36 39 27 
Total grain refused 12 24 54.5 52.75 56.25 78.S 58 57 
Alfa,fa hay 
consumed ............ 89 41 11 27.5 4 37 99.5 65.5 
Silage consumed .... 107 269 246.5 
Timothy hay con-
sumed during en · 
tire period. ......... 52 
Prairie hay con-
sumed during en-
tire period .......... 47 
Blue grass hay con· 
sumed during en· 
tire peri~d .......... 7.5 
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The barley was cooked and fed as a mash. In addition to the 
other feeds this steer had access to pasture a part of each day. The 
animal weighed 886 pounds June 7 and 1192 pounds January 31. He thus made a gain of 306 pounds for the season. 
QUARTERS AND GENERAL TREATMENT 
At the beginning of the experiment, these steers were kept at 
night in the dairy barn, and during the day were given the run of 
a small lot. In the barn they were tied in stalls, each of which was three feet, eight inches wide and floored with plank. Sawdust was 
used as bedding. The lot in which they were turned during the day 
was long and narrow and contained about 1000 square feet. Dur-ing wet weather of spring this lot became very muddy several times 
and it was found neces~ary to move the cattle to another lot which 
covered three-fourths of an acre. 
The steers were moved, July 11, 1907, to the new shed built for this experiment. This shed faces south and has an open front. The 
stalls are three feet, eight inches wide, and floored with plank. Saw-dust was still used as bedding. The steers were tied in the stalls at 
night and were given the run, during the day, of a lot containing 1400 square feet which was provided with a hydrant and water trough. Each . steer had a neck strap with a brass tag giving his 
number. 
The steers were fed hay and grain at night and grain in the 
morning. After they had eaten the morning feed, they were weighed 
and turned into the lot. They were fed at the same hour each night 
and morning and were weighed at the same hour each morning. Method of Feeding.- The grain fed these steers was composed 
of eight parts corn chop (cracked corn) and one part linseed meal. The hay was alfalfa hay. On Feb. 1, 1907, the steers were put on 
maintenance, i. e., they were fed sufficient feed to m:tintain their body 
weight. The daily ration per thousand pounds varied around seven 
and a half pounds of grain and four-tenths as much hay. The quan-tity of feed was increased or lessened as was necessary to keep the body weight constant. \\later and salt were given ad libitum. Weight and feed records.--- Daily records of the weights of the 
animals and of the weights of feed fed and feed refused were kept thruout the experiment. Representative samples of the corn, linseed 
meal, and alfalfa hay were taken for each lot of feed. Samples 
were also taken of the hay refused and grain refused. These were 
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all analyzed. Moisture, ash, crude protein, crude fat, crude fiber, 
and nitrogen-free extract were determined by the official methods 
of the A. 0. A. C. (U. S. Dept. of Agr., Bureau of Chemistry, BuL 
107 (revised) pp. 38-56). 
MAINTENANCE PERIOD 
CONDITION OF ANIMALS ON MAINTENANCE 
Steer 18.-At the beginning of the maintenance trial, February 
1, 1907, this steer weighed 764.6 pounds. It had thus lost about one 
hundred pounds dunng the winter and was a coarse steer in very 
thin condition. At the end of the maintenance trial the steer weighed 
778.1 pounds-average weight of the last ten days, November 2 to 
November 11, 1907. It was much thinner than at the beginning. 
Steer l2r.-This steer weighed 763.5 pounds, February 1, 1907. 
It had therefore lost about 80 pounds during the winter and was in 
very thin condition. At the end of the maintenance trial, July 10, 
1907, its average weight was 764.2 pounds, but the animal was in 
much thinner flesh than at the beginning. 
Steer 48.-0n February 1, 1907, this steer weighed 840 pounds. 
It had lost 80 pounds during the winter and on that date was a 
coarse, leggy steer very thin in flesh. At the end of the mainten-
ance trial, June 30, 1907, it weighed 841.5 pounds and was in thin-
ner flesh than at the beginning. 
Steer 164.-This animal weighed 914.5 pounds May 1, 1907~ 
which was a few pounds lighter than it was at the end of the co-
operative feeding experiment. It was a thrifty, vigorous, coarse 
steer of a late maturing type, in good flesh but not especially fat. 
By October 1, 1907, this ridgeling had changed to a coarse animal, 
so thin in flesh that its hooks, shoulder points and ribs showed promi-
nently. The animal would break out at rare intervals and feed at a 
shock of corn, on some blue grass, or with the show cattle. It would 
sometimes get with the cows and even serve one. It continued be-
coming thinner until at the end of May, 1909, it was about as thin 
as Steer 18 had been but it was heavier muscled and was a larger 
animal. 
Steer 197.-This animal lost in condition and weight when first 
transferred to the maintenance experiment, Dec. 28, 1907. Altho 
the records begin with this date it was not until about the first of 
February, 1908, that it was up to condition and the animal husband-
men started keeping it at constant weight. Its weight at this time-
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\Vas 1088.2 pounds, and it was fat for a yearling. It was practically 
a finished steer but not very thickly fleshed. It showed coarseness 
and late maturity of type. In the market it would probably have 
graded as choice. On maintenance it gradually became thinner but 
was not as thin as Steer 164. It 'Neighed 1079.9 pounds at the end 
of the experiment. 
Steer 589.-This steer weighed 1066.5 pounds ·February 1, 1908. 
It was practically fir:.ished and in fairly thick flesh. It was a bit 
long in the legs and coarse enough to indicate late maturity. On the 
market it would probably have graded as prime. The steer was very 
nervous in temperament and would fight any of the men passing its 
stall. This animal was kept confined in a box stall except during a 
short time each day when it was taken out for exercise. Data from 
this steer were used in comparison with those from Steer 588 to 
determine the effect of confinement on cost of maintenance. 
It was kept on maintenance until August 28, 1909, when it 
weighed 1031.3 pounds-about 35 pounds lighter than at the begin-
ning. It was much thinner at this time .than when placed on main-
tenance. 
Steer 588.-This steer weighed 1195.8 pounds February 1, 1907. 
It was a prime fat steer, well finished and of blocky type. It was an 
especially thick fleshed steer and unusually well developed and ma-
ture for its age. While on maintenance it became considerably thin-
ner. The rolls of fat disappeared and the shoulder blades began to 
be prominent. From June 20, 1909, it was fed a constant mainte-
nance ration which was about the average required to keep it at 
constant weight up to that time. The following year then shows the 
seasonal effect upon the weight of a steer kept on a constant ration. 
During the last spring it gained in weight somewhat, so that about 
June 30, 1910, it weighed 1230 pounds. 
WEIGHT CHANGES DURING MAINTENACE 
The daily weight records of the animals comprise too great a 
mass of data to be published here in detail. The records will con· 
sequently be given by ten-day averages. Figure 1 shows these 
records graphically. The first point is the average weight for the 
first ten days, the second point for the second ten days, and so on 
for each ten-day period of the experiment. The exact date or season 
of the year can be determined by using the data of Table 1 and cal-
culating the time elapsed up to any desired point. The variations in 
weight are partly due to the season of the year and partly to the 
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Fig. 1.-vVeights of animals while on maintenance. Averages for ten-day periods 
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.) 
difficulty the animal husbandmen experienced in altering the amount 
of feed consumed from time to time to keep the weight constant. A 
given amount of feed would keep a steer at constant weight for a 
time, then a gain would become apparent. The feed would be de-
creased successively and yet the steer would continue to gain for a 
ten-day period or more. Finally the cut in feed would stop the gain 
in weight. Later the animal would begin to lose weight on this same 
ration that had allowed a previous gain. An increase in feed was 
thus demanded, and then this cycle would be repeated. It would seem 
that at some points of this chart the animal husbandmen had not suc-
ceeded very well in preventing an actual gain or loss in weight other 
than that caused by such factors as an abrupt change in the weather 
which greatly decreased or increased the water consumption. 
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In order to show how the daily weights vary the daily weights 
of five steers at three different seasons are plotted in Figure 2. The 
variations in weight from day to clay are rather typical. In many 
cases the variations are quite marked and in other, and fewer, cases 
there is great constancy. 
FEED CONSUMED DURING MAINTENACE 
In reporting the feed consumption of the animals in this experi-
ment the mass of data collected, again makes it impracticable to publish 
I4 :MISSOURI AGR. EXP. STATION RESEARCH BULLETIN 30 
all the original records. First, there are the records of the daily 
consumption of hay and grain. Second, there are the tables which 
show the alfalfa hay, corn, and linseed consumed with the analysis 
of each sample and the calculated consumption of nutrients. Third, 
there are the tables showing the nutrients consumed by ten-day 
periods, by thirty-day periods, and by seasons of the year. All these 
tables for the seven animals dealt with here would fill a volume by 
themselves. Consequently only the consumption of nutrients bye 
thirty-day periods will be presented in tabular form. Tables 11 to 
17 inclusive give this data for all the animals, together with the cal-
culated digestible nutrients. Figures 3 to 7 inclusive show graphi-
cally by ten-day periods the consumption of ether extract, crude pro-
tein, nitrogen-free extract, ash and crude fiber. The values for the 
latter two are so near those of the first two that a separate scale is 
given for them. 
T~BLE 11.-.NtlTRIENTS CONSUMED BY STEER IS ON MAINTENANCE 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-Dates 
1907 
Feb. 1 to March 2 .... 
1Iarch 3 to April 1 .. 
April 2 to l\fay 1 ... . 
May 2 to :May 31 ... . 
June l to June 30 ... . 
July 1 to July 30 ... . 
July 31 to Aug 29 ... . 
Aug. 30 to Sept. 28 .. 
Sept. 29 to Oct. 28 ... . 
Oct. 29 to No\". 11 . . . 
Total 284 days ..... . 
Daily average ...... . 
Dates 
1907 
Feb. 1 to l\Iarch 2 .. 
l\farch 3 to April 1 .. 
April 2 to :\fay 1 ... . 
May 2 to :\lay 31 . . . . 
June I to July 10 ... . 
Total !CO days .. .. . . . 
Daily average . ... .. . . 
Crude 
protean 
lbs. 
33.639 
35.345 
34.396 
29.305 
20.962 
23.641 
26.3.28 
30.895 
26.027 
11.914 
272.452 
0.959 
Crude 
fat 
lbs. 
8.807 
10.058 
9.736 
8.407 
6.526 
7.339 
6.872 
8.694 
8.211 
3.685 
78.335 
0.276 
Nitrogen I C. rude . ~t\sht Digestible I Digestible Dig.estible Digestible free fiber lbs. crude crude N. F. E. crude 
extract I lbs. protein fat lbs. fiber lbs. ! lbs. lbs. lbs. 
.. I 
160.635 40.928 11.5(;0 . 23.003 l 7.669 140.ilO 18.339 
180.785 34.488 10.629 . 24.169 8.759 158.3CO 15.4~0 
17 5.154 34.112 10.442 23.520 8.478 153.428 15.281 
150.422 30.777 9.076 20.039 7.321 131.764 13.787 
113.832 23.646 6.-188 14.334 :J.683 99.712 10.593 
128.059 27.054 7.375 16.166 6.391 112.175 12.120 137.809 27.942 7.916 18.003 5.984 120.71S 12.516 
140.492 21.554 : 8.430 21.126 7.571 123.065 9.656 
127.1:0 25.470 : 7.317 17.798 7.150 111.378 11.410 58.101 11.725 3.362 S.147 3.209 50.894 5.253 
1372.439 277.706 i 82.595 186.305 68.217 . 1202.202 124.407 
4.833 0.978 l 0.291 0.656 0.240 l 4.234 0.438 
TABLE 12.-KcTRIE:\TS Co:\SF)IED BY STEER 121 oN MAINTENANCE 
Crude 
protein 
lbs. 
34.163 
35.345 
34.396 
2'.J.403 
28.624 
161.931 
1.012 
Crude 
fat 
lbs. 
8875 
10.058 
9.736 
8.305 
8.906 
45.&.qo 
0287 
~itrogen ; 
tre e I 
extract 
lbs. 
162.113 
180.785 
175.153 
150.699 
15:''362 
824.112 
5.151 
! 
Crude 
fiber 
lbs. 
42.304 
34.488 
34.112 
31.003 
32.391 
174.328 
1.0 ~0 
Ash 
lbs. 
11.SiO 
JOto3 
10...1-42 
9.Ll4 
8.873 
50.922 
0.318 
Digestible : 
crude ! 
protein 
lbs. 
23.361 
24.169 
23.520 
20.lOS 
19.573 
110.731 
0.692 
Digestible 
crude 
fat 
lbs. 
7.729 
8.759 
8.478 
7.232 
7.756 
39.954 
0.250 
Digestible 
N. F. E. 
lbs. 
142.005 
158)61 
153.427 
132.006 
136.091 
721.889 
4.:112 
I Digestible crude 
1 fiber 
_1_~s_. _ _ 
I 18.951 15.450 15.281 
13.902 
14.Sll 
78095 
0.488 
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TABLE 13.-NUTRIENTS CONSUMED BY STEER 48 ON MAINTENANCE .... O"I 
Dates I Crude I Crude I Nitrogen l Crude I 
Ash I Digestible r Digestible I Dige•tible I Digestible 1907 prote in fat I free j fiber lbs. crude crude 
1 
N. F. E. crude lbs. lbs. , extract i lbs. protein . ! fat lbs. fiber lbs. I lbs. ; lbs. lbs. 
- :;:: 
.... 
142.000 I 
Ul Feb. l to March 2 .... 34.222 8.882 162.108 ! 41 .403 11.871 23.401 7.735 18.548 Ul 0 March 3 to April 1 .. 35.783 10.174 182.954 I 34.982 10.773 24.469 8.860 160.2t0 15.671 c:: April 2 to May 1 . .. . 39.000 11 017 198.631 38.1'.'0 11 .825 26.669 9.611 173.933 17.301 ~ 
.... May 2 to May 31. ... 35.149 10.150 181.432 35.915 10.724 24.035 8.839 158.927 16.089 > June 1 to June 30 . .. . i 25.250 7.824 136.650 29.080 7.909 17.266 6.813 119.700 13.027 Cl Total 150 days . . . . . . . ' 169.404 48.404 861 .775 180.000 53.102 115.840 41.859 754.880 80.636 \"" Daily average . ... . .. . 1.129 0 320 5.745 1.200 0.354 0.772 0.279 5.033 0.538 t'1 
:>< 
!"' 
TABLE 14.-NuTRrnl'<TS CONSUMFJJ BY STEER 164 ON MAINTENANCE Ul 
t-l 
> t-l 
.... May 1 to May 30 . ... 30.367 i 8.768 156.398 I 32.961 ! 9.528 ! 18.7to 5.645 133.046 9.739 0 z June 1 to June 30 . . .. 45.413 ! 14081 243.775 I 52.273 ! 14.220 I 28 054 9.065 207.377 15.445 ~ July 1 to July 30 . . .. I 37.812 11.738 204.892 43.205 11.786 23.356 7.557 174.300 12 766 I July 31 to Aug. 29 . . I 35.556 9.328 187.132 37.518 10.615 21.965 6.005 159.191 11.085 
Ul 
lrj Aug. 30 to Sept. 28 .. 41 .770 11.818 190.790 29.321 11.313 25.804 7.608 162.303 8.663 > ~ Sept. 29 to Oct. 28 . .. 38.400 12.117 187.662 37.581 10.797 23.722 i 7.801 159.642 I 11.104 (") Oct. 29 to Nov. 27 . . .. 35.724 ; 11.311 175.048 34.642 9.985 22.069 7.282 148.912 10.236 Pl Nov. 28 to Dec. 27 . . . 34.871 I 11.041 170.877 33.807 9.744 21.542 . 7.108 145.363 I 9.989 1:1:1 Dec. 28 to Jan. 26 . ... 30.734 ' 11 .472 154.417 32886 8.770 189:06 i 7.385 131.378 9.71 7 c:: t-< Jan. 27 to Feb. 25 . . . 26.318 13.042 132.898 2'.l.587 7.885 16.258 i 8.396 113.055 8.742 t-< Feb. 26 to March 26 .. 26.837 11.670 130 999 29.225 8.1 25 16.579 : 7.513 111.440 i 8.635 rJ March 27 to April 25 27.106 5.240 142.134 29.109 8.183 16.745 3.373 120.91 2 I 8.601 H April 26 to May 25 .. 27.069 5.025 142.386 29.412 8.144 16.722 3.235 121.126 I 8.690 z May 26 to J une 24 .. . 24.650 4.178 I 1 30.60~ I 27.029 7.299 15.228 2.690 7.986 Vl 11 uo4 I 0 June 25 to July 24 .. . . 
I 
25.434 5.047 L\3.02:i 27.595 7.641 15.713 3.249 113.163 ' 8.153 July 25 to Aug. 23 .. 24.873 6.345 126.834 I 26.406 7.677 15.366 4.035 107.896 : 7.802 Aug. 24 to Sept. 22 .. 27.760 7.536 145.273 26.736 8.305 17.149 4.852 123.582 I 7.900 Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 . ... 28.929 8.009 152.746 26.852 8.550 17.871 5.1 56 129.939 I 7.934 
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 .. . 
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 .. 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 . . . 
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 ... . 
Feb. 20 to March 21 . . 
March 22 to April 20 
April 21 to May 20 .. 
May 21 to May 30 . .. . 
Total 750 davs . . ... . 
Daily average- ... . .. . 
Dates 
1907-1909 
Dec. 28 to Jan. 26 ... . 
Jan. 27 to Feb. 25 . .. . 
Feb. 26 to :l\Iarch 26 .. 
llfarch 27 to April 25 
April 26 to May 25 .. }\fay 26 to June 24 . . 
June 25 to July 24 . . .. 
July 25 to Aug. 23 .. 
Aug. 24 to Sept. 22 .. 
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 .. 
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21. .. . 
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21. .. 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 .. . . 
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 . .. . 
Feb. 20 to March 21 .. 
:'.lfarch 22 to April 20 
April 21 to May 20 .. 
May 21 to June 19 .... 
28.9-IB 
32.406 
33.270 
:B.280 
32.329 
30.581 
2.i638 
8.488 
794.363 
1.059 
7.982 ! 
9.289 
10.021 
10.035 
9.753 
7.5i7 
:i .3:;2 
1.773 
229.3-1-8 
0.306 
151.857 
170.132 
173.216 
173.-1-83 
168.661 
158.614 
131.575 
43.578 
4079.027 
5.439 
27.747 
30.552 
32.024 
31.841 
30.841 
29.347 
26.155 
8.637 
803.289 
1.071 
8.701 
9.454 
9.505 
9.474 
9.189 
8.668 
7.350 
2.430 
233.338 
0.311 
17.883 
20.019 
20.553 
20.559 
19.972 
18.892 
15.838 
5.244 
490.849 
0.654 
5.139 ! 
5.980 
6.451 
6.4t0 
6.279 
4.878 
3.446 
1.141 
147.778 
0.197 
129.183 
144.730 
147.353 
147.580 
143.478 
134.931 
111.930 
37.071 
3469.987 
4.627 
TABLE 15.-l\l'TR!El\TS COl\SU)llJ• i:Y STEER 197 Ol\ :l\IAINTENANCE 
Crude 
nrotein 
lbs. 
G-ti.324 
53.418 
37N'l6 
36.591 
33.254 
D.209 
27053 
26.847 
26.718 
28.512 
29.821 
30.617 
30.783 
32.937 
35.045 
31.038 
26.580 
26.025 
Crude 
f at 
lbs. 
26055 
27.870 
16.+IB 
7.100 
6.238 
4.614 
5.361') 
6.849 
7.243 
7.894 
8.2.59 
8.762 
9.277 
9.923 
10.564 
7.729 
5.545 
5.423 
Xitro5e11 
free 
~xtract 
lbs. 
345.633 
276.225 
184.238 
192.730 
175.457 
144.io.5 
141.488 
136.914 
139.693 
150.504 
1.57 444 
160.836 
160.400 
171.538 
182.658 
161.014 
136.302 
133.319 
Crn<lc 
fiber 
lbs. 
64.225 
56.981 
40.767 
38.531 
35.563 
29.823 
29.361 
28.473 
23.822 
26.503 
27.694 
28.809 
29.519 
31.668 
33.553 
29.789 
27.177 
26.784 
Ash 
lbs. 
17.420 
15.396 
11.358 
11.779 
10.499 
S.036 
8.129 
8.284 
8.004 
8.435 
8.817 
8.936 
8.774 
9.404 
9.980 
8.800 
7.631 
7.499 
Digestible Digestible i Digestible 
crude crude i N. F. E. 
protein fat lbs. 
lbs. lbs. 
52.066 
41.934 
29.569 
28.725 
26.105 
21.360 
21.237 
21.07.'i 
20.974 
22.382 
23.410 
24.035 
24.165 
25.856 
27.511 
24.365 
20.866 
20.430 
21.382 
22.862 
13.493 
5.824 
5.117 
3.785 
4.402 
5.618 
.:i.942 
6.476 
6.775 
7.188 
7.610 
8.140 
8.666 
6.340 
4.549 
4.449 
314.730 
251.528 
167.765 
175.498 
159.769 
131.275 
128.838 
124.673 
127.203 
137.047 
143.367 ' 
146.456 
146.059 
i56.201 
166.327 
146.618 
124.115 
121.339 
8.198 
9.027 
9.462 
9.408 
9.113 
8.671 
7.728 
2.552 
237.348 
0.316 
Digestible 
crude 
fiber 
lbs. 
31.594 
28.031 
Z0.055 
18.955 
17.495 
14.671 
14.444 
14.007 
12.703 
13.038 
13.624 
14.172 
14.521 
15.578 
16.506 
14.654 
13.369 
13.176 
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Dates 
1907 
June 20 to July 19 ... . 
July 20 to Aug. 18 . . . 
Aug. 19 to Sept. 17 .. 
Sept. 18 to Oct. 17 .. 
Oct. 18 to Nov. l(i .. . 
Nov. 17 to Dec. 16 . . . . 
Dec. 17 to Jan. 2 ... . 
Last 677 days . .... . 
Daily average ..... . . 
Dates 
1907·1910 
Feb. 1 to March 2 .... 
March 3 to April 1 .. 
April 2 to May 1 .. . . 
May 2 to May 31 . . . 
June 1 to June 30 ... . 
July 1 to July 30 ... . 
July 31 to Aug. 29 . . . . 
Aug. 30 to Sept. 28 . . 
Sept. 29 to Oct. 28 . . 
Oct. 29 to Nov. 27., .. 
Nov. 28 to Dec. 27 ... . 
Dec. 28 to Jan. 26 . .. . 
Jan. 27 to Feb. 25 ... . 
TABLE 15.-NUTRIENTS CONSUM!m BY .STEER 197 OK MAINTENAN~ontinued 
Crude 
protein 
lbs. 
27.056 
2d.473 
30.014 
35.480 
37.971 
37.941 
20.946 
704.577 
1.041 
Crude 
fat 
lbs. 
6.197 
7.723 
8.153 
9.767 
10.722 
10.677 
5.575 
186.048 
0.275 
Nitrogen 
free 
extract 
lbs. 
137.612 
141.378 
149.187 
171.495 
177.680 
177.885 
100.645 
3584.582 
5.295 
c,.,. f Ash fiber · lbs. 
lbs. 
27.806 7.725 
29.103 : 7.936 ' 
30.521 8.340 . 
33.772 9.691 
31.720 9.956 
31.735 9.977 
18.027 5.761 
692.520 203.771 
1.023 0.301 
Digestible 
crude 
protein 
lbs. 
21.240 
22.352 
23.562 
27.853 
29.808 
29.784 
16.443 
553.107 
0.817 
Digestible 
crude 
fat 
lbs. 
5.084 
6.335 
6.688 
8.012 
8.795 
S.759 
4.573 
152.619 
0.225 
! Digestible 
! N.F. E . 
.1_:_ 
125.308 
128.737 
135.848 
156.162 
161.794 
161.980 
91.(;46 
3264.084 
4.821 
TABLE 16.-NUTRIENTS CONSUMED BY S·1EER 588 ON MAINTENANCE 
Crude 
protein 
lbs. 
42.256 
37.99.) I 
39.998 
47.875 
3:i.603 
32.096 
33.009 
38.592 
35.366 
32.823 
32.287 
30.734 
26.460 
Crude 
fat 
lbs. 
11.945 
10.677 
10.778 
13.805 
10.963 
9.978 
8.676 
10.965 
11.184 
10.343 
10.214 
11.472 
13.085 
Nitrogen 
free 
extract 
lbs. 
215.067 
192.429 
195.666 
246.814 
191.419 
174.147 
174.091 
176.945 
l 73.141 
161.197 
158.114 
154.437 
133.743 
Crude 
fibe r 
lbs . 
42.003 
38.447 
45.366 
49.469 
42.521 
36.405 
34.482 
26.350 
34.402 
315'+2 
31.378 
32.886 
29.614 
Ash 
lbs. 
12.845 
11.673 
13.159 
14.692 
11.389 
9.964 
9.795 
i0.379 
9.905 
lJ.119 
9.036 
8.770 
7.910 
i Dig<•stible 
crude 
protein 
lbs. 
1-----
31.548 
28.367 
29.862 
35.743 
26.581 
23.963 
24.6..J...J. 
28.812 
26.404 
24.505 
24.105 
22.946 
19.755 
~t ~i.gF-~t~.1e lbs . 
10.146 
9.069 
9.155 
l 1.726 
9.312 
8.475 
7.369 
9.313 
9.499 
8.785 
8.676 ! 
9.744 
11.114 
Digestiblt 
crude 
fiber 
lbs. 
193.621 
173.240 
176.154 
222.202 
172.331 
156.781 
156.731 
159.300 
155.865 
14'1.122 
142.347 
139.037 
120.406 
Digestible 
crude 
fiber 
lbs. 
13.679 
14.317 
15.014 
16.613 
15.604 
15.611 
8.868 
340.671 
0.503 
Digc·stible 
crude 
fat 
lbs. 
19.650 
17.987 
21.224 
23.143 
19.893 
17.031 
16.132 
12.327 
16.094 
14.756 
14.680 
15.385 
13.854 
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---- 0 Feb. 26 to March 26 .. i 26.819 11.670 130.999 29.225 8.125 20.023 9.912 117.936 13.672 rJl 
..... March 27 to April 25 27.106 i 5.240 142.134 29.105 8.183 20.237 4.451 127:960 13.616 >-l April 26 to May 25 .. 27.079 . 5.025 142.385 29.412 8.144 20.217 
-1-.268 128.186 13.7(;0 0 May 26 to June 24 ... 26.893 4.559 142.477 29.487 7.963 &078 3.872 128.269 13.795 z June 25 to July 24 . .. . 27.159 5.422 141.263 29.98-1- 8.254 20.27 i -L(;05 127.176 14.027 0 July 25 to Aug. 23 .... 30.337 7.715 15-1-.258 32.574 9.-1-23 22 .649 (i.553 138.875 15.239 >rj Aug. 24 to Sept. 22 .. 34.059 9.229 178.042 32.957 lU.208 .25.4..::s 7.839 lt0.288 15.418 ti:! t'1 Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 .. 30.967 8.572 163.386 28.858 9.172 23.120 7.281 147.093 13.501 t'1 Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 .. 29.836 8.262 157.565 27.662 8.812 n ·r- 7.018 141.853 12.941 >rj .:-...... i-J.) Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 .... 32.670 9.357 171.665 30.675 9.517 24.391 7.948 154.547 14.351 > z Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 .... 34.009 10.259 177.380 32.465 9.668 25.391 8.71-1 159.692 15.188 ..... Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 ... 34.679 10.464 180.899 33.178 9.874 25.904 8.888 162.860 15.522 ~ Feb. 20 to March 21 32.039 9.659 166.948 30.717 <J.l 31 23.920 8.204 150.300 14.370 > t"' March 22 to April 20 i 28.530 7.083 155.929 27.169 8.051 21.300 6.016 140.380 12.710 rJl April 21 to May 20 .. 25.432 5.315 142.280 25.774 7.267 18.987 -Lil4 128.092 12.058 > May 21 to June 19 .... 25.353 5.295 141.766 25.800 7.2(:0 18.928 4.497 127.629 12.070 z June 19 to July 19 . . . 30.934 7.011 165.030 31.557 8.796 23.09S 5.955 148 . .173 14.763 t;! July 20 to Aug. 18 .. 31.113 8.445 154.542 31.761 8.667 23.226 7.173 139.131 14.859 t'1 z Aug. 19 to Sept. 17 .. 31.113 8.445 154.542 31.761 8.667 23.226 7.173 139.131 14.859 t'1 Sept. 18 to Oct. 17 .. 31.973 8.829 15.J.087 30.111 8.679 23.871 7.499 139.622 14.087 ?:l C'l Oct. 18 to Nov. 16 . . 33.264 9.405 155.907 27.636 8.697 24.835 7.988 1-10.361 12.929 ~ Nov. 17 to Dec. 16 . . 33.185 9.346 155.785 27.637 8./05 24.776 7.938 140.247 12.929 (') Dec. 16 to Jan. 15 ... . 32.076 8.538 154.050 27.651 8.8~9 23.948 7.252 138.688 12.936 0 rJl Jan. 16 to Feb. 14 . . .. 32.076 8.538 154.050 27.651 8.829 23.948 7.252 138.688 12.936 >-l Feb. 15 to March 16 .. 32.076 8.538 154.050 27.651 8.829 23.948 7.252 138.688 12.936 0 March 17 to April 15 32.076 8.538 154.050 27.651 8.829 23.948 7.252 138.688 12.936 'rj April 16 to May 15 . . 32.076 8.538 154.050 27.651 8.829 23.948 7.252 138.688 12.936 >rj May 16 to June 14 . . 31.452 7.783 153.548 28.379 9.513 23.482 6.611 138.236 13.277 ~ June 15 to June 29 . .. 13.573 3.126 65.548 13.278 4.279 10.133 2.655 59.012 6.212 t'1 Total 1245 days ...... I 1335.066 372.291 . 6766.822 1310.282 387.838 996.747 316.217 6092.035 612.989 z Daily average i 1.072 0.299 ! 5.435 1.052 0.312 ! 0.800 0.254 4.893 0.492 .... ·····. z 
c;l 
... 
IQ 
IV 
0 
TABLE 17.-NUTRIENTS CONSUMED BY STEER 589 ON MAINTENANCE ~ 
H Dates I Crude Crude I Nitrogen I Crude \ Ash I Digestible I Digestibk I Digestible Digestible Ul Ul 1908-1909 protein I fat free fiber lbs. crude crude N. F. E. \ crude 0 lbs. lbs. extract lbs. protein fat lbs. lbs. c: lbs. lbs. \ lbs. I>" 
H 
------
----
23.919 ! > Feb. 6 to Feb. 25 ... . 31.233 15.423 157.745 35.070 l 9.355 I 12.876 142.829 16.829 Cl ?" Feb. 26 to March 26 .. 37.542 16.432 183.905 40.386 i 11.281 . 28.7:.0 i 13.718 166.515 19.380 
pj March 27 to April 25 36.668 6.375 194.013 40.190 i 10.861 ! 28.081 i 5.322 175.667 19.286 :>< April 26 to May 25 .. 33.265 5.639 176.302 36.425 9.841 . 25.475 i 4.708 159.647 17.479 ;ti May 26 to June 24 ... 30.558 5.181 161.910 33.507 9.048 23.402 4.325 146.COO 16.079 Ul June 25 to July 24 .. 30.736 6.097 160.787 33.340 9.232 23.538 5.090 145.583 15.999 'cl July 25 to Aug. 23 ... 30.892 7.830 157.568 32.754 9.531 23.658 6.579 142.668 15.718 > 'cl Aug. 24 to Sept. 22 . . 25.476 6.899 133.145 24.670 7.636 19.510 5.760 120.555 11.839 H 0 Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 .... 27.909 7.723 147.240 26.021 8.268 21.373 6.448 133.317 12.487 z Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 .. 28.882 7.994 152.395 26.905 8.553 22.118 6.674 137.985 12.911 I>" Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 .... 31.552 9.032 165.577 29816 9.223 24.163 7.540 149.920 14.308 ttl en Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 .... 33.163 9.999 172.862 31.744 9.441 25.397 8.348 156.516 15.233 ttl Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 .... 33.258 10029 173.374 31.822 'l.467 25.469 8.373 156.980 15.271 > I>" Feb. 20 to March 21 .. 31.499 9.4fJ8 lf4.224 30.113 8.963 24.122 7.929 148.695 14.451 () March 22 to April 20 30.498 7.540 158.262 29.189 8.628 23.356 6.295 143.297 14.007 lli April 21 to May 20 .. 24.587 5.131 126.134 25.121 7.055 18.829 4.284 114.207 12.055 
"' May 21 to June 19 .. 19.996 4.169 102.499 20.507 .'.750 15.313 3.480 92.807 9.841 c: [-< June 20 to July 19 .. 20.514 4.664 104056 21.123 5.862 15.710 3.894 94.216 10.137 t"' ttl July 20 to Aug. 18 ... 24.312 (1.597 120.754 24.821 6.771 18.618 5.508 109.336 11.911 'cl Aug. 19 to Aug. 28 .. 8.919 2.414 44.220 . 9.189 2.497 6.830 2.015 40.039 4.410 H z Total 580 days ..... . 571 .459 154.716 2956.972 I 582.713 167.263 437.629 1.29.164 2677.361 279.632 (Jj Daily average ....... 0.985 0.267 5.098 1.005 0.288 0.755 0.223 4.616 0.482 0 
··--- ... ----· 
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DIGESTION TRIAL 
Digestion trials had been run on most of these steers during the 
experiment. During the ten days of the digestion trial (when data 
were taken) the feces and urine were collected and analyzed and 
:;pecial samples of the feed consumed were taken and analyzed. From 
the weight of nutrients fed in the feed and voided in the feces the 
per cents digested were calculated. These digestion coefficients were 
used in the calculations. The summary of the results of these trials 
is given in Table 18. 
TABLE 18.--DIGESTION FACTORS OF THE ANIMALS 
Steer 
·······---·············-·········-
liJ 
48 104 197 588 588 
------------ ---
Age, months 
···················· 
J 42 24 2/3 18 34 2/3 40 1/3 
Length of trial, days .... 0 IO 10 IO IO 10 
Crude protein consumed, I grams 
······-·· ··-··-············· I 3856.25 I 16.158.31 4107.31 5558.38 4454.81 4107.31 
Crude protein voided, 
grams ............................ I 1219.31 I 6275. 12 1570.00 1194.94 1124.50 1045.10 
Crude protein digested, 
grams 
·························· 
2636.94 10083 .19 2537.31 4363.44 3330.31 3062.21 
Crude protein di· 
gested, per cent 68.381 61.6.19 61.776 78 502 74.758 74.559 
--· 
Ether extract consumed. 
grams 
········ ·············· ·····-
118.1.40 51 iS.10 1136.49 1544.33 1.177.72 1136.49 
Ethtr extract voided, 
J 52.85 124 9.% 404.84 277.48 I 182.16 192.08 grams 
·············-·············· I I 
Ether extract digested, 
grams 
·------------·--······-··-
1030.55 3928.54 731.65 1266.85 1195.56 944.41 
Ether extract digest-
ed per cent ........ 87.084 75.868 64.378 82.032 86.778 83.098. 
Nitrogen free extract 
consumed, grams .... ·-···· 18783.00 81126.67 21040.95 28573.55 21831.30 21040.95 
Nitrogen free extract 
voided, grams 
····-······· 
2329.77 23041.93 3141.61 2554.71 2253.76 2024.45 
Ni::ogcn free extract 
digested, grams ........ 16453.23 58084.74 17899.34 26018.84 19577.54 19016.50 
Nitrogen free extract 
digested, per cent 87.596 71.598 85.069 91.059 89.676 90.379 
Crude fiber consumed, 
grams ............................ 3802.79 13191.77 3829.14 5122.32 4303.44 3829.14 
Crude fiber voided, grams 2099.21 7477.15 2697.74 2602.51 2088.37 2217.35 
Crude fiber digested, I 
grams .......................... 1703.58 5714.62 1131.40 2519.81 2215.07 1611 .79 
Crude fiber digested, 
per cent 
·······-----
44.798 43.320 29.547 49.193 51.472 42.093 
Organic nutrients con-
sumed, grams· ........... _ 27625.19 115854.85 30113.89 40798.58 31967.27 30113.89 
Organic nutrients voided, 
grams OHOOOOOHOoooooooo .. OoooHOO 5801.14 38043.76 7814.19 6629.64 5648.79 5478.98 
Organic nutrients digested, 
grams 
·----------------... 
21824.05 11811.09 22299.70 34168.94 26318.48 24634.91 
Organic nutrients di-
gested, per cent 79.001 67.163 74.051 83.750 82.329 81.806 
COJ\IPOSITION OF BEEF A N IMALS AND ENERGY COST OF FATTENING r I 
Steer 164, the ridgeling, a very nervous animal, showed markedly lower digestion coefficients than the other animals. The full-fed animal, Steer 48, showed low digestion coefficients also, and in per cent of total organic nutrients digested it was the lowest of all. The very thin steer, Steer 18, had lower coefficients (excepting for the ether extract) than the two fat animals, Steer 197 and Steer 588. The details of this and other digestion trials will be published in a later bulletin. Steers 18, 164, 197, and 588 were in the digestion stalls when on maintenance. Steer 48 was in the digestion stall when on full feed. Steers 121 and 589 were not in the stalls at all. For the digestion coefficients of Steers 121 and 48 while on maintenance, the coefficients of Steer 18 were used. For Steer 589 the averages of the coefficients for Steers 588 and 197 were used. This selection was made on the basis of similar treatment, age, and condition. 
REQUIREMENT FOR MAINTENANCE 
A study of Figure 1 in comparison with Figures 3 to 7 brings out a few facts which must be considered before proceeding with the derivation of the maintenance cost. The consumption of total nutrients fell rapidly during the first few periods upon maintenance while the weights of the animals did not follow this decrease. This cheapening of the cost of maintenance was characteristic of all the steers and was due to the fact that the animals adjusted themselves to a low plane of nutrition and that they thereby became more economical in the use of food digested. 
In the case of Steer 197, however, there was both a very marked decrease in the nutrients consumed and an increase in live weight. This is in accord with the treatment given this animal. The animal hm•bandman was feeding the steer to bring it back to its previous condition. Consequer.tly the maintenance period should not have be-gun until after the feeding had become normal. Table 6 shows that thi!' was accomplished only after the first 60 days of the experi-ment. Therefore in the following work these 60 days will not be indu::led. 
Table 19 shows the data for the maintenance costs of the seven animals. The total grain and hay consumed together with the aver-age daily consumption and the consumption per 1000 pounds are in-cluded with the other data. In calculating this last item the needs 
°''ere assumed to be proportional to the five-eights power of the wdght for the three thin steers and to the five-ninths power of the weight for the fat animals. (See page 29). Steers 197 and 589 
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Steer ............................... . 
Length of trial, days 
Average live wt. lbs. 
\Vt. grain consumed, lbs. 
\Vt. hay consumed, lbs. 
Daily grain con-
sumed, lbs ....... ......... . 
Dai:y hay consumed, lbs. 
Dady g r ain per 1000 lbs. 
Daily hay per 1000 lbs. 
Total digestible organic 
nH-.ttc r co nsum ed 1 lbs. 
Average daily digestible 
organic matter, lbs ..... 
Average daily energy 
equivalent, therms .... 
Energy consumed per 
thous;; nd lbs . wei.:;ht1 
Energy pe: thousand lbs: 
TABLE 19.-COST OF MAINTENANCE 
18 I 121 I 48 I 164 I 197 ! 588 I 589 
--~:-T:--r~ l~r:~---=----:-
767 i 759 1 s37 ; 934 I 1082 1212 1065 
1633.0U i 976.50 i 1023.00 I 4844.93 13940 92 8024.78 3487.84 
690.00 I 428.95 44 S.OO 1 1845.84 l;Ol.40 .l24S.95 1397 60 
5.75 6 10 i 6.82 ·1, 6.46 i 5.82 6.45 6.01 
2.43 2.68 i 2.97 I 2.46 I 2.51 2. 61 2.41 
6. 79 7.25 1 7.62 6.71 I 5.57 s.80 s "° 
2.87 3.18 3.32 2.56 I . 2.40 I 2.35 2.33 
158 1.13 1' QS0.67 993.22 i 4352.29 14310.481'13017.99 3523.79 
' I I 5.568 ; 5.942 1 6.621 5.803 6.367 
9.577 i 10.220 i 11.388 9.981 
11.30 i 12.14 i 
I I 
12. 73 10.40 I 
10.35 
10.951 
10.42 
10.48 
6.440 
11.077 
9.82 
9.95 
6.075 
10.449 
IO.OS 
10.09 
1Thc five-eighths power of weight was used. 
:!The five-ninths power of weight was used. 
which weighed about 1000 pounds needed about six pounds of the 
gr<:in mixture and two and one-half pounds of alfalfa hay for main-
tenance. Steer 48, altho he weighed only 837 pounds, needed 6.82 
pounds of grain and 2.97 pounds of hay, which was more than the 
arrr,unt needed by the heaviest animal, Steer 588. 
\Vhen the requirements per 1000 pounds of animal were calcu-
lated; it was found that the three heaviest steers needed from 5.54 
to 5.78 pounds of grain and from 2.31 to 2.39 pounds of hay. Steers 
18 and 164 were next in order of economy and needed between 6.7 
and 6.8 pounds of grain and from 2.57 to 2.87 pounds of hay. 
Steers 121 and 48 were more expensive. An average of 6.5 pounds 
of grain and 2.7 pounds of hay were needed per thousand pounds of 
animal. 
ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR MAINTENANCE 
From the total digestible organic matter consumed during main-
tenance the daily consumption and the energy equivalent were calcu-
lated. The figures are shown in Table 19. The energy consumption 
was about ten per cent lower than the figures given in Research Bul-
letin 18 of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station. This is 
due to the method of calculation. The former method1 was con-
sidered the best at the time the calculations were first made, which 
was some time previous to the date of publication. Some of the 
factors for the metabolizable energy of the digestible nutrients were 
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obtained from work on cattle, while others were from work on the 
horse. The data were incomplete and some assumptions had to be 
made. 
Since that time Armsby and Fries2 in their calorimeter have 
worked out the energy values of various feeding stuff~ when fed 
to cattle. Their ration called "alfalfa hay and grain mixture No. 2" 
was very similar to the ration fed the animals in this experiment. 
An average value for the metabolizable energy per kilogram of d;ges-
tible organic matter consumed in this ration is 3797 Calories2 • This 
is equivalent to 3.797 therms. Since the ration used differed from 
the one quoted from the work of Armsby and Fries a value for it 
was derived by the method proposed by them (p. 451 of the article 
quoted). Alfalfa gives an average of 3.61 therms of metabolizable 
energy per kilogram .of digestible organic matter. Grain mixture No. 
2 has a value of 3.88 therms and the average value for the three 
grain rations-maize meal, wheat bran, and grain mixture No. 2-is 
3.89 therms. The average value given for grain rations with less 
than S per cent of digestible fat is 3.9 therms. These figures are 
all very near together, and so the first of the three was used. Since 
the ration contained 0.4 as much alfalfa as grain the value of 3.61 
was multiplied by 0.4, the value of 3.88 was multiplied by 1.0, the 
two were added and the sum was divided by 1.4. This method gwe 
3.803 therms for the ration. This is so near the value of 3.797 
therms that it would seem to make no difference which value was 
used. For the calculations in this report the value of 3.80 therms of 
metabolizable energy per kilogram of digestible organic matter was 
used. This is equiva:ent to 1.72 therms per pound. 
Near the bottom of Table 19 the energy consumption daily per 
thousand pounds of live weight is shown. In calculating from the 
given weight of animal to the weight of 1000 pounds the following 
formula was used: T 1000=T .(1000)"/8 , where a is the live weight 
a 
of the animal. It has been shown by one of the authors:: that the 
surface areas of steers of medium or thin condition are proportional 
to the five-eighths power of the live weight. For very fat steers it 
is proportional to the five-ninths power. It is certain that Steer 588 
would class as a very fat steer. It is probable that Steers 197 and 
589 belong to this group, but it is not certain that Steer 164 should be 
so classed. The bottom line of Table 19 gives for these four steers 
the energy consumption per 1000 pounds calculated in proportion to 
the five-ninths power of the weights. Three of the steers weighed 
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so nearly 1000 pounds that practically no difference was shown in 
the energy consumption per 1000 pounds. The heaviest steer shows 
a somewhat larger consumption of energy per 1000 pounds. This is 
due to the proportionately smaller surface area shown3 by fat 
animals. 
The three thin ai11mals, Steers 18, 121, and 48, show high main-
tenance costs compared with the fat animals, Steers 164, 197, 588, 
and 589. Altl10 these thin animals were one to two years older than 
three of the fat animals, they were not more mature. This is shown 
by the weights and measurements of the steers. The lower mainte-
nance cost of the fat cattle is then due to the fact that they had a 
store of fat. to dravv upon. The evidence presented shows that th-ey 
must have drawn upon this store to a considerable extent. 
The maintenance cost is based upon the digestible organic nutri-
ents. Consequently the cost is affected by the digestion coefficients. 
The feeder of cattle has to count the cost in terms of feed fed and 
not in terms of feed digested. The three thin cattle were assumed to 
digest 79 per cent (the factor of Steer 18) of the totcil organic nu-
trients consumed. Three of the fat cattle had digestion factors of 
82 to 84 per cent. Their decreased cost of maintenance resulted then 
in spite of a larger proportion of digestible 0rganic matter. Steer 
164, however, showed a digestion coefficient of only 74 per cent. If 
it is assumed that it should have digested as much as Steer 18, or as 
the fat steers, the maintenance cost would be Pised to 11 therms, or 
to the same cost as that of Steer 18. This animal would still be 
much more economical than Steer 121 and Steer 48. 
Steer 589, the maintenance animal in confinement, showed a 
higher maintenance cost than its mate, Steer 588. This could easily 
have been due to its nervousness, and consequently it can not be 
said that confinement was responsible for the difference. It is cer-
tain that confinement does not lower the cost of maintenance below 
that shown by an animal allowed to run in a lot. 
The average maintenance cost (the five-ninths power of the 
weight) per thousand pounds for the fatter animals was 11.01 therms 
of metabolizable energy daily. It has been shown3 that an 
average of 52.94 per cent of the metabolizable energy of this ration is 
net or available energy. By applying that figure, a value of 5.83 
therms of available energy is found to be the maintenance require-
ment. Armsby has shown4 an average need of 6 therms of available 
energy. 
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GROWTH OF STEERS ON MAINTENANCE 
A number of measurements of height, width, and circumference 
and outlines of cross sections of the animals were taken at various 
times thruout the experiment. In Figure 8 the instruments used are 
shown. Besides the tape line there are standards, calipers, and the 
hinged wheel for cross section measurements. The special pieces of 
Fig. 8.-Apparatus used in taking measurements 
apparatus were devised by F. G. King, now at the Indiana Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, and J. M. Evvard, now at the Iowa Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. The hinged wheel with its adjustable 
blunt prongs was used to get the exact contour of the animal at the 
heart, paunch, and flank. In later measurements this wheel was 
replaced by a chain of aluminum links adjustable at each joint by 
means of set-screws. 
More than thirty measurements were taken of the steers at in-
tervals of about a month. Eighteen of these have been selected. 
The data are shown in Tables 20 to 24. Herein are included not only 
the data on maintenance but also those measurements taken when 
the steers were on full feed. 
TABLE 20.- MEASUREMEl'TS JN CENTIMETERS OF STEERS 
Steer 48, Full fed I '"" .. Steer 121 I Date .............................. 8-17-07 11-9-07 8-17-07 8- 17-07 , 2.22.os I 5.27.03 
Length of time elapsed 0 12 mo>. I 0 ! 6 mos. [ 9 mos. 
' 
22 days i 5 days 10 days 
Condition ....................... 1 very I very I '""' '" I med""" I "";" I 'ho;" thin thin ch01ce to prune 
Weight, pounds.......... 780 787 949 1035 I 1312 1420 
Height at withers.... 131 I 135 132 135 139 141.5 
I 6-30-08 ·1 9-7-os 10-1-0E 111 -3-08 I i 30-081 1-2-09 [ 10 mos. 12 mos. 13 mos. 14 mos. 15 mos. 16 mos. 
. 13 days 20 dayo 14 days 16 days . 13 dayF I S days 
I choice choice choice rhoke prime prime 
to prime to prime to prim e to p- ime 
1453 1607 1667 I 715 1700 1750 
144 144 144 144 144 144 
Height at point of 
shoulder to ground I .......... .. ..... ....... . .. ......... I ............ I 98.5 I 100.5 
H eight at point midway 
100.5 100.5 101 101 101.25 101 
top of hips ....... ....... 135 137.5 136 140 141 I 143 Height at hind fla nk 79.5 82.5 81 86 83 84.5 
Length,high point shoul 
der to top point hip 1071 1041 1 103 1 112 1 119.5 11 8 
Width of hip .... .......... I d7 46.5 46 48.5 54 57.5 
Width of loin .... ........ I 
··-··-······ ···········-
i ............ ............ 44 48 
142.5 143 143 143 143.25 143.75 
I 81. 5 80 79 79.5 79 .5 79.25 I 
I 
123 125 125 127 129 129.5 
58.5 59.5 59.5 60 5 60 75 60 75 
47.5 so so 51 51 51.5 
Depth of chost.. .......... 68.5 68 53 .5 71 ' 79 79 
Width of cheM .......... 35 37.S 39.5 I 44 48 48 
Girth at Lear t. ........... 174 175.5 178 1 187 1213 220 Depth of paunch ...... 
········-··· 
............ 
............ ·······-·-· 76 
Width of paunch ...... 
·········-·· 
............ I ............ , ............ 
·241--·· 77 Girth of paunch ........ 190.5 ! 190.5 ' 213 ' 21 6 250 
80 80.5 80.5 82 82 I 82.5 
51.5 53.5 52.5 53 53.7s J S3.25 
220 225 224 226 227 I 227 77 78 78.5 80 80.75 80 
76.5 81 82 85 82 81.5 
2"? 264 261 270 260 268 >~
Length of foreleg 
elbow to ground .... 79.5 i 80 80 81.5 81 I 84 84 85.5 87 86.75 86.75 86.5 
Smallest circumference i 
of fore shin bone 20 20 l 20 ' 20.5 I 21 i 22 
' 
' 21 22 l 21 21 21 21 ' 
Length poll to poin t of 
muzzle .................... 48.5 51.5 
I 
51 
I 
Sl.5 I S2 
I 
S3 
Width of jaws ............ ............ I 17 16 17 I 19 19 Girth of th roat latch 89 89 86.5 91.5 99 99 I S3 
55 S5 .5 S4.7S S4 7S SS 
20 19.75 20 20 20 20 
100 102 S.7 100 100.5 100 
--- - - - --- ·- -
'Measurement was taken from h igh point shoulder to fron t point h ips. 
1-16-0Y 
17 mos. 
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144 
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143.75 
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130 
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TABLE 21.-MEASUREMENTS Ix CENTIMLL RS OF STEER 164 
Date. .....• ·-·-·-···--··-·· Length of time elapsed 
11-5-07 
0 
Condition ..................... I thin 
Weight, pounds.......... i 955 
Height at withers........ 131 
Height at point of 
shoulder to ground i 88 
Height at point midway 
top of hips............ i 134 
Height at hind flank i 78 
Length,high point shoul· 
der to top point hips I 111' 
Width of hip............ : 46 
Width of loin ............ ! 37 
Depth of chest............ · 67.5 
Width of chest.......... i 39 
Girth at heart............ 184.5 
Depth of paunch ....... . 
Width of paunch ..... . 
Girth of paunch........ , 199 
Length of foreleg, ' 
elbow to ground.... 70 
Smallest circumference 
of fore shin bone 21 
Length, poll to point 
of muzzle ...............• 51.5 
Width of j aws ........ . ..... . 
Girth of throat latch 99 
12-23.07 I l-2s.08 
I mo. . 2 mos. 
23 days I 23 days 
thin 
985 
131 
90 
135 
7~} 
1121 
46 
38 
(jQ 
39 
183 
199 
70 
21 
51.5 
20 
97 
thin 
977 
134 
89 
137 
so 
113' 
47 
38 
69 
39 
183 
192 
72.5 
20.5 
51.5 
20 
99 
2-26-08 
3 mos. 
21 days 
thin 
966 
133.5 
88 
134 5 
78 
112' 
48 
39 
61 
39.5 
183 
188 
74.5 
20.5 
5.2 
19 
9) 
3-11-08 
4 mos. 
6 days 
thin 
981 
134 
90 
136.5 
80 
1141 
48 
39 
68 
41 
183 
186 
75 
21 
51 
19 
96 
3-31-08 
4 mos. 
26 days 
thin 
920 
134 
93 
138 
78 
1101 
48 
39 
62 
40 
181 
190 
73 
20 
51 
19 
98 
'Measurement was taken from high point shoulder to front point hips. 
4-11-08 
5 mos. 
6 days 
very 
thin 
93.> 
135 
95 
137.5 
/9 
1151 
48 
38 
70 
39 
182 
192 
75 
20 
51 
19 
100 
5 mos. I 6 mos. . 7 mos. , 8 mos. 10 mos 10 mos. 
5-2-08 , 5-30-08 7-1-08 1 8-1-08 I 9-5-08 
1
10-1-08 
27 days ! 25 days j 26 days i 26 days 26 d.iys 
very 
thin 
945 
134.5 
92 
137 
82 
1141 
49 
39 
71 
39 
181 
188 
79 
19.5 
53 
20 
100 
very 
thin 
940 
135 
90 
137.5 
a2 
l101 
48 
38.5 
72 
37 
180.5 
65 
52.5 
190.5 
79 
20 
50 
22.5 
93 
: ,--
very 
thin 
937 
!3(J 
91 
137.5 
83 
116 
48.5 
38.5 
72.5 
36.5 
182 
66. 
53. 
193. 
79 
20 
53 
19 
99 
,·ery 
thin 
905 
136.5 
91 
137 
82.5 
116 
48 
39 
72 
36 
182 
66.5 
53 
193 
78.5 
20 
54.5 
18.5 
98 
very 
thin 
877 
136.5 
90.5 
137.5 
82 
117 
49 
38.5 
71.S 
36 
179 
64 
52 
189 
79 
20 
54.5 
18.5 
94 
1 
I 
very 
thin 
908 
136.5 
91 
137.5 
82 
117 
49 
38.5 
71 
36 
179 
63 
51.5 
187 
80 
20 
54.5 
18.5 
94 
() 
0 
~ 
>-;j 
0 
[fl 
~ 
.... 
0 
z 
0 
"' to 
t'1 
t'1 
"' > 
z 
.... 
~ 
:» 
I:"' 
[fl 
> 
z 
ci 
t'1 
z 
t'1 
7.l 
~ 
() 
0 
~ 
0 
"' ~ 
t'1 
z 
z 
C"l 
l» 
(;.> 
TAllLE 21.-MJ::Asunn!ENTS IN CENT!METEHS m· STEER 164!-Continued 
·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
r:~eiii'i{-;;{·· i:~-:~i-~p;:~~,- i{i2;~~~+-- -~~-3 ~~!.- - 11fi~~~- .. fl~°!: 2ir~0:s. 1 l~-~~~~ j 15s;!i~. ]-- :f t~~~··l · ff~;,~~-1 - 6i39°~_ ~s·j' 7ig9~0:s. j 82~ 0~?Zs. I. ~~~r:: ·j-~~s~0!~ 
27 days 25 days 27 days 25 days 22 days 22 days 22 days 14 days 25 days 24 days 25 d_ays 26 days 
- I - I I ,- I I Condition ..................... very I very very I very very very . very I very ve.ry I thin common good choice 
very very very [ very very very very I very tlun I , to to to 
thin thin thin thin thin thin thin I thin I I medium I choice prime 
Weight, pounds ........ I 872 874 1 905 900 911 925 I 928 I 916 \105 i 1088 1192 1295 1395 
Height at withers........ 138, I 138.25 I 139 139 139 139 139.25 ! 139.25 139.25 - 139.5 I 139.5 140.5 141 
Height at point of I ' ' I 
shoulder to ground 90.75 i 90.75 1 91.5 91.5 91.5 92. I 92.5 I 92.5 92.5 92.75 i 92.75 92.75 
Height at point midway 
top of hips.............. 138 138 138 138 138 138 ! 138 i 138 138 138 139 [1 139· 
Height at hind flank 84 84 84.5 84.5 i 84.5 84.75 ! 84.5 84 83.5 il3.5 l 81.5 • 81 
Length,high point shoul-
der to top point hips 
Width of hip ............. . 
Width of loin ___________ _ 
Depth of chest.. ........ .. 
Width of chest.. ...... .. 
Girth at heart.. .... .. 
Depth of paunch ...... .. 
Width of paunch ...... .. 
Girth of paunch ....... . 
Length of foreleg, 
elbow to ground .... 
Smallest circumference 
of fore shin bone 
Length, poll to point 
of mu1zle .... ............ . 
Width of jaws __________ __ 
Girth of throat latch 
117 118 
49 49 
39 39 
71.25 70.75 
35.5 34 
179 177.5 
(iJ 62 
49.5 50 
182 .. 1 185 
i0 .75 i 80.S 
20 I 20 
S4. 
18. 
94. 
54.5 
18.5 
94 
116.75 
49 
39.25 
il.5 
34.5 
180 
63 
49.5 
175 
80.5 
20 
SS 
18.75 
94 
116.75 
49 
39.2S 
71.75 
34.5 
182 
63 
49.S 
175.S 
80.5 
20 
5S 
18.75 
94.5 
116.5 
49.S 
39.2S 
71.75 
34.25 
182 
62.5 
49.5 
182 
80.5 
20 
55 I 
18.75 I 
94.S 
117 
49.5 
39.2S 
72 
33.75 
179 
62 
48.5 
175 
81 
19.75 
55 
18.5 
94 
117.25 
49.75 
39.5 
73.5 
34 
177 
62.5 
49 
180 
80.S 
19.6 
5S 
18.25 
93 
ll 7 ,5 
49.iS 1 
39.5 
72.iS 
33. 
179 
62.5 
49 
!R0.5 
80.5 
19.5 
55 
18.25 
92 
11 8.5 
50.5 
40.25 
72.75 
35 .5 
185 
66 
65 
212 
80.5 
19.5 
55 
18.5 
93 
120 
50.75 
40 .5 
73.25 
3S.5 
188 
67 
6.l 
212 
80 .iS 
19.75 
S5 
18.75 
95 
120 
51.75 
41.2S 
70 
37 
194 
i0.5 
66 
223 
SO.i5 
20.50 
55 
19 
99 
125 
52.5 
42 .0 
76.S 
40 
200 
72 
66 
226 
80.75 
20.75 
5S 
19.5 
100 
93 
139.5 
81 
124 
53,5 
4S 
77 
44.25 
206 
7S 
65 
243 
81 
21 
55 
I 19.s I 100 
. .. . 
1S60 
141.5 
93 
143 
79 
125.5 
55 
46 
80 
46 
215 
80 
73.5 
255 
81 
21 
55 
20 
105 
~ 
-!>'. 
~ 
.... 
(/l 
(/l 
0 
c.: 
~ 
~ 
!d 
I'!-
:>< 
~ 
g 
.... 
0 
z 
1il (/l 
~ 
I>" () 
~ 
t:d 
c::: 
t"' 
t"' 
t'l 
..,i 
~ 
CN 
0 
Date .............. _ .............. . 
Length of time elapsed ....... . 
TABLE 22.-MEASUREMENTS IN CENTIMETERS OF STEER 197 
3-1-08 
0 t mo. 3 mos. 4 mos. 6 .. 10s. I / mos. / mos. 9 mos. , './ mo~. I 3-30-081 :;.30.08 • 6-30-08 . 8-;-os i _?·5-08 I _9-29-08 j 11-2-os i u_ -3u-os 29 days l.9 d ays 29 days 2 days 4 days · 28 days I I day I 29 days 
--- - -----------:-----, choice I good good medium medium I medium I_ medium 
j to to ! w 
1 choice ~ood 1 : good 
Condition choice medium 
t o 
g-oou 
1085 \\'eight, pounds ···---····-·-···········-· 
Height at withers · ·-----·-·---······-···· 
Height at point of shoulders 
to ground 
Height at point midway top 
of hips ·-··-·--···-····-·--·····-···--·· 
Height at hind flank __ .............. . 
Length, high point of shoulder to 
point of hips 
Width of hip ···· ······-··········-·-···-·· 
Width of lo:n ··--------------··------· ··--· 
O "pth of ch esL----·-·-·-·-·-·-··-··---·-·-· 
\V ,d.h of chest ···-·-·-·--··----··--····· 
Girth a t heart 
D epth of paunch 
Width of paunch 
Girth of paumh 
Length• of foreleg 
elbow to ground. ·····-·····-·-···-···· 
Sm;1}lcst circumferen ce of 
fore shin b on e -----·------------------
Length, poll to p oint of muzzle 
Width of jaws .... : ...... ·-·······--······ 
Gir th- of throat latch.---------------
1095 
124.5 
86 
127 
69 
1041 
45.5 
35.5 
67 
47 
195.5 
226 
7-l 
19 
48 
I i 
91.5 
1097 1 1111 1117 1111 1070 i 1068 ' 1070 
126.s I 121 130.5 130_5 : 131 r 131.5 , 132 
87 
129 
69.5 
108 
47 
37 
68 
48 
200 
222 
75 
20 
49 
19 
97 
! 88 ! 
130 
70 
105 
so 
39 
67.5 
47.5 
195 
70 
64.5 
219 
75 
19.5 
49 
19.5 
92 
88 
132.5 
71 
108 
48.5 
37.5 
69.5 
49.5 
197 
71.5 
66.5 
221.5 
76 
20 
50 
19 
92 
90.5 90 
131 
72 
109 
48.S 
37 
70 
47.S 
196 
71 
64 
220 
76 
20 
so 
20 
92 
131.5 
71 
110.5 
49 
38 
70., 
46.5 
193.5 
70.5 
63 
210 
76 .) 
2 (J 
51.5 
19.5 
93 
91.25 
132 
72 
111.5 
49 
37.5 
70 
45 .5 
190 
70 
59 
210 
71 .25 
19. 
52. 
19. 
90. 
91.25 
132.5 
72.5 
112.S 
48.5 
37.5 
69.5 
45 
190 
69.5 
59 
208 
/S.25 
19,75 I 
53 
19.S 
90 
11'.Ieasurement was taken from high point shoulder to front point hips. 
132.75 
91.5 
13:1 
i 3 .. ;
112.75 
48.7 
37.~ 
69.5 
4 5 
19(1 
70 
6Ll 
209 
i.9. 5 
20 
53 
19.25 
90 
i ·Z·U~J J .Ju-09 
11 mos. I 11 mos. 
1 day 29 days 
m e-
dium + 
1069 
133 
91.75 
hlJ 
i3.15 
114 
49 
37.5 
69.5 
44.25 
191 
68 
58 
207 
80.25 
19.8 
53 .S 
19 
90 
i 
I me-dium+ 
; 10GS 
I '.'.) 
91.5 
13:1 
73.i5 
114.S 
49 
31.25 
11 
42 
192 
67 .75 
55.5 
205 
80.25 
20. 
53.75 
19.25 
90 
8 
~ 
~ 
II> 
3 
0 
z 
0 
>rj 
tll 
lTl 
lTl 
>rj 
> z 
~ 
~ 
> z 
tl 
lTl 
z 
B 
8 
~ 
0 
>rj 
~ 
a 
z 
~ 
"' U\ 
w 
0\ 
TABLE 22.-MEASUREMENTS IN CENTHIETrns OF STEER 197-Continued 
Date .................................................. 
I 
2-27-091 3-27-091 5.4.091 5-27-091 6 30-09 7-29-091 9-1 -091 10-1-09 11-2-091 12-1-09 1-1-10 Length of time elapsed ................ 12 mos. 13 mos. 15 mos. 15 mos. 16 mos. 17 mos. 19 mos. ~O mos. 21 mos. 22 mos. 23 mo. ~ 26 days 26 days 3 days 26 days 29 dayF ~R days .... 
---
VI 
Condition ...................................... , . , medium 
1 ·- 1- VI 0 
<:"OOd good me- me- medium me- me- medium l l .. · me· c: to me- to me- dium+ dium+ ...i i urn- di um- di urn- di urn- ~ 
'.i 11111 + dium-Weigh~. pounds ........................ 1 1075 1092 1093 1 1090 1080 I 070 1072 . 1066 1073 1090 1084 > Cl Height at withers .................... 133 134.5 134.75 135 I 135.25 136 i 137.25 ! 137.25 137.25 137.S 137.75 ~ Height at point of shoulders 
I 
93 i 93 I 93.25 t>1 to ground ................................ 91.5 92.5 93.5 93 93.5 93.5 93 .75 94 >< Height at point midway top I ! !'ti 
of hips 133.25 134.75 135 i 135.25 I 135.5 135.75 137 137.25 137.25 136.25 136.5 .................................... i VI Height at hind flank. ............... 73.75 74 74 74.25 74.5 75 .90 75.25 76.5 76.5 76.5 77 >-i Length, high point of shoulder to ~ 
.... p ~int of hips ........................ 114.5 11.I 115 115.25 115.5 11 6 I 17 117 117 11 7.25 118.S 0 \Vi,lth of hip .............................. 49 49.25 48.S 49 49 49.25 i 49.30 49.5 49 s 49.75 so z W idth of loin ............................ 37.5 37.5 38.5 38.75 38.75 38.50 38.50 38.25 38.25 39.25 39.S {;1 D'pth of chest.. .......................... 71 71.25 71.75 72 72 71 i 71 71.S 71.5 72 72 VI Width of chest ............................ 4?. 42 42 25 41.75 41..1 40.S i 41 40.75 41.75 • 42 5 43 t>1 I > Gir1h ct heart ............................ 193 190 190 190.S 190.5 190 i 191 190 .190 194 195 ~ D 11th of p1uneh ........................ 68 67.5 65.S 66 67 67.S 
i 
69 66.75 66.75 70 I 67 
(") 
Width of paunch ........................ 56.25 56 55.2:; 55.25 55 56.5 56.75 55 57 59 58 til I 
tr;! :"}irth of paunch ........ ...... .......... 207 204 202 204 205 210 i 208 205 205 215 210 c: Length of foreleg 
I:"' 
c .how to ground ................... 80.5 81.5 81 I 81 81.25 I 81.25 81.5 81.5 81.5 81.75 82 I:"' Smallest circumference of I ! I I I i ~ I .... fore shin bone ··-··············---·-·- 20 19.75 
I 
19.75 19:7S 20 
I 
20 ! 20.2S 20.25 20.25 20.S 20.5 z Length, poll to point of muzzle S3.75 54 54.5 I 54.5 54 5 54.5 I 54.5 54.5 54.S 54.75 SS (,) W idth of j aws .............................. 19.25 19.2S 19 19.25 19.25 19 19 19 19 19.S I 19.5 0 Girth of throat latch ................... 90 90.S 90 I 90 90 90 90 90.5 91 91 25 92 
(") 
0 
~ 
'"O 
0 
TABLE 23.-MEASUREMENTS IN CEHTIMETERS OF STEER 589 en H 
~ 
Date .............................................................. -. I 2-1-08 I 3-30-08 I S-30-08 I 7-1-08 8-3-08 9.5.03 : 10-1-0!> 11-3-08 I,\ ~~3~~-8 I l j4~~s. H 
1 
0 Length of time elapsed·-·······--·······-·····-···· oJ 1 mo. 3 mos. S mos. 6 mos. 7 mos. I 8 mos. 9 mos. z 29 days 29 days 2 days 4 days 2 dair• 2 days J days 
·-- - -
0 
I prime I I I >=j Condition ····-··································-··-····-··-···· I choice choice I good medium 1 medium i medium medium 600d good ti) 
to good to good to good to good to me- to me- M i di um+ di um+ M 
'Vcight, pounds ............................................ i 1085 1078 1067 11088 1095 1077 !046 1045 1056 1060 >=j 
He·.ghc t . ith cs I 122.5 122 124 126.5 126.5 127.5 127.5 127.5 127.5 :> ..... -·-······ ·········· i 120.5 i z H c1.ht .. t i o.nt of sh~.:ldc r to ground ... I 83.S I 85 84 I 85 86 86 86 86 86 25 86.5 H i I Hci __ h, a t r int midway top of hips ........ I 124 1 124.5 125 126.5 ! 128 128 129 129.5 129.5 I 129.5 ~ Height at hind fl ank .................................. 68 67.5 67 69 70 70.5 71.5 72.5 73 72 :> i r< Hcikht, hit:.h 1-oint of shoddcr to ! I I en point of hips 
····•········································ 1031 110 110 110 113 111 111.5 114 113.5 114 :> 
\V•dth of h.p ................................................ 44 I 46 46.5 47 48 49 49.5 50 49.75 49.5 z tl \Vidih of loin ................................................ 40 5 I :~ 39 39.5 39.5 40 40.5 40.5 40.5 40 D ep th of che;t .............................................. 69 67.5 68 67.75 67. 5 68 67.5 68.75 69.25 M z Width of ch;,st ............................................ 50.5 50 50.5 so 48.5 48.5 48 47.5 46 45.75 M 
Girth at heart .............................................. 198 194 190 192 193 191 193 191 188.5 188 :<! Cl Depth of paunch .......................................... 
······----- ----······· 
55.5 70 65 65 66 62 64 64 >< 
Width of paunch .......................................... • •••••••• n .. 
············ 
59.5 65 67.5 60 58 58 58.5 58.5 (") 
Girth of paunch .......................................... 226 209 203 216 224 203 206 201 202 193.5 0 en Length of foreleg, elbow to ground ........ 70 69 70 70.5 72 71.5 73 73 75 75 ~ 
Smallest circumference of foreshin bone 20 19 19.5 20 20 20 20.5 20 20 20.25 0 
Length poll to point of muzzle ................ 47 47 48 48.5 49 50 
I 
50 51 51.6 51 5 1-rj 
Width of jaws .............................................. 18 
I 
19 20 20 19.5 20 20 20 20 20 >=j 
Girth of throat latch .................................... 95 97 98 98 98 I 96 95 96 95.75 96 > I ~ 
---- · ---------------------
~ 
1Measurement w<,s taken from high point shoulder to front point hip. t<1 z 
..... 
z 
Cl 
,,, . 
'-f 
\>) 
00 
TABLE 23.- M F.ASUREMENTS IN (ENTIMETEHS OF STEER 589-Continued ts: 
-
.... 
D ate ..................................................................... 1 1-30-09 I 2.27.09 1 3-27-091 5-5-09 I 5-27-09 1 6-30-091 7-29-09 9-1-09 1 10.1-09 \ 11 2 o· 1 11-30-09 I/) 
Length of time elapsed ................................ 11 mos. 12 mos. 13 mos. 15 mos. 15 mos. 1.6 mos. 17 mos.\ 19 mos. 20 mos. 21 mos. 21 mos. 
I/) 
0 
2<J days 26 days 26 clays 4 days 26 days 29 days · 28 days , . 1 day 29 clays c: 
! ! e:: 
Condition ............................ , .............................. I good good good good me· · I me- medium j i:ood ~ to me-· to me- to me- to me- rlium+ [ 'i nn · ' +-.I-
di•11n+ r1ii1m+ rli•tm+ clhm+ ., i !>::I 
Weight, pounds -----· ·-·----- ······----··············-··--· Hl60 1064 1081 1090 1082 i 1047 ' 1041 1054 : 11 64 1290 1400 l'1 
Height a t wither s ......................................... 127.5 127.5 128 128 128 128.5 130.25 130.75 131 133.5 133.75 ~ 
Height a t point of sh oulder to ground 86.5 86.5 86 87 i 87 87.25 87 
87 87 88 J8.5 :-ti 
H eight a t rioint midway top of hips ........ 129.5 129.5 130 i 130.25 130.5 130.5 131.5 132 132.S 133.75 133.75 I/) 
Heigh t at h ind fl ank .................................... 72.75 72.75 73 73.5 
I 
73.75 I 73.75 76.25 76.50 76 76 76 ..,i i ~ Height, h igh point of shoulder to I .... 
point of hips ............................................ 114 114 114.5 113 11 3 113.5 11 3.5 
' 
114 115 116.5 117.5 0 
Width of hip ................................................ 49.5 49.5 49.5 48.75 l 49 49 49 I 49 51 53 55 z 
Width of loin ................................................ 40.25 40.25 40.25 40 t 40.25 40.25 39 39 43 i 44 44.75 ~ 
D epth of chest .............................................. 69.75 69.75 70 I 70 
; 
70.5 70.5 69.S 69.S 71 72.25 I 74 I/) 
Width of chest ............................................ 45.75 45.5 44.25 I 44.75 42.75 44 42.75 41.75 46.5 48.5 49.5 l'1 I I > Girth at heart. ............................................... I 191 190 I 
189 
' 
187 188 
' 
188 190 189 198 206 i 210 i:d 
D epth of paunch .............................................. 63.5 64 63.5 64 64.5 I 65 67 65 73.5 76 74 .25 
() 
! p:j 
Width of paunch ........................................ SS 60 58 57 56.75 i 56 56 59.5 71.5 76 72 
Girth of paunch ............................................ 199 207 I 202 200 204 207 205 210 243 253 243 b:I 
/ 75.75 
c: 
Length of fo releg, elbow to groun d ........ 75 75 75.5 75.5 75.75 76 i(i 76 76.25 76.5 t"i t"i 
Smallest circumfo rencc of foreshin bone 20.25 20.75 
·I 19.75 19.75 20 20 20 20 20.25 21 22 t>l Length poll to point of muzzle ................ 51.5 51.5 57.75 52 52 52 52.50 53 54 54 54.25 ..,i I H 
Width of jaws ................................................ 20 19.75 I 19.5 19.75 ' 19.75 19.i 5 19.75 19.75 20.5 20.75 21 z Girth of throat latch .................................. 96 96 95 95 95 95 93.50 93 .50 98 98.5 100 C,N 0 
TABLE .24.-MEASCREllfENTS I =" .. CJ::NIJJl.!ET EJ;!S... .. O.F ... S:rEJ::R .. 588. -
Date ........................... .. 
C,ength of time elapsed 
Condition 
Weight, pounds ...... .. 
Height at withers .. .. 
Height at point of 
shoulders to ground 
Height at point mid- ' 
way top of hips .... 
Height at hind flank 
Length, high point of 
shoulder to top 
point of hips ....... . 
Width of hip ........... . 
Width of loin ...... .. 
Depth of chest ....... . 
Width of ch est.. ..... . 
Girth at heart ...... .. 
Depth of paunch .. .. 
Width of paunch 
Girth of paunch .... 
Length of foreleg 
elbow to ground .... 
Smallest circumfer· 
ence of fore ·shin 
bone .................. .. 
Le'Jtgtb:, from poll to 
point of muzzle ..... . 
Width of jaws ...... .. 
Girth·of~hroat latch · 
7-29-07 
0 
prime 
1201 
125 
131.S 
67.5 
1141 
49.S 
77.5 
216 
243.5 
73.S 
20.5 
1
11-16-07 
3 mos. 
17 days 
j choice 
1217 
127.5 
131.5 
71 
109.5 
51 
74 
216 
238.5 
73.5 
20.5 
51 I 53 
22.5 20.5 
99 - -· - -102---
1
2- 22-08 
6 mos . 
23. days 
choice 
1230 
126 
85 
132 
67 
1121 
SI 
55 
74.S 
54.5 
216 
235 
70 
20 
9 mos. 11 inos. I 5-27-081 6-30-08 I 28 day; 1 day 
I choice I[ goo~ to rh01ce 
1215 1 1188 
125 128.5 
80 I 80.S 
130.5 
69.5 
115 
51 
I ~: 
II 2~~ 73 
69.S 
231 
72 
21 
132.S 
70 
113 1 
51.S 
44 
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69 
230 
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20 
8-3-08 
12 mos. 
4 days 
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1131 
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70 
70 
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72 
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TABLE 24.-MF.ASUREMENTS IN CENTIMETERS OF STEER 588-Continued 
Pea~~-h-~f-ti~·~··;.·;;p;~d l 52i-~os. 5-27-09 6-30-09 1·2'1·09 \ 9-1-09 110-1·09 11·2-09112·1·09 , 1.1.10 I 2-4-10 I 3·5·10 I 4·2·10 21 mos. 23 mos. 24 mos. 25 mos. 26 mos. 27 mos. 28 mos. 29 mos. 30 mos. 31 mos. 32 mos. 
5 days 28 days 1 day 2 days 2 days 3 days 2 days 2 days 5 days 6 days 3 days 
Condition ................... good :ood+ good+ good- .good- · good- good good good- good- good- good+ 
Weight, pounds ........ 1214 1208 1205 1190 121C 1210 210 1213 1202 1220 1250 1252 
Height at withers .... 130.5 130.S 130.S 130.6 131 131.25 131.5 131.5 132 132.S 133.S 133.5 
Height at point of i 
shoulders to grounrl 85.75 85.7S 86 86 86 86 86 86.25 86.S 86.5 86.5 87 
Height at point mid-
way top of hips 132.5 132.5 132.S 132.75 132.7S 133 133.25 133.5 133.5 133.S 133.S 133.2S 
Height at hind flank 71 71.25 71.5 72 72 72 72 72.2S 73 73 73 73 
Length, high point of ! shoulder to top I 
point of hips ........ 121 121 121 120.S 120.S 120 120 120.2S 120.S 120.S 121 121.2S 
Width of hip ............ 52.S S2.S S2.S S2.S S2.S S2.75 S2.7S 53.S 53.5 S3 S3.S S3.7S 
Width of loin ........ 43.5 43.5 43.5 42.75 42.2S. 43 43.25 43.75 44 43 43.5 43.S 
Depth of chest ........ 74 74 74 74 74 73.2S 74 74.5 7S.2S 7S.75 74 .5 75 
Width of chest.. ...... 45.75 4S.S 46 45 44.7S 46 46 46.5 47 4<> 47.S 46.S 
Girth at heart ........ 203 203 204 20S 204 20S 206 212 20S 207 20S 207 
Depth of paunch ...... 68 68.S 72 69 70.S 70.S 70.S 71 72 70 71.S 71 
Width of paunch .... 60.S 62 66 65 .25 66 64.2S 63.25 6S.S 66 64 62 63 
Girth of paunch ... ~15 21S 229 226.7S 229 224 220 232 220 220 22S 227 
Length of foreleg 
elbow to ground .... 74.7S 74.75 7S 74.75 7S 75 75 75 .25 
I 
75.5 76 76 76 
Smallest circumfer-
ence of fore shin 
bone ...................... 19.5 20 20 19.75 20 20.2S 20.25 20.S 
I 
20.5 20.5 20 20 
Length, from poll to 
point of muzzle .... 54.S S4.S S4.5 S4 .2S S4.5 S4 .S S4.7S SS 
I 
5S SS S5 S5 
\Vic:th of jaws ........ 19.25 19.S 19.5 19.S I 19.S 19.7S 19.7S 19.75 20 
I 
20 20 20 .25 
Girth of throat Ltch 96 94.5 i 94.25 94 I 94 94.S 95 9S.25 96 ~6 94 95 
' 5-l·IO I (>-l·lV 
133 mos. 34 mos. 
8 days 2 days 
good+ good+ 
1210 1242 
133.7S 134 
87 87.25 
133.7S 134.2S 
73.7S 73.S 
121.5 121 
54 55 
43.5 4.1.5 
75.5 76 
46.S 47 
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228 229 
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Gain in height at withers.-The changes in the measurements 
are shown graphically so that the data may be studied better. The 
comparative growth of animals is better shown by changes in the 
measurements rather than by the actual measurements themselves. 
Figure 9 shows the gain in height at withers of the animals upon 
maintenance. The rate of gain varies somewhat, but it is about the 
same for the three youngest animals, Steers 164, 197, and 589. These 
were about one and one-half years old at the beginning of the trial. 
Steers 18 and 588 were about two and one-half years old and Steer 
48 was about three and one-half years old. This last steer, how-
ever, was on full feed during all the time represented by the measure-
ments given in Table 11. It is seen in Figure 9 that the three young 
steers on maintenance gained in height as rapidly as the full feel, old 
steer. Since they were younger it is very probable that their impulse 
for growth was greater than that of Steer 48. The better plane of 
living of the latter seems to have been sufficient compensation for 
this handicap. 
Steer 588 was a year older than the young steers, and so had 
already obtained more of its growth. The rate of gain was slower 
and it took 34 months for him to make the same gain made by the 
young steers in 17 to 18 months. 
There is but one set of measurements for Steer 121 and two 
sets for Steer 18. Other measurements were consumed in a fire 
during the winter of 1907 and 1908 which destroyed the Dean's resi-
dence and some outlying buildings. The measurements of Steer 18 
are shown, but since they are so few it is necessary to be cautious in 
drawing conclusions from them. This steer showed a rapid rate of 
gain. It had been on scant rations for some time before this experi-
ment began, and so it had not obtained nearly as much of its growth 
as any of the other animals. This is borne out by the relative weights. 
Gain in length, shoulder to hips.-Figure 10 shows the gains. 
made by the steers on maintenance in length of body from the shoul-
ders to the hips. The first measurements of this sort were taken 
from the high point of the shoulder to the front point of the hips. It 
was very difficult to get a reliable measurement of this dist2nce since 
the animal was prone to stand crooked. Later this was compensated 
for by measuring on both sides and taking the average. Finally the 
distance from the high point of the shoulder to the top point of the 
hips was taken as a more reliable measurement. The records are not 
dear just when these changes were made. The tables show whether 
the front point or top point of the hips was used. Since all the 
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later measurements were to the top point and since this was always 
a greater distance than to the front point a correction has been made 
equal to the average distance between the two measurements. The 
results are shown in Figure 10. 
The irregularities of the curves in Figure 10 are due to causes 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The young steers made the 
greatest gains in length. The greatest gain was a little more than 
8 centimeters in 23 months and was made by Steer 197. Steer 18 
showed a Joss, which may be an error. Steer 588, the two and one-
half-year-old fat animal, made little change in length. A loss was 
later counterbalanced by a gain in length. 
Gain in width of the hips.--Figure 11 shows the gain in width 
of the hips. The rate of gain for the young steers was again found 
the greatest at first. But by tne end of eighteen months the older 
fat animal, Steer 588, had caught up with two of them. H'.)wever, 
at the end of 34 months it had made but little more gain ( 5 centi-
meters) than Steer 589 made in 18 months. Steer 18 made a slight 
loss which might be considered no change at all. 
Changes in heart girth.-The three measurements just dis~u , sed 
are measures of skeletal growth and were affected but slightly by 
changes in flesh or fatness. They indicated decided growth of skele-
ton when the animals were on maintenance. 
Figure 12 shows the changes in the girth of the body in the re-
gion of the heart. All the steers lost weight, altho during the hst 
two months Steer 197 almost made up its loss. Since skeletal gro ·th 
has been proved, this loss must have been due to bss of fat, or fles11. 
At the end of 18 months the loss was from 5 to 7 centimeters. Steer 
588 showed a loss of 13 centimeters at the end of 22 mon1hs Du .:ng 
the following 12 months he gained. It will be remembered that dur-
ing the last year of this animal's life it was fed a ration equal to the 
average ration during its preceding history and that upon this aver-
age ration it gained weight. This explains the gain in heart girth. 
Changes in paunch girth.-Figure 13 shows the ch;:inges in the 
girth of the body around the paunch. This measurement was affect-
ed partly by the fatness of the animal and partly by its fill. The 
great variations in this girth were due to differences in fill, or dis-
tension of the paunch due to excess of water, food, or gas, or a com-
bination of these. The losses were considerable, and by the end of 
18 months they amounted to 15 to 20 centimeters. At the enrl of 11 
months Steer 589 showed a loss of 32.5 centimeters, which was later 
reduced. At the end of 22 months Steer 588 showed a loss of 28.5 
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centimeters. The ensuing gain shown by this animal is explained in 
the foregoing discussion. 
Changes in cross section.-Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the cross 
sections of the animals at the region of the heart and paunch. The 
cross sections for Steer 121 and Steer 48 were taken at the beginning 
and end of full feed only. For Steers 18, 197, and 588 they were 
taken at the beginning and end of maintenance. For Steers 164 and 
589 they were taken at the beginning and encl of maintenance and at 
the end of foll feed. 
The striking features of these cross sections are that mainte-
nance adds angularity to the cross section, decreases its area, and 
raises the height of the cross section from the base, or ground line. 
This latter is due to the growth in length of the legs. 
Photographs of animals.-Plates I to VII show photographs 
of the animals taken about the time of the cross section. Some pho-
tographs are not shown because they were taken on a much smaller 
scale than the others; and so they will not serve for comparison. 
The thinning down of the steers on maintenance is not in every 
·case apparent. Neither is the growth in height. The se;i.son of the 
year affects the coat of hair, and so the appearance is changed and 
a thinning down may be obscured. The photographs of all but the 
first two animals show these points very clearly. 
FULL FEED PERIOD 
TREATMENT OF THE ANIMALS 
Steer xzx.--This animal was selected at the end of 160 days of 
maintenance as one of the two animals to be used for the study of fat-
tening. From July 1 I, 1907, the feed of this steer was gradually ra ised 
in quantity until the animal reached maximum consumption. The 
steer was continued on full feed until December 10, 1907, when it 
weighed 1266.4 pounds ( avernge of last five days). During the last 
ten days of maintenance the steer had weighed 764.2 pounds. It had 
thus gained 502.2 pounds in 153 days. On December 11, 1907, this 
steer was slaughtered for analysis. The animal was at this time ex-
ceedingly thrifty and was gaining about three pounds a day. It was 
making good use of its food and was not showing excessive cost of 
gains made. It would have graded as choice and lacked perhaps 40 
to 50 days of being in prime condition. 
Steer 48.-This steer was the second animal selected for fatten-
ing. From July 1, 1907, the feed was gradually increased until the 
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steer reached full feed. In the middle of November, 1907, this steer 
showed lack of appetite and had a bad cough, which was a result of 
cold contracted in the digestion stalls. It was blanketed for several 
nights, but its cough still continued into December. On December 
19 the tuberculin test was made. The steer showed a high tempera-
ture, but gave no reaction for tuberculosis. From then until Janu-
ary 15, 1908, it was fed all the hay it would eat. No attempt was 
made to keep the amount of hay and grain at the usual proportion. 
At this time the steer recovered and soon was gaining weight and 
eating heartily. In May the steer was again off feed and out of con-
dition. Toward the latter part of the summer it picked up and its 
appetite returned. This animal was kept on full feed thru January 
17, 1909, when it weighed 1805 pounds (average of last five d1ys in-
cluding day of slaughter) . The weight for the last ten days of 
maintenance was 841.5 pounds. It had thus gained 963.5 pounds in 
567 days. The steer was in prime condition. On January 18, 1909, 
it was slaughtered for analysis. 
Steer 164.-This steer was full fed at the close of a long main-
tenance period merely to get a carcass more profit2ble to sell. It 
was gradually put upon full feed from May 31, 1909, to N ovember 
7, 1909. The weight for !he last ten days of maintenance was 921 
pounds and for the last five days of the full feed period, 1552.8 
pounds. It had thus gained 631.7 pounds in 161 days. On Novem-
ber 8 the _steer was slaughtered. At this time the animal was in 
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good condition but lacked between 30 to 50 days of being in prinie, or finished, condition. At the beginning of full feed it compared well with Steer 18 and at the close it was very similar to Steer 121 when slaughtered. 
Steer 589.-This animal was full fed at the close of a long main-tenance period for the same reason that governed the treatment of Steer 164. It was put upon full feed beginning August 29, 1909, when it weighed 1031.3 pounds. The full feeding period ended De-cember 19, 1909. The animal was slaughtered December 20, 1909. 
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Fig. 17.--Weights of animals during growth. 
Averages for ten-day periods 
Its average weight 
for the last five 
days was 1405.5 
pounds. It had 
consequently gain-
ed 374.2 pounds 
in 113 days. In 
condition it was 
very similar to 
Steer 121 and 
Steer 164 . 
GAININWEIGHT 
DURING FULL 
FEED 
The four steers 
that were on full 
feed gained rapid~ 
ly and consistent-
ly for 120 to 160 
days. The rate of 
gain for all the 
animals was about 
the same. Figure 
17 shows graphi-
cally the weight . 
records by ten-day . 
periods. The zero 
point is the weight 
for the last ten 
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days of maintenance. The following points are the average weights 
for each ten-day period. At the end of 120 days Steer 48 had its 
first trouble which resulted in diminished gain and then a consid-
erable loss. It recovered, however, and then gained for 150 days at 
a somewhat slower rate than during the first period. Then the 
trouble was repeated. After the last recovery it gained again for 
207 days with only a slight break near the end. The r::te of gain 
during this third period was a little slower than during the second 
period. These slower rates of gain may have been due somewhat to 
the ill health of the steer but it is certain that part of it at least was 
due to the slower. rate always noticeable after a steer h~ s become 
mature and partly fat. The later gains are always more costly. 
FEED CONSUMPTION DURING FULL FEED 
Tables 25 to 28 give the nutrients consumed by the four full fed 
steers by thirty-day periods. These figures show that the animals 
took from 30 to 60 days to reach full feed or to reach the point 
where they would consume all they could eat. The amount which a 
steer would eat on full feed varied from time to time. S teer 164 
reached a maximum daily consumption qf 25 pounds of grain while 
the others ate a maximum of 20 to 22 pounds. 
In calculating the digestible nutrients consumed the digestion 
factors of Steer 48 were used for Steers 48, 121, and 58J. This 
first steer was the only one in the digestion stalls while on full feed. 
He gave lower digestion coefficients than the animals on scant ra-
tions. The digestion factors of Steer 164 on maintemnce were so 
eccentric that it was considered inadvisable to use the factors of 
Steer 48 for the full feed period. Consequently the factors obtained 
for Steer 164 when on maintenance were used thruout for this steer. 
Figures 18 and 19 show graphically by ten-day periods the con-
sumption of nutrients. The weights of ash and crude fiber are so 
near the weights of ether extract and crude protein respectively that 
a separate scale is used for them. 
Figure 19 shows a greatly decreased consumuption of nutrients 
for Steer 48 at the same points where its weight falls off (see Figure 
17). This steer was very slow in recovering its full app~tite and 
only for a few periods after the first sickness did it ever consume as 
much feed as before. 
Dates 
1\10/ 
Juiy d to Jti.y .:JO •... 
Ju y 21 to _-,.ug. 29 .... 
Aug. 30 to Sept. 28 .. 
... e~ t. _9 to 1..,ct. ..'8 ... . 
Oct. _9 to ~\ ov. 2i . .. . 
)(ov. 28 to Dec. 10 .. 
Total 153 days ..... . 
Daily aYerage ..... . 
Dates 
LJQ7-l 909 
Jul;. 1 to July .:oO ....• 
July 31 to Aug. 29 .... 
Aug. 30 to Sept. 28 .. 
Sept. _9 to Oct. 28 .. 
Oct. 29 to :\ ov. 27 .. 
Nov. 28 to Dec. 27 .. 
Dec. 28 to Jan. 26 ... . 
Jan. 27 to Feb. 25 . .. . 
Feb. 26 to :March 26 .. 
!.farch 27 to April 25 
April 26 to Mav 25 .. 
:M:iy 2C: to June 24 .. . J ui: e 25 to July 24 . . . 
July .::'5 to Aug. 23 .. . 
Aug. 24 to ; ept. 22 .. 
Se)'t. 23 to Oct. 22 .. . 
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 .. . 
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 .. 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 17 ... . 
Total 567 days ..... . 
Daily average ...... . 
TABLE 25.-NUTRIENTS CONSUMED BY STEER 121 DURING GROWTH 
Crude 
protein 
lbs. 
32.996 ! 
77.574 
109.369 
105.809 
108.430 
42.713 
476.971 
3.117 
Crude 
fat 
lbs. 
10.242 
20.<:.0l 
31.029 
33.448 
33.069 
12.995 
141.384 
0.924 
j Nitrogen I Crude ! free 1 fiber 
\ extract lbs. !__ lbs. 
178.765 ! 
~07.810 
499.115 
518.805 
527.983 
:::07.774 
2340.252 
15.296 
37.741 
78.413 
73.C82 
101.116 
106.496 
41.992 
439.440 
2.982 
Ash 
lbs. 
i0.292 
22.522 
29.308 
29.117 
30.276 
11.885 
133 . .;00 
0.872 
Digestible 
crude 
protein lbs. 
Digestible 
crude 
fat lbs. 
20.338 7.770 
47.816 15.630 
67.414 23.541 
65.2G9 25.376 
66.835 25.089 
26.328 9.859 
294.000 107.265 
1.922 0.701 
Digestible : Digestible 
!'i;/· E. \ rfbe~elbs. 
____ L ____ _ 
127.992 I 16.349 
2~1.9~ i 33.969 
3~7.3?3 I 31.919 
3~L4:i~ I 43.80,3 
3;8.02:i , 46.L4 
148.762 18.191 
1675.574 : 190.365 
10.951 l 1.244 
TABLE 26.-NUTRIENTS CONSUMED BY STEER 48 DURING GROWTH 
Crude 
rn·otein 
lbs. 
53.:::oo 
86.468 
112.894 
111.983 
81.312 
63.0~4 
73.689 
74.342 
80.302 
94.386 
87.000 
68.712 
87.f03 
95.9~0 
97.843 
87.453 
85 276 
80.933 
77.110 
1599.480 
2.821 
Crude 
fat 
lbs. 
16.485 
20.531 
32.628 
35.483 
24.447 
18.550 
27.196 
37.506 
36.170 
16.277 
13.150 
10.453 
17.326 
24.450 
26.354 
23.663 
23092 
22.837 
23.390 
449.968 
0.794 
I Sitrogen 
i iree 
: extract lhs. 
287.840 
456.407 
515.008 
550.0:::9 
383.916 
294.577 
361.730 
374.053 
400.669 
498.620 
452.478 
363.875 
457.650 
489.170 
511.436 
456.820 
448.951 
424.792 
404.500 
8132.581 
14.343 
Crude 
fiber 
lbs. 
61.200 
85A80 
78.254 
106.415 
80.959 
80.069 
86.328 
85.209 
90.334 
104.067 
102.446 
74.586 
95.261 
101.920 
93.738 
83.052 
E'0.385 
77.327 I 71.540 0 1638.570 
2.890 
Ash 
lbs. 
16.648 
23.413 
30.663 
30.730 
22.691 
21.381 
22.204 
22.460 
25.002 
28.054 
26.878 
20.277 
26.372 
29.632 
29.184 
26.196 
24.499 
23.603 
21.563 
471.450 
0.831 
1 Digestible j crude 
l protein lbs. 
32.792 
53.298 
69.587 
69.024 
50.120 
38.847 
45.421 
45.824 
49.497 
58.179 
53.626 
42.353 
53S98 
59.143 
60.309 
53.905 
52.563 
49.886 
47.530 
985.903 
1.739 
Di.;estible Digestible I Digestible 
crude N. F. E. crude 
fat lbs. lbs. fibor lbs. 
12.507 
15.576 
24.754 
26.920 
18.547 
14.058 
20.633 
28.455 
27.441 
12.349 
9.977 
7.930 
13.145 
18.550 
19.994 
17.953 
17.519 
17.326 
17.746 
341.138 
0.602 
206.088 
326.778 
368.735 
393.810 
274.876 
210.931 
258.991 
267.814 
286.871 
357.002 
323.965 
2t0.527 
327.(;68 
350.236 
366.178 
327.117 
321.440 
304.14,3 
289.614 
5822.765 
10.270 
L6.512 
37.o.:o 
33.890 
46.099 
35.071 
34.686 
37.397 
36.913 
39.133 
45.082 
44.380 
32.311 
41.267 
44.152 
40.C07 
35.978 
34.823 
33.498 
30.991 
709.829 
1.252 
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TABLE 27.-NUTRIENTS CONSUMED BY STEER 164 DURING GROWTH ~ 
.... 
-- ff) Dates I Crude 
I 
Crude I Nitrogen I Crude Ash Digestible Dio<MiO\o f Di""\ blo Digestible ff) 1909 ! protein fat free fiber lbs. crude crude N . l•. E . i: rnde 0 
lbs. lbs. extract lbs. -1 lbs. protein lbs. fat lbs. ' bs. fib 0 r \hs. c: 
::<:! 
.... 
I > :VIay 31 to June 19 ... I 47.681 I 10.263 I 242.738 50.938 14.039 29.455 I 6.f07 206.495 15.051 C'l June 20 to Tulv 19 .... 102.023 I 24.111 ! 519.714 106.978 29.313 63.026 ' 15.522 i 442.116 31.{;09 ~ 
July 20 to Aui . 18 .... 113.657 I 31.203 565 834 i 117.783 30.596 70.213 . 20.088 481.349 34.801 t'1 
Aug. 19 to Sept. 17 . . 113.988 i 31.264 567.768 ; 114.446 31.285 i 70.417 20.12i 482.995 33.815 ~ 
Sept. 18 to Oct. 17 ... ]20.020 I 33.401 586.252 109.438 31.986 ! 74.144 ' 21.503 498.719 32.336 ~ 
Oct. 18 to Nov. 7 ... . 93.219 \ 26.450 439.022 76.Z03 2-+.151 ' 57.587 i 17.02~ i 37~.47~ 22.516 ff) I ~ Total 161 days .... . . 590.588 156.692 2921.328 575.786 I 161.370 ; 364.842 i 100.87::> I 248:i.14:i 170.127 > Daily average i 3.658 0.973 18.145 3.576 1.002 2.266 ' 0 .627 15 .436 1.057 1-'J . . . .. . .... 
0 
z 
TABLE 28.-NUTRIENTS CoNSU!\lED 11y STEER 589 DuRING GROWTH ::<:! 
t'1 
ff) 
I I Crude l >' itrogen I I Digestible : l~ig".sti~le 1 Digestible l"l Date's Crude Crn<le Asb I Digestible 1 > 1909 protein fat free fiber I lbs. crude crude i N. F. E. i crnde ?;j lbs. I lbs. extract lbs. lbs. protein lbs. I fat lbs. -i- !bs. fiber lbs. () ~ 
8.628 . 149.481 I 20.332 l:d Aug. 29 to Sept. 17 .. ! 42.606 ! 11.373 I 208.778 46.935 i 12.189 26.262 c: I t"" Sept. 18 to Oct. 17 .. . . 93.868 I 23.673 . 446.385 9_;_521 ! 25.282 57.859 19.478 l 319.f03 · 41.3EO t"" 
Oct. 18 to Nov. 16 . . . 97.752 27.551 456.440 82.215 I 25.727 60.253 20.902 i 326.802 3:;,61'.J ~ Nov. 17 to Dec. 19 . . . . 112.183 31.3<10 526.701 9420) I 29.642 69.1 48 23.815 ! 377.107 40.810 .... Total 113 dan .... 346.409 95.987 1638.304 318.877 260.103 213.523 n .s23 i 11 n. ~m 138.138 z 
Daily average .... ... . i 3.066 0.849 14.498 2.822 . 2.302 . 1.890 0.644 I 10.380 1.222 w I 0 
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Fig. 18.-Nntrients consumed by Steers 121, 164, and 
589 during growth. By ten-day periods 
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Steer 48 dur-
periods 
GROSS COST OF GAIN IN WEIGHT 
In order to study the gros<> cost of each pound of gain made 
by these animals the data are assembled in Table 29. For Steer 48 
the data are given for the first 120 days and for the total 567 days 
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of feeding. This affords an opportunity of studying this animal's 
gains before sickness showed its effect. The grain and hay consump-
tion is shown in addition to the organic nutrients and the energy. 
The methods of calculation have alrendy been described. 
The first three animals shown and Steer ~8, at the end of the 
first 120 days, were all in about the same condition, namely, between 
30 and 60 days under prime condition. Therefore this data can all 
be studied together. Steer 164, the ridgeling. 1:1<'.de t'1~ !!l'.)S1: r~picl 
gains, almost four pou:ids daily. The other animals all gained about 
3.25 pounds daily. 
In amount of feed consumed per pound of gain, Steers 164 and 
589 were somewhat more economical than the other two. They 
needed 5.39 pounds of grain : nd 2.14 pounds of lry, ard 5.24 p1tmds 
of grain and 2.21 pounds of hay respectively. The others needed 
about 5.6 pounds of grain and 2.2 pounds of hay per pound of gain. · 
TABLE 29.-GROSS COST P:::R POUND OF GAIN 
Steer ..... ............ .... . 12_1 __ ;..l _1_r,_.: __ ,,_.x_9_1 48 48 
Length of periods, days 
············--· 15.l 161 113 120 567 Wei< ht at beginning, po mcls 
··-·········· 
764.3 921.0 1031.3 S4U 841.5 Wci_;h• ;,\ end, pounds 
···-·-····-· ······ · 
126!i.4 1552.R 1405 .5 • 2.11.u 1805.0 Weight gained, pou11ds 
··························-··············· 
502.2 (1 631.iO 37·1.20 389.50 963.50 Average daily gain, f)Otttl tls •.....••...... .. . 3.23 3.<J2 3.3 . 3 25 1.70 Total gr:tin C'·;t.::n, po .- nds .................. 280(j , 2 ~ 3,103.43 1960.8'. 1172.00 9602.06 Total h:iy eaten, po:mds ..................... ....... 1103.25 13~ 0.77 132".n.: S4 2 .. ' 0 3972.66 Average d i "y grain, poancls ............................ 18 34 22 .14 17X 18 JO 16.93 Averag1.:- daily hay, po:.incls ................ 7 .21 8.SS 7.3? 7.02 7.01 Grain per pound of gain, pounds .......... .......... 5. 59 S.39 5.2 5.58 9.97 Hay per pound of gain, pounds ....... 2.20 2.H 2 2 1 2 16 4.12 T otal organic nutrients eaten, pounds ... ...... ... 3398 0.1 4214.39 239'!.:.C '610 31 11820.60 Digcstibk organic nutrients en ten, po ·.inds ...... 2267.20 3120.9() 1597 4 ! 7 3.40 i859.64 Mctabolisablc energy consumc:'d, th erms .... .,. .1SCJ9.59 53G8 tO 2 i -/7 .(1~ '9 "JS 65 13518 .57 Total nnr:nic n 1 ·tricn ts per po~md nf ··:i·1, Jl)~. 6.77 6 72 r.. 
' 
6.70 12.27 Di.;est b'e org· nic nutri nts per pound •f ga n lbs. 4 5 . 
·1 9 I 4.2 4.4 ~.16 Mct:.bolis;iblc energy pe~ pound of gain . th ': r~rn; , 7.7i s. :.c i" J . 7 ;o 14.03 
The later gains of Steer 48 were slower and more costly. Thru-
out the entire period this animal averaged 1.7 pounds of g in daily at 
a cost of 9.97 pounds of grain and 4.12 pounds o~ hay. Th;s was 
about 80 per cent more costly than the gains on animals which fat-
tened more quickly. Since the r;ite of g:' in was slower the m~ inte­
nance cost played a larger part in the gross cost of the g,in. Then 
there were the period~ of sickness and loss in weight. Finally there 
was the naturally greater cost of the gain necessary to make the 
animal excessively fat. 
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In terms of total organic nutrients consumed the relative order 
of cost for the animals is not the same as that shown by the grain 
and hay needed per pound of gain. This is because the dates covered 
by the full feed periods \Vere not the same and so the samples of 
grain and hay were different. The feed consumed by Steer 164 and 
Steer 589 was richer in nutrients than that consumed by Steer 121. 
Steer 589 needed 6.41 pounds of organic nutrients per p ::::und of gain. 
Steer 121, Steer 164, and Steer 48 fo r 120 days needed 6.7 to 6.77 
pounds. For the full period of 567 days Steer 48 consumed 12.27 
pounds of organic nutrients per pound of gain. 
In terms of the metabolizable energy cost of a pound of gain 
Steer 589 which required 7.34 therms was the most economical feeder. 
Steer 121 and Steer 48 for 120 days required a cost of 7.77 and 7.70 
therms respectively. On account of the higher digestion coefficients 
Steer 164 was charged with more digestible nutrients and conse-
quently required a cost of 8.50 therms. For the full 567 days Steer 
48 required 14.03 therms of energy per pound. 
NET COST OF GAIN IN WEIGHT 
The net cost of the weight gained by these animals is found by 
subtracting the maintenance cost from the gross consumption and 
dividing this productive consumption by the weight gained. In calcu-
lating the average daily maintenance cost during the full feed period, 
the average daily consumption during the maintenance period was 
multiplied by the five-ninths power of the ratio of the average weight 
while the animals were on full feed, to the average weight while they 
were on maintenance. This is based on the relation of body surface 
to body weight. 3 The surfaces of steers are proportional to the five-
ninths power of the weights for fat steers and to the five-eights 
power for medium and thin steers. The t otal maintenance cost while 
the animals were on full feed was found by multiplying the average 
daily cost by the number of days they were on full feed. This 
quantity was subtracted from the gross consumption to give the pro-
ductive consumption. This divided by the weight gained gave the 
cost of the weight gained in terms of productive feed or energy. 
According to the theory advanced in the foregoing paragraph 
the cost of maintenance for the thin animals, Steer 121 and Steer 48, 
should be propDrtional to the five-eighths power of the weights until 
they could be classed as fat and after that the five-n inths power 
should be used. A calculation was made by using the extreme case 
of the five-eights power entirely. This made a difference of 0.25 
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per cent of the net energy cost of a pound of gain for Steer 18 and 
1.5 per cent for Steer 48 thruout the entire period. The true value 
would lie between the one given in Table 30 and a value smaller by 
the amount just shown. Therefore the error could hardly be more 
than one-half that shown, or about 0.75 per cent of the total amount 
for Steer 48. The error in the calculation of the per cent of available 
energy would be about double this error. The small size of the 
error involved makes it inadvisable to use a more complex method 
of calculation than that explained in the preceding paragraph. 
TABLE 30.-NET COST PER POUND OF GAIN 
Steer 121 
Length of period, days ............................................ 153 
Weight at beginning, pounds ................................ f 764.2 
Weight at end, pounds ......................... ............ ....... 1266.4 
Weight gained, pounds ............................................ 502 20 
Average weight of animal, pounds ........................ 1041.10 
Productive grain consumed, pounds .................... 1671.90 
Productive hay consumed, pounds ........................ 605.70 
Productive grain eaten daily, pounds ................ 10.93 
Productive hay eaten daily, pounds ...................... 3.96 
164 589 
161 113 
921.0 1031.3 
1552.8 1405.5 
631.70 374.20 
1258.80 11249 10 
2175.76 1219.27 
881.39 529.12 
13.51 10 .79 
5.47 4.68 
Productive grain per pound of gain, pounds.... 1 3.33 3.44 3.26 
1.41 
1491.49 
847.42 
1457.56 
3.99 
Productive hay per pound of gain, pounds........ I 1.21 1.40 
Productive organic nutrients eaten, pounds........ 1996.62 2747.87 
Productive digestible organic nutrients, pounds 1162.64 2018.22 
P roductive energy consumed, therms ................ 1999.79 3471.37 
Productive organic nutrients per pound of gai11 3.98 4.35 
Productive digestible organic nutrients 
per pound gain .................................................. 2.32 3.19 
Productive energy per pound of gain, therms.. 3.98 5.50 
2.26 
3.89 
48 48 
120 567 
841.5 841.5 
1231.0 1805.0 
389.50 963.50 
1039.5 0 1384 30 
1237.71 4491.79 
435.43 1746.14 
10.31 7.92 
3.63 3.08 
3.18 4.66 
1.12 1.81 
1459.92 5447.33 
836.10 2833.14 
1438.12 4873.10 
3.75 5.65 
2.15 2.94 
3.69 5.06 
Table 30 gives the results of the calculations indicated. This 
table shows that in terms of productive grain and hay, productive nu-
trients, or productive energy, Steer 48 fo!- the first 120 days of full 
feed was the most economical animal. However, for the entire full 
feed· period even after the maintenance cost had been subtracted the 
steer showed a much higher cost of weight gained. The increase 
was about 50 per cent over the first 120 days and about 40 per cent 
over Steer 121 and Steer 589. 
Steer 164 gave a greater net cost of gain than the other animals 
on short feed. In terms of digestible nutrients and energy the cost 
was even greater. This was due to the higher digestion coefficients 
credited to Steer 164. 
By averaging the values for Steer 121, Steer 589, and Steer 48 
for 120 days, it was found that 3.32 pounds of grain and 1.25 pounds 
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of hay above the cost of maintenance were necessary to produce 
each pound of gain up to the time when the animals lacked 40 to SO 
days of being finished. The average cost in terms of total organic 
nutrients above maintenance was 3.91 pounds. In terms of digestible 
organic nutrients the cost was 2.24 pounds above maintenance. 'The 
energy required to produce a pound of gain was 3.85 therms above 
maintenance. 
GROWTH DURING FATTENING 
The growth made by these animals while on nnintenance has 
already been discussed. Tables 20 to 24 give the measurements taken 
after the animals were put upon full feed as well as the maintenance 
measurements. There is but one set of measurements on record for 
Steer 121. Consequently only the other three animals can be dis-
cussed here. Steer 589 was about two years and eleven months old 
at the beginning of full feed, Steer 164 was three years and two 
months, and Steer 48 was three years and four months. 
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Fig. 20.-Changcs m height at withers during growth 
Gain in heip-ht at withers.-Figure 20 shovv·s graphicaJly the 
gain in height at the withers while the steers were fattening. The 
apparent steadiness of gain made by Steer 48 was due to the great 
length of time between measurements. Six months had elapsed be-
tween the first and second measurements and three months between 
the second and third. At the end of four months the animals aver-
aged about a three-centimeter gain in height. Shortly after ten 
months on full feed, Steer 48 reached its maximum gain of nine 
centimeters and gained no more during the ensuing six and one-half 
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months. Figure 9 shows that Steer 164 had stopped growing before the end of its maintenance period. Consequently the gain shown in Plate IV may be flesh rather than skeletal gain. 
•Zo 8 IO ll 1• MONTHS Fig. 21.--Chargcs in lcr gth 11 u1,1 ~houldcr to hips during growth 
Gain in length, shoulder to hips.--Figure 21 shows the gain in length from shoulder to hips. Steer 48 apparently lost two centi-
meters during nine months. How much of that was due to errors in this measurement could not be determined. But the animal prob-
ably did not lose in length. Steer 589 gained four centimeters in four months and Steer 164, eight centimeters in a little over five 
months. This shows more rapid gain in length on full feed than on 
maintenance. The men in charge of the experiment at that time judged that Steer 164 had ceased to grow before the end of mainte-
nance, and the slight change in height seemed to corroborate this 
op1mon. In spite of this, note the great gain in length. This steer had, however, shown eccentricities in this measurement during the 
maintenance period. At one time it showed a gain of four centi-
meters but it finished with a net gain of only one and one-h1lf cen-timeters. Had the gain remained four centimeters, this animal would 
still have shown a gain of five and one-half centimeters in about five months. Steer 48 finally gained in length and finished with a gain of ten centimeters in about a year and a half. This certainly 
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indicates growth in skeleton. If the bone itself did not grow there 
must have been sufficient thickening of the cartilage between the 
bones to cause this lengthening, which of course was skeletal growth. 
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F ig . 22.-Changes 111 width of hips d uring gTow th 
Gain in width of hips.-The gain in width of hips is an ex-
cellent measure of skeletal growth during maintenance. During fat-
tening, however, it is affected by the gain in flesh and may represent 
little, if any, growth of skeleton. Rather rapid gains, four to six 
centimeters in four to five months, are shown in Figure 22. Steer 
48 continued to grow in width of hips until in about 14 months it 
had gained twelve centimeters. During the following three months 
very little change was made. 
Gain in heart girth.-Figure 23 shovv"s the gains nP de in the 
circumference of the body at the region of the heart. This meas-
urement for very young steers may show skeletal growth, but for 
steers more than one year old it is a measure of the flesh or fatness 
of the animal. During m<tintenance the animals all lost in circum-
ference at this place. The three steers made very rapid gains during 
fattening. Steer 164 added 36 centimeters to this measurement in a 
little over five months. The other animals did not gain quite so 
rapidly. After the first nine months Steer 48 gained more slowly. 
His total gain was 46:5 centimeters in about 17 months. 
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Fig. 23.-Changcs in girth at heart during growth 
Gain in paunch girth.-Figure 24 shows the gains m circum-ference at the region of the paunch. This measurement was partly 
a measure of the "fill" of the animals and partly of the fat laid on 
around the intestines and stomach. Steer 164 gained about 75 centi-
meters in a little more than five months. Steer 589, which was fat-ter than Steer 164 in the beginning, made only about half as much gain in four months. Steer 48 added 54 centimeters to this measure-
ment in about seventeen months. 
Changes in cross sections.-The changes in cross section of the animals on full feed are shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16. The ani-
mals all rounded out in body and increased in the area of cross sec-tion. The change from angularity to rotundity was especially strik-ing in Steers 164 and 589. 
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Fig. 24.- Changes m girth at paunch during growth 
PLATE I.-Stecr 18 at beginning and end of maintenance 
PLATE IL-Steer 121 at beginning and encl o f maintenan ce, and at the 
end of the foll-fed pC' riocl 
PLATE 1TL-Stee 1· 48 at hcginning and end of maintenance, and at the 
encl of the full-fed period 
PLATE IV.-Steer 164 at beginning and end of maintenance, and at the 
end of the full- fed period 
PI.ATE V.-Steer 197 at beginning and end of maintenance 
PLATE VI.-Steer 588 at beginning and end of maintenance 
PLATE VIL-Steer 589 at beginning and end of maintenance, and at the 
end of the full-fed period 
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· Photographs of animals.-Plates II, III, IV and VII show the 
photographs of the animals at the beginning a'nd end of full feed. 
The top groups of.photographs are of the animals at the beginning 
of maintenance. ·It will be seen tha,t steers 164 and 589 again made 
the most striking .changes in appearance after fattening. 
SLAUGHTER HOUSE DATA AND RESULTS 
PROPORTIONS OF OFFAL PARTS, CARCASS PARTS, LEAN AND• 
. . FAT TISSUE, AND BONE 
Each animal was slaughtered on the day following the closing 
of its respective feeding period. Table 1 gives the dates of slaughter. 
On the morning ·of slaughter the animal was fed and weighed as 
usual but no water was given. . If slaughter occurred late in the 
morning or. in the afternoon the animal was weighed again just be-
fore slaughtering. The slaughter house is a two-story frame build-
ing with a smooth concrete floor. It is supplied with a drain, steam, 
water, electricity for light and power, stoves for heating, a windlass 
and pulley with a strong rope for hoisting the animal, an overhead 
track for hanging the carcass, a fairly complete set of slaughtering 
and butchering tools, and grinding machinery. 
The animal was killed or stunned with a killing hammer and 
then hoisted by the hind feet and bled as completely as possible. 
This was assisted by pumping the fore legs. The blood was caught 
in a tared pan and weighed. The volume of this main weighed por-
tion was determined. A tared pan was kept under the animal to 
catch any blood tlut niight drip from the carcass. S.:i.mples of blood 
caught in a beaker were rapidly poured out into tared containers and 
crucibles for the analy'1is. The blood was still warm a n<l no clot~ 
ting had occurred. 
The carcass was then lowered and the dressing was continued. 
The viscera and contents were caught in two large tared tubs and 
weighed. They were then separated, cleaned, freed from fatty tis-
sue and weighed again. The stomachs were cleaned by washing with 
water and drying with cloths. Some water was absorbed during 
this process since the organ usually weighed a bit more after this 
washing than it did when it was cleaned by removing the contents 
with the hand as thoroly as possible. The intestines were cleaned by 
simply stripping · them thru the fingers. The contents of the 
stomachs, intestines, and urinary bladder were determined by dif-
ference. 
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TABLE 31.-SLAUGHTER HOUSE WEIGHTS OF OFFAL PARTS 
Steer ·······················-········-········ I 18 I .~_I __ 48_.!_~_:_ 164 1 588 
Live weight, lbs. . .................. . 
Live weight ............................... . 
\Varro empty weight ............ . 
Blood ........................................ .. 
Hide and hair .......................... .. 
Heart, pericardium, arteries---· 
£eart, marketable ................. . 
Heart, lean ............................... . 
Lungs and trachea ................. . 
Brain ....................................... . 
Spinal cord ............................. . 
Tongue, total including b ones 
Tongue bone and larynx ....... . 
Tongue, marketable ............... . 
Gullet ....................................... . 
Stomachs ................................ .. 
Intestines ................................. . 
Intestines, length, cm ........... .. 
Heart sweetbread .................. .. 
Neck sweetbread ................... . 
Spleen .................................... .. 
Pancreas -----·····-··-············· ····-·-·· 
Liver ....................................... . 
Gall bladder and gall ........... . 
Urinary bladder ..................... . 
Testicle ................... . 
Penis ......................................... . 
Diaphragm ............................... . 
Kidney, right ------·---·-------------
Kidney, left --------·----·---·······---· 
Stomach fat ........................... . 
Intestinal fat ......................... . 
Caul fat ................................... . 
Horn, right ----··-------·----------------
Teeth, right ............................. . 
Hoofs, right ............................. . 
Dew claws, right ................... . 
Dew claws, left ................... - .. . 
grams 
755.5 
342,687 
302,183 
15,599 
25,674 
2,594 
1,496 
3,079 
417 
305 
2,664 
243 
1,491 
772 
7,645 
6,099 
489 
247 
2,625 
93 
124 
199 
347 
367 
395 
3 ,307 
2,393 
140 
341 
533 
grams 
1255.5 
569,469 
508,513 
24,433 
29,564 
4,273 
2,128 
1,596 
4,631 
426 
284 
3,345 
298 
l,ll 5 
780 
14,253 
9,967 
691 
922 
419 
7,035 
485 
149 
176 
751 
549 
17,595 
9,781 
none 
278 
584 
156 
Right fore foot and hoof........ 1,823 I 2,01 3 
2,036 
Left fore foot and hoof.. ...... 
grams 
1785.0 
809,645 
744,708 
25,634 
41,164 
6,780 
2,573 
1,700 
10,970 
445 
329 
4,333 
514 
2,376 
863 
14,1 13 
7,090 
5,619 
741 
428 
1,020 
297 
8,166 
576 
261 
319 
1,021 
1,227 
15,648 
28,735 
17,454 
non.c 
356 
712 
126 
125 
2,246 
2,273 
2,238 
Right hind foot and hoof........ I 1,873 
Left hind foo t and hoof.......... 1,829 2,01 5 2,308 
Forequarter, right .................. 53,977 93,440 135, 581 
I 
grams I grams 
1063.S 1506.8 
482,547 ' 683,45 1 
444,750 608,656 
20,067 29,126 
35 ,209 46,266 
3,806 5,453· 
1,687 2,715 
1,439 
3,879 
417 
262 
3,569 
528 
1,719 
976 
8,8.38 
5,963 
4,237 I 
179 
225 
997 
334 
3,763 
321 
269 
452 
855 
391 
391 
2 ,665 
3,853 
4,510 
• 65!1 
377. 
779 
ll 5 
4,794 
398 
488 
4,081 
.S48 
1,859 
1,004 
17,132 
9,743 
520 
414 
909 
733 
8,070 
327 
176 
194 
893 
923 
564 
6,527 
8,486 
8,519 
none 
ll9 
ll4 118 
2,166 2,064 
2,138 2,002 
2, l!O 2,002 
2,082 2,069 
82,240 107,581 
99,066 
Hindquarter, right, including I 
kidney and fat .................... 
1
. 47,4ll f 79,492 123,816 72,11 7 
Left half carcass, including 
1
. 
kidney and fat .................... 100,917 176,230 266,019 156,029 
1These parts were not separated. 
'Dew claws of ·this animal were included with the h orn. 
1These were included with hide. 
4These parts were not weighed. 
5The intestines were not measured. 
•Both kidneys were weighed together. 
g rams 
1229.2 
55 7,535 
485,7 54 
21 ,331 
38, 188 
5,099 
2,162 
1,760 
3,277 
441 
391 
3,135 
416 
1,920 
706 
9,938 
6,439 
4 ,393 
331 
234 
1,071 
525 
3,551 
320 
177 
306 
527 
574 
3,229 
6,158 
4,523 
none 
144 
143 
2,060 
2,000 
2,074 
2,016 
91 ,398 
76,423 
589 
grams 
1394.8 
632,672 
564,913 
25,579 
45,681 
4,665 
2,180 
5,555 
466 
223 
4,021 
531 
1,744 
823 
13,201 
8,104 
3,002 
606 
626 
1,246 
608 
6,409 
20b 
1'!3 
393 
945 
473 
472 
5,697 
12,1 68 
4,629 
none 
2,031 
2,024 
2,164 
1,972 
l!0,1 67 
87,114 
198,173 
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TABLE 32.-SLAUGHTER HOUSE 'vVEIGHTS OF CARCASS PARTS 
Steer 
··-·······································································-··········-··· ___ 18_~_I _48-~ 
Head, total 
Lean, total ........................................................................... . Fat, total ............................................................................... . 
none, total ........................................................................... . Shin, right ..... ............................................................................ . 
r .. can, right ........................................................................... . Fat, right ............................................................................... . 
none, right ............................................................................. . Neck, right ............................................................................... . 
r .. can, right ········-··-························-··-········ .. ·······················-·· Fa1, right ............................................................................... . Bone, right ........................................................................... . Chuck, right ............................................................................... . Lean, right ........................................................................... . Fat, right .................................................. ............................. . Bone, right ........................................................................... . Plate, right ............................................................................... . [ .. can, right ................ ........................................................... . Fat, right ..................................................... .............. ............ . 
none, right ........................................................................... . Rib, right ............................................ ....................................... . l .. can, right ........................................................................... . Fat, right ............................................................................... . Bone, right ........................................................................... . Loin, right ............................................................................... . 
Lean, right ·······································--·····························-···· Fat, right ............................................................................... . Bone, right .................................................................. : .......... . Flank, right ............................................................................... . Lean, right ........................................................................... . 
Fat, right ···················-··············-·····························-·-·······-··· Bone, right ........................................................................... . Rump, right .............................................................................. . L.can, right ........................................................... : ............... . 
l'"at, right ······················-··················-··························-········-·· Bone, right ........................................................................... . 
Round, right ··········-························-···················-··-············-···· 
Lean, right ·--··········-······························································ Fat, right ............................................................................... . 
Bone, right ··--·······························-·-·-···································· Shank, right ·····-······-··········-·--································- ··--··--····-·-·-Lean, right ··--··-··-········-··-·······-···········-·······················-··--···--
Fat, right ···························--············--··················-·······-·-···-·-·-Bone, right ···-······--·-···········-····-····················-···················-·---Tail right ·········-·····-··························-······-···-··-···-- ··········-···-···· 
Lean right ···················-·······················-··-·····-·-················-····· Fat, right ····· ·· ··-~········- ·--·· ············ ··························· ······ · ···-····-Bone, right ........................................................................... . 
Kidney, fat, right ·········-···-·······························-··················-····· 
grams 
10,472 
2,968 
436 
7,068 
5,216 
2,340 
435 I 
2,382 
1,588 
1,143 
none 
390 
26,648 
19,029 
1,832 
5,611 
11,113 
5,884 
2,621 
2,490 
9,412 
6,169 
711 
2,356 
16,556 
11,345 
2,231 
2,826 
2,447 
1,397 
1,003 
47 
3,515 
1,804 
668 
952 
19,278 
15,242 
1,415 
2,543 
4,026 
1,242 
224 
2,483 
342 
110 
none 
232 
1,222 
grams 
12,423 
3,120 
1,106 
8,197 
7,709 
4,022 
1,011 
2,632 
1,806 
981 
395 
427 
39,635 
24,884 
8,468 
5,980 
26,767 
14,425 
9,174 
3,071 
17,372 
10,620 
3,729 
2,980 
30,731 
16,843 
10,229 
3,417 
4,3;i5 
2,015 
2,317 
17 
5,963 
2,667 
1,962 
1-,325 
29,411 
21,224 
5,000 
2,700 
4,701 
1,320 
636 
2,718 
372 
127 
29 
216 
3,636 
grams grams 
13,451 11,273 
2,998 2,670 
1,338 914 
8,865 7,361 
7,973 7,840 
3,989 4,041 
954 890 
3,004 2,894 
2,418 2,046 
1,250 1,281 
736 247 
429 515 
59,420 38,514 
34,956 25,945 
16,534 5,526 
7,642 6,967 
36,423 20,041 
13,845 9,339 
19,031 7,652 
3,428 2,938 
29,349 13;794 
12, 125 8,078 
13,505 2,927 
3,647 2,756 
48,003 25,474 
21,577 15,331 
21,913 6,219 
4,684 3;747 
12,746 5,286 
3,374 2,013 
9,353 3,215 
40 56 
9,809 5,853 
3,544 2,439 
4,499 1,806 
1,760 1,582 
38,244 28,576 
25,142 19,976 
9,760 5,055 
3,159 3,027 
5,779 5,352 
1,785 1,873 
720 577 
3,262 2,926 
414 518 
95 183 
36 60 
283 275 
8,585 1,151 
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TABLE 33.-SLAUGHTER HOUSE WEIGHTS OF CARCASS P ARTS 
Steer 
Head, total, including teeth ·----··- -·························································· 
Shin, right ···-·········-·····-············································································· 
Neck, right ................................................................................................. . 
Chuck, right ............................................................................................... . 
Plate, r ight ............................................................................................... . 
Rib, right ·······- ·······································································--········· ········· 
Loin, right ··················-····························-·················--······························ 
Flank, right .... ...................................................................................... : .... . 
Rump, right ............................................................................................. . 
Round, right ............................................................................................. . 
Shank, right ..................................................................................... ........ . 
Kidney fat, right ..................................................................................... . 
Tail, total ···-···-···········-······- ······································································· 
164 
gr ams 
13,480 
7,201 
1,890 
53,687 
25 ,256 
19,450 
35,552 
9,135 
8,333 
34,446 
5,350 
2,965 
1,042 
588 
grams 
13,865 
6,12:l 
1,361 
4 5,359 
22,226 
16,329 
30,617 
6,350 
8,391 
29,257 
with 
round 
1,434 
855 
589 
grams 
12,800 
9,978 
2,359 
45,667 
29,030 
23,133 
31,504 
8,340 
5,374 
30,060 
4,680 
6,684 
756 
The weights and measurements taken are given m T able 31. 
Few of the weights need ·explanation. The warm empty weight was 
obtained by subtracting the contents of the stomachs, intestines, and 
urinary bladder from the live weight at slaughtering. The heart 
-and neck sweetbreads are the thymus gland. The stomach and intes-
tinal fats are those which adhered to the respective organs. The in-
testinal fat is largely included in the mesentery. The caul fat is 
that laid on in the part of the peritoneum stretching like an apron 
over the stomachs and intestines. The different divisions are mu-
tually exclusive excepting where specified otherwise. 
The weather was generally cold enough to chill the carcasses in 
the slaughterhouse where they were hung for two days. The right 
half was then divided into wholesale cuts as practiced by the Kan-
sas City packers. The weights were recorded and each cut separated 
carefully into lean meat, fatty tissue, and bone (including the coarser 
ligaments and cartilage). Care was always taken not to get any 
lean meat in with the fat. The weights of the carcasses and quar-
ters of the animal are given in Table 31. Table 32 gives the whole-
sale cuts and their separation for the four animals that were later 
analyzed. Table 33 gives the weights of the wholesale cuts for the 
three animals that were not analyzed. The weights for the head and 
tail are given in these last two tables altho they do not form a part 
of the carcass proper. On account of the difficulty of splitting the 
head evenly the weights are given for the entire head. 
The left half of the carcass was used for photographs of the 
cuts of meat, water color drawings, and cooperative cooking experi-
ments. 
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PROPORTION OF OFFAL PARTS 
Table 34 shows the proportion of carcass and offal parts to the 
weight of the animal. The animals are arranged in the order of in-
creasing fatness. The warm empty weight was taken as the basis of 
reference for this work. The data has been worked out for a much 
larger number of animals than is shown here and better results have 
been attained when the fill has been eliminated. 
TABLE 34.-PROPORT!ON OF CARCASS AND 0HAL PARTS TO EMPTY WEIGHT 
Steer 
····-··········-··················· ····· ··· I 
18 
I 
197 
I 
588 121 I 589 I 164 I 48 Age. ···········-··························· 3 yr. 3 yr. S yr. 3 yr. 3 yr. 3 yr. 5 yr. 
I 2 mo. 6YJmo. 3Y, mo. 7 mo. I 
Live weight, grams .... .............. 1 :142,6H7 482,547 557,535 569,469 632,672 683,451 809,645 
Warm empty weight, grams .... 302.1 83 444,750 485,754 508,513 564,913 1)08,656 744,708 
Per cent empty weight 
to live weight ........................ 88 .180 92.167 87.125 89.296 89.290 89.056 91.98 
Per ccn t carcass to live weight 5'!.035 64.322 60.200 61.314 62.505 60.473 64.895 
Percent carcass to empty weight 66 .94f 6'J.789 69.096 68.663 70.003 67.905 70.553 
Per cent carcass an cl offal fat 
to live weight ........................ 60.698 66.608 62.695 66.121 66.061 63.917 72.532 
Per cent carcass and offal fat 
to empty weight .................. 6R .834 i2.268 71.960 74.047 73.984 71.771 78.857 
Per cent offal fat to empty 
weight 
--·································· 
I .886 2.480 2.864 5.386 3.982 3.866 8.304 
Per cent hide and hair 
to empty weight ......... , .......... 8.496 7.917 7.862 5.814 8.086 7.601 5.528 
Per cent blood to empty weight 5.162 4.512 4.391 4.805 4.528 4.785 3.442 
Per cent heart marketable 
to empty weight ................. .. 0.495 0.379 0.445 0.418 0.386 0.446 0.345 
Per cent lungs and trachea 
to empty weight ................ 1.019 0.872 0.675 0.911 0.983 0.788 1.473 
Per cent brain ancl spinal cord 
to empty wt!tght 
···················· 
0.239 0.1 53 0.171 0.140 0.122 0.146 0.104 
Per cent stomachs 
to empty weight 
············ ········ 
i 2.530 1.987 2.046 2.803 2.337 2.815 1.895 
Per cent intestines to 
empty weight 
--······················ 
2.018 1.341 1.326 1.960 1.435 1.601 0.952 
Per cent liver to empty weight 0.869 0.846 0.731 1.383 1.135 1.326 1.097 
Per cent gall bladder ancl gall 
to empty weight .................... 0.031 0.072 0.066 0.095 0.037 0.054 0.077 
Per cent kidney to empty 
I weight .................................... 0.252 0.176 0.154 0.216 0.167 0.185 0.165 
Per cent spleen to empty 
weight .................. ................... . 0.162 0.224 0.221 0.181 
' 
0.221 0.149 0.137 
Per cent pancreas to empty 
weight 
···•······················ ·········· 0.082 0.077 0.108 0.082 0.108 0.120 0.040 
----
The proportion of warm empty weight to live weight varied from 
87 to 92 per cent. This last value was found for one of tfi.e cattle 
slaughtered after a long maintenance period. ·This does not seem to 
be a typical result. The two other maintenance cattle showed pro-
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portionally less empty weight and more fill than the partly fat cattle, 
and these in turn showed less empty weight than the very fat steer. 
Altho it received a much heavier ration, the fatter animal which was 
relatively much larger, showed a smaller per cent of fill. 
About the same relation was shown in the per cent of carcass 
to live weight and the per cent of carcass to empty weight. In the 
latter case the differences were smaller and were even negligible 
in case of five out of the seven animals. The per cent of carcass 
plus offal fat gave greater differences, since the fatter steers yielded 
much more offal fat. The weight of carcass and offal fat of the 
very fat steer ·constituted about 79 per cent of the empty weight, 
while that of t~e thinnest steer constituted only about 69 per cent. 
The offal fat is a good indication of the fatness of the steer. The 
offal fat of the thinnest animal constituted less than 2 per cent of 
.the empty weight, while the offal fat of the fattest steer was more 
than 8 per cent of its empty weight. Both Steer 589 and Steer 164 
were not, in this respect, as fat as Steer 121. 
The proportion of hide and hair to empty weight is af fectecl by 
several conditions. The hide of Angus cattle is thicker and the hair 
is heavier than that of Hereford or Shorthorn cattle. Thin cattle 
kept on a low plane of nutrition for a long time develop a heavy 
growth of hair and a thickening of the hide as a .protection against 
loss of heat. Steer 18, which was very thin illustrated this condi-
tion since it had the largest per cent of hair and hide. 
The thinnest animal had the greatest per cent of blood and the 
fattest had the least. The other five animals had about the same 
per cent altho the three half-fat cattle averaged a few tenths of a 
per cent above the two maintenance cattle. The ratio of the weight 
of heart to the empty weight gave a similar result with more indi-
vidual variations. 
The lungs of Steer 48 were excessively heavy. They weighed 
nearly eleven kilos. Only two animals out of more than sixty on 
which data have been collected had lungs weighing more than five 
kilos. Of these, the lungs of Steer 589 were heaviest and weighed 
5,555 grams. The ' lungs of Steer 48 were not much larger in volume 
lhan those of the other animals. At the time of slaughter a careful 
:nspection revealed no tubercles in the lungs and consequently the 
animal was judged free of tuberculosis. However, the point of one 
lobe of the lungs had grown fast to the wall of the pelvic cavity near 
the diaphragm. A small abscess ( 200 grams) was found near the 
reticulum which evidently had been caused by a nail found embedded 
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in it. From the foregoing data concerning the ~eights of the lungs it must, nevertheless be concluded that Steer 48 was abnormal in this respect. It had the highest proportion, about LS per cent, of lungs and trachea to empty weight. The weight of lungs in the very 
:hin steer was a little over one per cent of the empty weight and that of the other animals was even less. The lungs of Steer 588, the fat animal on long maintenance, were the lightest in proportion to the empty weight. 
The weight of the brain and spinal cord bore little relation to 1!1e weight of the animal. The brain of the thinnest animal consti-tuted 0.239 per cent and that of the fattest 0.104 per cent of the 
total weight Between these extremes the values follow the chang-ing weight with some striking individual variations. 
The weight of the four stomachs increased with the weight of the animal, but two ·were not quite typical. The stomach of Steer 121 
was proportionally higher in weight and that of Steer 48 was lower. The stomachs of the heavier; fatter steers averaged a greater per 
cent of the weight than those of the lighter, thinner steers. 
The liver, gall bladder and gall, kidneys, spleen, and pancreas increased in weight as the weight of the animal increased. The liver, gall bladder and gall were a somewhat greater proportion of the empty weight in the case of the large heavily fed animals than in the case of the maintenance animals. There were some variations due to individuality, however. The kidneys and spleen were a small-
er part of the heavier animals. The pancreas of the full-fed animals 
was larger in proportion, but that of Steer 48 was a lower per cent 
nf its empty weight. It is difficult to separate the pancreas from the intestinal fat in the very fat animals and this might have account-
ed for the low weight and per cent of pancreas in Steer 48. In general, the proportion of empty animal, carcass, and offal fat was greater as the steP.r b":c:nn~ fatter and heavier. The pro-portion of hide and blood decreased. The organs themselves changed but little relatively, and most of them decreased slightly in propor-tion. The stomachs and liver became a slightly increased propor-tion as the animal got heavier and fatter, and consumed more feed. 
PROPORTION OF CUTS OF MEAT 
Table 35 gives the distribution of the various wholesale butcher's 
cuts of meat in the empty animal and in the carcass. Since but one-half of the animal was divided in this manner the weights shown in the table are double the right side weights and will differ somewhat 
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from the true total ·weights. An idea of the amount and direction of 
this difference can be obtained by comparing the weights here with 
those in Table 34. The animals are arranged in the order of increas-
ing fatness. 
TABLE 35.-P..OPORTION OF CUTS TO E MPTY W EIGHT AND TO CARCASS 
18 I 197 
1 
588 
1 
121 I 589 I 164 I 3 yr. 3 yr . 5 yr . . scant 5 yr. 3 yr. 
2 mo. 1 67'.Jmo. ! 3 y r. 3 Y,m o. 7 mo. 
Steer ....................................... . 
Age ............................................. . 
Warm empty weight , grams 302,183 444,750 485,754 508,5 13 564,913 608,656 
Weight of carcass, grams ........ 202,776 308.714 335,642 345,864 394,562 413,306 
Forequarters, 
per cent empty weight ........ 35.725 36.982 37.63 1 36.750 39.003 35.352 
Forequarte rs, per cent carcass 53.238 53.280 54.462 54.033 55.843 52.062 
Hind quarters, 
per cent empty weight ........ 31.379 32.430 31.465 31.264 30.842 32.552 
Hind quarters, per cent carcass 46.762 46.721 45.538 45.967 44.1 57 47.938 
Shins, per cent empty weight 3.452 3.526 2.521 3.032 3.533 2.366 
Shins, per cent carcass ........ 5.145 5.079 3.649 4.458 5.058 3A 85 Necks, per cent empty weight 1.051 0 .920 0.560 0.710 0.835 0.621 
Necks, per cent carcass ............ 1.566 1.325 0.811 1.044 1.196 0.915 Chucks, per cent empty weight 17.637 17.320 18.676 15.589 16.168 17.641 
Chucks, per cent carcass ........ 26.283 24.951 27.029 22.919 23.148 25.979 Plates, per cent empty weight 7.355 9.012 9.151 10.528 10.278 8.299 
Plates, per cent carcass ........ 10.961 12.983 13.244 15.478 14.715 12.221 Ribs, per cent empty weight .... 6.229 6.203 6.723 6.832 8 .190 6.391 
Ribs, per cent carcass .. u ...... . . . . 9.283 8.936 9.730 10.046 11 .726 9.412 Loins, per cent empty weight 10.958 11 .455 12.606 12.087 11.154 11.682 Loins, per cent carcass ............ 16.329 16.503 18.244 17.771 15.969 17.204 Kidney fat and k'dneys, 
per cent empty 'fl" i ll'ht 1.062 0.693 0.746 1.646 2.534 1.1 60 K idney fat and kidricyo, 
per cent carcass 
--··-------······· 
1.581 0.999 1.080 2.420 3.628 1.708 Flanks, per cent empty weight 1.620 2.377 2.614 1.713 2.953 3.002 Flanks, per cent carcass ........ 2.414 3. 424 3.784 2.51& 4 .227 4 .420 Rumps, per cent empty weight 2.326 2c632 3.455 2.345 1.903 2 .738 Rumps, per cent carcass .......... 3.467 3.792 5.000 3.448 2.724 4.032 Rounds, per cent empty weight 12.759 12.850 12.0461 11.567 10.642 11.319 Rounds, per cent carcass ..... o. 19.014 18.513 17.4341 17.007 15.237 16.669 Shanks, per cent empty weigh t 2.665 2.407 
···········-
1.849 1.657 1.758 Shanks, per cent carcass .......... 3.971 3.467 
···---------
2.718 2.372 2.589 H ead,' per cent empty weight 3.465 2.535 2.854• 2.443 2.266 2.215 T ail, per cent empty ·weight 0.212 0.216 0.176 0.146 0.134 0.171 
1Inclusive shank. 
2Exclusive horn, teeth, brain, and tongue. 
•Inclusive teeth. 
48 
5 yr. 
744,70 
518,79 
36.41 
52.2 
8 
4 
33.252 
47.732 
2.141 
3.074 
0.649 
0.932 
15.958 
22.907 
9.782 
14.041 
7.882 
11.314 
12.892 
18.506 
2.470 
3.546 
3.428 
4.921 
2.634 
3.781 
10.271 
14.743 
1.551 
2.228 
1.820 
0.111 
It is quite characteristic of this type of beef cattle that the fore 
quarter is heavier than the hind quarter. T he Hereford is particu-
larly light in the rear . T he fore quarter is a larger part of the empty 
animal and of the carcass than the hind quarter. T hese investiga-
. tions indicate that from 53 to 54 per cent of the carcass is fore 
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quarter and from 46 to 47 per cent is hind quarter. The weight of the fore quarter is a little over one-third of the empty animal and the hind quarter is a little over 30 per cent. 
This investigation shows further that the shin, shank, and the 
neck, three of the cheaper cuts of meat, form a smaller part of the 
animal as it becomes fatter. The round, one of the better cuts of 
meat, also decreases relatively. The chuck varies somewhat, but it 
averages a smaller part of the fatter animal. The plate forms a larger part of the fatter animal and this is largely because it is a depot for the storage of fat. The rib, one of the high priced cuts 
of meat, forms a larger part of the animal as it becomes fatter. The loin, the highest priced cut of meat, increases relatively faster even than the rib cut. The kidney and kidney fat increase rapidly and form over twice as large a part of the total in the fat animal as they do in the thin animal. The same is true of the flank. These 
are all depots for the storage of fat. The rump seems to vary with-
out respect to the condition of the animal. Both the head and tail form a smaller part of the animal as it becomes fatter.· 
Therefore, the shin, shank, head, tail, and neck-all cheap and 
comparatively waste cuts of meat-decrease relatively as the animal fattens. The same is true of the round which is not a depot for fat 
storage. The loin, rib, plate, flank, and kidney and kidney fat-all depots for fat storage-increase relatively as the animal fattens. The latter group is about equally divided between high priced and cheap 
. cuts of meat. 
The biggest single cut of the carcass is the chuck which is about 
one-fourth of the total. The shin is 5 per cent and below. The neck is below 2 per cent. The plate is 10 to 15 per ·cent, and the rib from 9 to 12 per cent. 
In the hind quarter, the loin is from 16 to 18.5 per cent of the 
carcass. The kidney fat and kidney is from 1 to 3.6 per cent. The flank is from about 2.5 per cent to 5 per cent. The rump is from 2.7 per cent to 5 per cent. The round runs from 15 to 19 per cent 
and the shank from 2 to 4 per cent of the carcass. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PARTS OF TOTAL ANIMAL 
Table 36 shows how the warm empty weight of the animal is divided between carcass, blood and organs, hide and hair, and sun-dry other of £al parts. The head, tail, and feet include the horns, hoofs, teeth, and dew claws. Both the per cents and the weights in grams are given. The parts constitute from 96.5 to 99 per cent of 
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the total warm empty weight. The carcass weight is the chilled 
weight taken after it had hung two days. It had consequently lost 
considerable moisture. The difference was from 1 to 3.5 per cent 
of the warm empty weight. It is probable that this difference is due 
entirely to the drying of the carcass. 
TABLE 36.- MAIN DIVISIONS OF EMPTY ANIMAL ANr; Loss FRO~! COOLING 
\ V cigh ts of parts in g rams 
Steer 
---·····--················-··-·············· 
18 I 197 I 588 I 121 I 589 ! 164 I 48 
--
Warm empty weight .................. 302,183 444 ,750 485 ,7 54 508,513 564,913 608,656 744,708 
Carcass1 ...................................... 201,543 309,604 334,894 348,064 394,509 412,1 78 524,189 
Offal fat 
··································· · 
5~700 11,028 13,910 27,376 22,494 23 ,532 61,837 
Hide and uair 
····-··-················ 
25,674 35,209 38,188 29,564 45,681 46,266 41,164 
Head, tail1 feet, etc. 
-··············· 
19,667 23,555 23,573 22,406 22,278 23,444 24,820 
Blood and organs 
··-············-----
43,817 55,436 58,131 73,820 74,21 5 85,958 84,().99 
Loss on cooling 
·····-·······-········ 
5,782 9,918 17,058 7,283 5,736 17,278 8,599 
Per cent of Parts t o Warm Empty vVcight 
Carcass ...................................... 66.696 69.613 I 68.942 68.445 69.836 1 67.720 I 70.389 
Offal fat 
·················-·················· 
1.886 2.480 2.864 5.386 3.982 3.R6o , , J4 
Hide and hair 
·---------················ 
8.496 7.917 ' 7.862 5.814 8.086 5.528 
Head, tail, f eet, etc ................. 6.508 5.296 1 4.853 4.406 '.~!!JH ".852 3.333 
Blood and organs ............•..... 14.500 12.465 11.9157 14.517 13.13 7 14.123 11.293 
Total 
-·-········································· 
98.086 97.771 I 96.·188 98.568 98.985 97.162 98.847 
Loss on cooling 
------·······--······· 
1.914 2.229 3 • .512 1.432 1.015 2.838 1.153 
------- ·--· 
1Thc kidn~ys are excluded. 
The carcass, offal fat, and hair and hide have already been dis-
cussed. 
The organs and blood of the animal form from 11.3 to 14.5 per 
cent of the total. The largest animal in the experiment gave the lowest, 
and the thinnest animal gave the highest proportion of organs and 
blood to total weight. The other·s varied somewhat, but followed the 
general tendency fairly well. 
The head, tail, feet, and their horny and bony appendages were 
found to be a smaller part of the animals as they became fatter. The 
percentage dropped from 6.5 per cent to. 3.3 per cent. 
PROPORTION OF LEAN, FAT, AND BONE IN WHOLESALE CUTS 
It has been shown that certain of the wholesale cuts of meat in-
crease in proportion to the carcass and empty animal as the animal 
fattens. It was stated that these cuts of meat were depots for fat 
storage. Just how much of the increase is due to the fat laid on 
can be shown by a study of the proportion of lean, fat, and bone in 
animals of different degrees of fatness. In Table 37 are given the 
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per cents of each in the cuts of the fore quarter for the four steers that were used for the chemical analysis. The cuts of only these four were separated by hand into lean flesh, fatty tissue, and bone. Table 38 gives the results for the divisions of the hind quarter. The 
animals are arranged in the order of increasing fatness. 
TABLE 37.-PROPORTION 01' LEAN, FAT, AND BONE IN TH E CUTS OF THE FOREQUARTER. 
~~:r .... ·.·.·.:·.:··.·.· . .-.. ·.·.·.·.··.·.·.:· . .-.-.:·.·.·.:.·····.·.·.·.·.::::·.:·.·.·.·.::·.·.·.:·.·.·.·.:·.·.:·.··.:·.:·.·.:·.:·.·.·.:·.·_·_·_·.·.·.:·.·.·.:· I 3 ly8r. I ~ ~~- 1 31!~. I S ~r. 
·-------i----'----'-----' 
Per cent Lean in shin ...... .......... ....... ........ ..... ................ ....... . 44.862 51.543 52.173 50.031 P er cent Fat in shin ............................................................. . 8.340 11.352 13.J 15 11.965 Per cent Hone in shin ........................................................... . 45.66i 36.913 04.142 37.677 Per cent Lean in tH·ck ......................................... ................ . 71.9i7 62.610 54.319 51.696 
none 12.072 1 21.872 30.438 
24.559 1 25.171 23.643 17.742 
71.409 67.365 62.783 58.829 
6.875 14.348 21 .365 27.826 
21.056 1 18.090 15.088 12.861 
Per cent Fat in neck .......... ................................................... . Per cent Bone in neck ........................................................... . Per cent Lean in chuck .. ..................................................... . Per cent Fat in chm:k ........................................................... . Per cent Bone in chnck .. .................................................... .. 
52.9471 46.599 53.891 38.012 
23.585 38.182 34.274 52.250 
22.406 14.660 I 1.473 9.412 
65.544 1 58.562 61.133 41.313 
I 
7.554 21.219 21.466 46.015 
25 .032 . 19.980 17.154 12.426 
P .. , ."flt I.can in plate.: ......................................................... . P~~ - ceu' · · :,, platl' ............... ., .......................................... . ~:; ~~~ ~ :~~~n ii:; , ~~l~':t~- - - ~ ::::::: :: ::: :: ::: :::::::::::::::: : :::::::::: ::::::::::: Per cent Fat in rib ............................................................... . Per cent Bone in rib .............................. ... ............................. . 
TABLE 38.-PROPORTION OF LEAN, FAT, AND B ONE IN T IH. CUTS OF THE ){INDQUARTER 
Age ................................................................................................. . 3 yr. 197 I 3 yr. 
2 mo. 
121 
3 yr. 
48 
5 yr. 
Steer .............................................................................................. , 18 
----------·--~--------------;-----1---------'----
Per cent Lean in loin ............................................................ 68.525 60.183 54.808 44.949 Per cent Fat in loin ................................................................ 13.475 24.413 33.286 45.649 Per .cent Bone in loin ............................................................... 17.069 14.709 11.119 9.758 Per cent Lean in flank ........................................................ 57.090 38.082 46.269 26.434 Per cent Fat in flank ............................................................ 40.989 60.821 53.203 73.276 Per cent Bone in flank .......................................................... 1.921 1.059 0.390 0.313 Per cent Lean in rump ........................................................ Sl.323 41.671 44.726 36.130 P er cent Fat in rump ............................................................ 19.004 30.856 32.903 45.866 Per cent Bone in rump ........................................................ 27.084 27.029 22.220 17.943 Per cent Lean in roun<l ........................................................ 79.064 69.905 72.163 65.741 Per cent Fat in round .......................................................... 7.340 17.690 17.000 25.520 Per cent Bone in round ........................................................ 13.191 11.468 9.180 8.260 Per cent Lean in shank ........................................................ 30.849 34.996 28 079 30.888 Per cent Fat in shank ............................................................ S.564 10.781 13.529 12.459 Per cent Bone in shank ........................................................ 61.674 54.671 57.817 56.446 
In three cases out of four the per cent of both lean and fat in the shin increased, and the per cent of bone decreased as the animals fattened. The fact that Steer 48 gave a higher per cent of bone in 
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this cut than Steers 197 and 121 may indicate that it was a bigger 
boned animal. 
The per cent of lean and bone decreased, and that of fat flesh 
increased as the animals fattened. The increase in fat flesh varied 
from an amount so small that it could not be separated to more than 
30 per cent. The chuck made very much · the same change. The 
plate made the same sort of change but to a greate1· extent. More 
than half of the cut of Steer 48 was hand-separable fat flesh. The 
rib also made a great increase in fat as the animals fattened and a 
decrease in per cent of lean flesh and bone. The fatty flesh in-
creased from less than 8 per ce'nt to more than 46 per cent. 
1n the hind quarter the loin, the flank, and the rump all in-
creased in per cent of fatty flesh and decreased in per cent of lean 
flesh and bone as the animals fattened. The flank aside from the 
kidney fat was the fattest cut of all the wholesale cuts. It con-
tained from about 40 per cent to more than 73 per cent of fatty 
flesh. The round was found to be the leanest cut of all, since it con-
tained from 79 to 65 per cent of lean flesh. It increased in fat flesh 
and decreased in lean and bone considerably as the animals fattened. 
The shank increased in fat flesh but did not decrease proportionately 
in the lean flesh and bone. There was but little change in the per 
cent of lean flesh, since the thinnest and fattest animals both yielded 
about 30 per cent. The other two varied from this a few per cent. 
The bone was a smaller per cent of the cut in the fat animals than 
in the thin one, but it did not decrease in proportion to the increase 
in fat. This was the boniest cut of all, and bore about 62 to 54 per 
cent of bone. 
The greatest increases in per cent of fatty flesh in the cut were 
found in those cuts which form a relatively larger part of the carcass 
as the animal fattens. This increase was consequently due largely 
to the deposit of fat. The weight of lean flesh and bone increased 
also, but not nearly so rapidly as the fat flesh. 
DISTRIBUTION OF LEAN FLESH IN THE ANIMAL 
As the mature beef animal grows and fattens, is the distribution 
of the lean meat, or lean flesh, affected and, if so, what parts grow 
more than others? If fattening increases the relative amount of lean 
in the cheap cuts, or in the expensive cuts, it is a fact worth know-
ing in order to form a basis for determining a standard to which to 
conform when fattening beef steers. Table 39 shows how the total 
lean flesh was distributed in the four animals used for chemical 
analysis. 
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But a small part of the total lean of the animal was found in the head and the amount was relatively less in the fat steers than in the thinnest steer. Yet Steer 197, which was rather thin, yielded 
about as little as the fatter animals. The per cent of total lean found in the shin varied without respect to condition and on the whole was fairly constant. The neck showed about the same tendency as the head. In no one of these cuts did the lean form an appreciable part, 
only 1 to 4 per cent, of the whole lean. 
TABLE 3').-DISTRJBUTJON OF L EAN FLESH IN THE ANIMAL 
Steer ................................. ..........................•...... ....... . ........ .. , 18 I Age .................... ............. .. ....................... ............ ... ........ .3 yr. 197 I 121 I 48 3 yr. 3 yr. 
I 
5 yr. 
2 mo. ~:~ ~~~~~--;~:;-~!:~:.·.:,':.~:~~;,;~~ ·-- ---··--- --------i-~-:!-~-~ --------
Per cent total lean in m·ck 
........... ....... .... 1.701 
1.454 1 1.549 l.217 
4.400 3.995 3.238 
1.395 0.974 1.015 Per cent total ka11 i11 chuck 
1
: 28.32.S Per cent total k :lll in platv ... . ....... ...... ............... ...... . 8.758 Per cent total lt•<m in r ib 
.... ........ ...... 9.183 Per cent total h·an in loin .. .. .............. ... . 
Per cent total h.·.:111 in flank 
Per cent total h..•an in rnmp 
Per · cent total lean in round 
Per cent total 1t:an in ~hank 
Per cent tot:tl lean in tail.. ......... .. ................................. . 
!6.R87 
2.079 
2.685 
22.688 
l.849 
0.164 
28.252 
10 169 
8.796 
16.694 
2.192 
2.656 
21.752 
2.040 
0.199 
24.714 28.378 
14 .326 11.240· 
10.547 9.843 
16.728 17.516 
2.001 2.739 
2.649 2.877 
21.079 20.411 
1.311 1.449 
0.126 0.077 
- --··· - ··- ------ -- -·--------- -------- ---· -···- ·-·--·- ···------~-------
About 28 per cent of the total lean of the animal was found in the chuck, and the fatness of the steer had no effect upon the per 
cent. Steer 121 gave less than 25 per cent. 
The per cent of total lean found in the plate increased as the 
animals fattened. Less than 9 per cent of the total lean of Steer 18 
was in this cut, while more than 14 per cent of the lean in Steer 121 
was in the plate. However, 11 per cent of the lean in Steer 48 was in this cut. The proportion of lean in the rib, loin, and flank to the total lean flesh was about constant. The rib was about 9 per cent of the total lean, the loin about 17 per cent, and the flank only about 2 per cent. Steer 48 had a little more of the total lean in the loin and flank than the others. The rump also was found to contain a con-
stant. part of the total lean, or a bit under 3 per cent. 
The round contained less and less of the total lean as the ani-
mals fattened, and dropped from about 22.7 per cent to 20.4 per 
cent. In the shank and in the tail the two fattest animals had a 
. smaller per cent of the total lean than the thinner animals. The 
change in amount was small, however. The shank contained less than 2 per cent and the tail less than 0.2 per cent of the total lean. 
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All but two of the cuts contained a constant part of the total 
lean. As the animals fattened the proportion of lean increased in 
the plate and decreased in the round. Fattening had practically no 
effect upon the relative distribution of the lean. 
DISTRIBUTION OF FAT FLESH IN THE ANIMAL 
Table 40 shows the distribution of fat flesh, exclusive of offal 
fat, in the animals. The head contained less than two per cent of 
the total fat and this per cent decreased as the animals fattened. The 
fat in the shin, likewise, became a smaller part of the total fat as 
the animals fattened and decreased from about 3.5 per cent to less 
than 0.9 per cent. The neck contained but very little of the total fat. 
The fat of the neck increased, however, until the animals reached the 
half-fat condition. Then there was a decrease. 
T .'\BLE 40.-DISTRlllllTION OF FAT Fr.ES H (EXCLUSIVE OF OFFA L FAT) IN THE 
A N IMA L 
ft;,~'~ ........... _ .. - -~:0.'. .'. .'.. """""" """"""""""""""".""""""""""""""""".""""""""""""""""""""" ""·· 1 3 lySr. I ~ ~::~J~~--1 5 ~r. 
Per ~=~~t~l fat in h ead . ....... . ..................................... T-=r:7 ! 1.17.3 0.629 
Per cent total fat in shin .......... ............. .............................. ! 3.458 ; 2.487 2.145 0.898 
P er cent total fat in neck ....... ............................................ 1 ··1·4 ..... 5·6 ..3 .. 1 10.<.·464940 0.838 105 .. 569525 
Per cent to ta l fa t in chuck ....................... . .......................... .. 17.964 
Per cent total fat in plate ................................................. ... 20.83 S ; 2 1.385 19.462 17.904 
Per cent total fa t in rib ........................................................ 5.652 i 8.180 7.9 11 12.705 
Per cent total fa t in k idney fat.. ... .... ................................. 9 .714 , 3.217 7.71 3 8.077 
Per cent total fa t in loin .. .................................................. 17.734 17.380 21.700 20.615 
Per cent total fat in flank .................................................... 7.973 8.985 4.915 8.799 
P e r cent total fat in rump .................................................... 5.310 5.047 4.162 4.233 
Per cent total fat in round .................................................. 11.248 14.127 10.607 9.182 
Per cent total fat in shank ................................................ 1.781 1.613 1.349 0.677 
P e r cent total fat in tail .................................................... 0.168 0.062 0.034 
The chuck contained about 15 per cent of the total fat. Fat-
tening at first slightly increased this per cent and then decreased it. 
Of the total fat, from 18 to 21 per cent was found in the plate, but 
relatively less of the total was found in this cut from the fa.tter ani-
mals. Fattening increased the per cent of the total fat found in the 
rib cut. In these experiments an increase from 5.65 per cent to 12.7 
per cent ·of the total was found. · 
The per cent of the total fat found in the kidney fat was great-
est in the very thin steer. But in the other three relatively more was 
found as they fattened. The loin contained from 17 to 21.7 per cent . 
of the total fatty tissue. The larger per cents of the total were 
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found in the two fatter animals. The change in the per cent of total fat found in the flank was small and did not follow the condition of 
the animal. The fat of the flank varied from 8 to 9 per cent of the 
total fat, altho in Steer 121 it was less than 5 per cent. The rump 
contained less of the total in the fat animals than in the thin animals. 
The values were 4 and 5 per cent respectively. A similar condition 
exists in the round. It contained from 9 to 14 per cent of the total fat. The shank and tail contained less and less of the total fat as 
the animals fattened. The shank contained less than 2 per cent of 
the total fat and the tail less than 0.2 per cent. 
Steer 18 was very thin and in some cases it was impossible to 
find enough fatty tissue to separate. This accounts for the absence 
of figures for the neck and tail. 
In general, there were no great changes in the fat distribution 
as the animals fattened. The proportion of the total fat in the rib 
.and loin increased as the animals fattened. In the case of the chuck 
.and the kidney fat the evidence indicates a similar tendency, but in 
·each case the data for one of the animals failed to agree with that of 
the others. In all the other cuts there was a slight decrease in the ~proportion of the total fat found in the rib and loin as the animals 
fattened. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SKELETON IN THE ANIMAL 
Table 41 shows the distribution of the total skeleton in the am-
mal. A general survey of the figures in the table shows that fatten-ing had practically no effect upon the distribution of the skeleton 
TABLE 41.-DISTRIBUTION OF SKELETON IN THE ANIMAL 
Steer ............................................................................................. . 
. Age ............................................................................................. . 
Per cent total skeleton in head .......................................... .. 
Per cent total skeleton in shin .......................................... .. 
Per cent total skeleton in neck ......................................... . 
Per cent total skeleton in chuck ...................................... .. 
Per cent total skeleton in plate .......................... : ................ . 
Per cent total skeleton in rib ............................................. . 
Per cent total skeleton in loin ........................................... . 
Per cent total skeleton in flank ...................................... .. 
Per cent total skeleton in rump ........................................... . 
P er. cent total skeleton in round ....................................... . 
Per cent totaf skeleton in shank ...................................... .. 
Per cent total skeleton in tail ........................................... . 
'!Per cent total skeleton in feet .......................................... .. 
12.550 
8.177 
l.339 
19.261 
8.548 
8.088 
9.701 
0.161 
3.268 
8.730 
8.524 
0.796 
10.858 
197 I 121 3 yr . 3 yr. 
2mo. 
ll.222 12.797 1 
8.233 7.929 
l.465 l.286 
19.819 18.014 
8.358 9.251 
7.840 I 8.977 
10.6591 10.293 
0.159 0.05 1 
4.500 3.991 
9.180 I 8.134 8.324 8.188 
0.782 0.651 
lo.02s I 10.438 
48 
5 yr. 
11.774 
7.541 
1.077 
19.1 80 
8.605 
9.155 
11.759 
0.100 
4.418 
7.930 
8.189 
0.710 
9.557 
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among the various cuts and offal parts of the skeleton. The propor-
tion of skeleton in the loin and rib increased as the animals fattened. 
The proportion of a few of the other cuts such as head, shin, de-
creased slightly. 
The following is an approximate division of the total skeleton 
as indicated by the steers in question: head 12 per cent, shin 8 per 
cent, neck 1 per cent, chuck 19 per cent, plate 8.5 per cent, rib 8 to 
9 per cent, loin 9 to 11 per cent, flank 0.1 per cent; rump about 4 
per cent, round 8 to 9 per cent, shank 8 per cent, tail less than 0.8 
per cent, and feet 10 to 11 per cent. 
PROPORTION OF LEAN, FAT, AND BONE IN EMPTY ANIMAL 
AND IN CARCASS 
Table 42 shows the proportion of skeleton, lean flesh, and fat 
flesh to total animal and carcass. As the animals fattened the skele-
. ton decreased from 19 per cent of the empty animal to nearly 10· 
per cent. The lea'.n flesh decreased from 44 to 33 per cent. That 
fatty tissue that is included in the carcass increased from 8 to 28 
per cent. This increase in fat was as striking when the total fat 
including the offal fat was considered. It constituted 10 per cent of 
the total empty animal in the very thin steer and nearly 37 per cent 
in the very fat steer. In this case, considerably over one-third of 
the empty animal was hand-separable fat. In three of the animals 
more than one-fourth of the total fatty tissue was in the kidney 
and offal fats. Steer 197 had a low weight of both · offal and kid-
T ABL E 42.-- DISTRIB UT!ON 0 1' L EAN, FAT, A ND BONI': 
Proportion of h~an, f at, and bone in empty animal 
Steer ............. ......................................................................... .. 
Age .................................................... : ....................................... .. 
18 
I 
197 I 3 yr. 3 y r. 
2 mo. 
P er cent skeleton .............................................. ....... .............. . 19.280 15.808 P er cent lean flesh .............................................. ................. . 44.469 41.297 P er cent fatty tissue (excL offal fat) ............................... . 8.326 16.089 Per cent total fatty tissue ................................................... . 10.212 18.569 P er cent offal and kidn ey fats to total fatty tissu e ....... . 26.390 16.141 
P roportion of lean , fat, and b one in the car cass 
P er · cen t skeleton 
Per cent lean flesh ................................................................ .. 
P er cent fatty t issue ............................................................... . 
P er cent kidney fat to fatty tissue in carcass ......... ...... . 
21.778 
64.697 
12.193 
9.885 
17.756 
58.511 
22.846 
3.264 
121 
3 yr. 
13.056 
39.601 
18.540 
23.924 
28.481 
14.611 
57.249 
26:922 
7.8 10 
48 
5 y r. 
10.698 
33.082 
28.547 
36.850 
28.790 
11.972 
46.873 
40.706 
8.131 
PLATE Steers 121 , 48. and 18 
Pun: IX .-Carcass of Steer 164 
PLATE X.-Carcass 
PLATE XL-Loin, round and rib : Above, Steers 18, 121 , and 48; below, 
Steers 164 and 197 
PLATE XII.-Cross sections of carcass of Steer 48: Above, at twelfth rib; 
below, at fifth rib 
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ney fats, and only one-sixth of the total fatty tissue wa.s found in 
these parts.· 
. 
In the thin animals more than 21 per cent of the carcass was 
skeleton. This per cent decreased as the animals fattened, and be-
came less than 12 per · c'ent in the very fat steer. About 65 per cent 
of the · very thin. steer's carcass was lean flesh. The lean decreased 
as the animals fattened and became less than 47 per cent in the fat-
test animal. The fatty tissue in the carcass increased from about 12 
per cent to more than 40 per cent. The kidney fat did not form a 
large part of the carcass fat, since it was otily 10 per cent of the 
carcass in the thinnest steer and about 8 per cent in the two fat 
steers. On account of the very low weight of kidney fat in Steer 
197 only a little more than 3 per cent of the carcass fat was found in 
this part. Figure 25 shows graphically the distribution of skeleton. 
lean flesh, fat flesh, and viscera. 
LO'S5 ~ 
Cori ,uttin3 
& i::ooliri3) 
l'AT...,. 
WATER 
"PROTEIN 
ASH 
IS "197 !!_!.., 'f-8 
(THIM) (fA1Rd F'AT} {V~N} 
·Fig. 25.-Composition of the entire animal 
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF CARCASSES AND TYPICAL CUTS 
Photographs of the inside and outside of the carcass of each 
steer and of three typical cuts of meat from each are shown in 
Plates VIII to XII. 
Steer 18 produced an exceedingly lean carcass. The flesh was 
exposed over a greater part of the surface, and there was very little 
kidney fat. Steer 121 produced a well-covered carcass and a good 
supply of kidney fat. The inside of the ribs was partly covered with 
fat. Steer 48 was excessively fat. The outside of the carcass was 
patchy with fat, the kidnev and cod fat were excessive, and the ribs 
were entirely covered with fat. 
Steer 164 produced a fat, smooth carcass. The kidney and cod 
fats were not excessive. Heavy plates of fat were noticeable on the 
inside of the ribs. Steer 197 produced a fairly well covered carcass 
but it was a bit thin. There were some plates of fat still remaining 
on the ribs, altho the animal had been on maintenance a long time. 
In Plate XI is shown very strikingly the differences between 
the first three steers. The small size and leanness of tl)e cuts of 
Steer 18 were quite a contrast to the excellent cuts of Steer 121. 
Steer 48 was excessively fat, especially in the loin cut where the fat 
occupied considerably more than half the area. A great amount of 
this fat would have been wasted, had the carcass been placed on the 
market. The cuts of Steer 164 and Steer 197 showed that these 
animals were in about the same condition as Steer 121, that is, they 
• were well fattened. Steer 197 had been reduced to this condition by 
a long maintenance period. It must have been quite fat at the start. 
CHEMICAL DATA AND RESULTS 
Four of the seven animals were used for a chemical analysis. 
The other animals had been used only for the feeding and slaughter-
ing data. The results from samples analyzed are shown in Tables 
43 to 46. The weights of the parts together with the weights of 
water, fat, nftrogen, ash, and phosphorus as found by analysis are 
given in Tables 47 to 50. 
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TABLE 43.-PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF SAMPLES OF STEE!t 18 
I Per cent I Per cent I P~r cent Per cent , .Per tent I Weight Sample water fat nitrogen ash phos· grams 
phorus 
Blood o••HH•-•OOOOO••OO OOO•HOOOHOO • O HOO-HOoHo 81.290 0.429 2.909 0.688 0.022 15,599 Hide and hair ................................ 65.365 2.883 5.096 0.868 0.068 25,674 Skeleton ••••• • • •••••••••• •••••••••••••••UU•••••• 28.292 25.272 3.022 25.326 2.879' 58,261 Circulatory system oooOoOooooooooooooOOH 56.503 30.068 1.996 0.751 0.123 2,594 Respiratory system 
···················· 
74.710 6.461 2.756 0.959 0.151 3,079 Nervous system 
······················-··· 
68.830 17.625 1.750 1.757 0.422 722 Digestive and Excretory System' 66.510 18.128 2.093 1.634 0.129 18,436 Liver 
···········································-···· 
68.990 3.469 3.026 1:253 0.311 2,625 Kidneys ................... -..................... 75.046 8.736 2.373 1.085 0.211 763 Shin, shank, head and tail, 
lean ~nd fat 
····-······················· 
67.433 11.990 3.219 0.771 0.145 12,106 Round and r ump, lean and fat 66.503 13.258 3.110 0.883 0.172 38,258 Loin, Jean aud fat ...................... 59.900 21.719 2.866 0.788 0.157 27,152 flank and plate, Jean and fat ... 52.512 30.103 2.440 0.649 0.124 21,810 Rib, lean and fat ............................ 62.790 18.037 3.076 0.821 0.161 13,760 Chuck and neck, lean and fat .... 66.480 14.068 3.019 0.818 0.154 44.008 Offal fat HO•Oo••O•••OOOO O • O•O O• O OOO •o•o O O • • • • • 16.620 79.718 0.517 0.172 0.027 5,700 Kidney fat .................................... 10.044 86.962 0.421 0.120 0.021 2,444 T eeth ................................................. 21.947 0.461 2.061 61.324 11.562 68Z Horns. hoofs and dew clawsa .. _ ............ 
············ ··········· 
............ 
·--·-···· 
1,346 
1Less live r and kidneys. 
'Accidental loss of two of the three samples used for water and fat determination• 
and the ashing of the one left in a platinum dish make this phosphorus data unreliable . 
. A value more to be ex pected is 4.8 per cent. 
'This sample was lost. 
TABLE 44.-PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF SAMPLES . OF STEER 121 
Blood ••••••••••••••••u •-• •• •••• ••••••••H • •••••• • - 77.971 none 
Hide and hair .............................. 59.764 4.969 
Skeleton •• O •OOH00 00o0ow o0000 oo0 w0o o w w ooo ooo0-000 29.653 21.185 
Circulato1·y system' .................... 27.420 65.274 
Lean heart ....................................... 77.383 4.391 
Respiratory system ...................... 63.955 19.692 
Nervous system 
························ 
68.357 19.499 
Digestive and excretory systcm2 55.535 31.725 
T ongue, marketable •••• •••••• • - •••n•••• 60.397 25.272 
Stomachs Ooo OOOOOOHoOO•O WO•-OO • O O O O O OO• O O •OOOOO 78.260 8·.209 
Liver ••••h••····•••o.••····················-·-······ 68.360 4.716 
Kidneys oOoOOoOOOoHoO OOOOOHO• O O OOOOO OOOOOOO•OOH 76.580 5.560 
Shin, shank, head and tail, 
loin and fat 
········-·················-·-· 
62.295 18.183 
Round and r ump, Jean. ............... 69.963 8.183 
Round and rump, fat ··················- 14.410 80.605 
Loin, Jean oOo•o•oo oOO•Uoooo • o O• • o • onooO••ooooO 57:220 11.396 
Loin, fat oooooooo HOo O OoOoOOOooOOOO oOooooo OOOoOOO 9.075 87.840 
Flank and plate, Jean and fat .... 40.073 47.701 
Rib, lean ........................................ 60.980 20.874 
Rib, fat 
·····································-··· 
10.677 86.035 
Chuck and neck, lean and fat .... 59.141 24.425 
Kidney fat 
···································· 
4.484 94.670 
Offal fat 
··-··················-··············-··· 
9.517 88.015 
Teeth •• ••••o•••no••••••• •••••n•••••• ••• •••••••••••• 11.401 0.618 
Hoofs and dew claws• .. ·- ··-······· HOOOOOOOOO• -••O•- • •• 
1 Less the Jean heart. 
•Less the tongue, stomachs, liver and kidneys. 
8This sample was Jost. 
3.255 0.248 0.028 
5.534 0.758 0.056 
3.500 27.108 4.806 
0.954 0.205 0.03!1 
2.571 1.000 0.211 
2.308 0.808 0.170 
1.676 l.562 0.395 
1.611 0.633 0.126 
2.225 0.642 0.132 
1.764 0.971 0.200 
3.191 1.312 0.353 
2.738 0.950 0.229 
2.929 0.733 0.142 
3.283 0.957 0.191 
0.617 0.153 0.030 
3.008 0.943 0.185 
0.396 0.133 0.024 
1.924 0.500 0.095 
2.786 0.777 0.153 
0.453 0.135 0.027 
2.605 0.702 0.142 
0.181 0.070 0.012 
0.273 0.129 0.022 
2.410 69.227 13.813 
···--···- ---··· ---·-·· 
24,433 
29,662 
66,391 
2,677 
1,596 
4,631 
710 
15,525 
1,862 
14,253 
7,035 
1,098 
18,5·16 
47,782 
13,924 
33:686 
20,458 
55,862 
21,24-0 
7,458 
69,456 
7,272 
27,376 
556 
1,480 
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TABLE 45.-PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF SAMPLES OF STEER 48 
Sample I Per cent Per cent I Per cent I Per cent I Per cent I Weigh
t 
water fat nitrog:cn ash phos- grams 
I phorus 
1--~~~~~~l ~~___...~~~.:.-~-
Blood ............................................... . 
Hide and hair ....................... .... . 
Skeleton (compositccl) ...... ........ .. 
Circulatory systcm 1 ••.•....••....•••.. • 
Heart, marketable ....................... . 
Respiratory system ...... • .......... ..... . 
Nervous system .................... ....... . 
Digestive and excretory system:: 
Tongue, marketable · ............. ; ..... . 
Stomachs ....................................... . 
Liver ····-····································r······ 
Kidneys ......................................... . 
Shin, shank, head and tail. 
lean and fat ............................ .. 
Rump, lean and fat ............. ..... .. 
Round, lean ......................... ..... .. 
Round, fat ...... ............................. . 
Loin; lean ..................................... . 
Loin, fat ....................................... . 
Flank and plate, lean and fat.. .. 
Rib, lean ..................................... .. . 
Rib, fat ...................................... .. 
Chuch and neck, lean and fat 
Offal fat ....................................... . 
Kidney fat ................................... . 
Teeth' ...................................... ... ..... .. 
Hoofs and dew claws• .............. .. 
Skeleton of head, tail and feet 
Skeleton of shin ancl shank ...... .. 
Skeleton of flank and plate .... .. 
Skeleton of chuck and neck ...... . 
Skeleton of round ................... . 
Skeleton of rump ..................... . 
Skeleton of loin ........................... . 
Skeleton of rib ............................. . 
79.410 
59.240 
28.318 
10.070 
65.830 
49.420 
69.630 
64.160 
56.020 
74.750 
69.730 
70.750 
57 .840 
36.910 
64.430 
27.750 
61.780 
12.600 
30.150 
56.860 
15.810 
49 .670 
6.220 
3.760 
37.050 
20.710 
37.730 
27.780 
23.160 
26.290 
21.550 
26.750 
none 
8.600 
21.153 
88.450 
19.450 
37.390 
13.050 
22.410 
29.500 
11.940 
4.260 
12.160 
23.470 
52.670 
13.420 
67.350 
18.260 
84.760 
61.110 
24.790 
81.370 
34.950 
92.090 
94.710 
11.519 
24.344 
19.567 
18.655 
32.479 
35.688 
29.603 
18.359 
3.158 I 0.775 
5.308 1.197 
3.139 26.7 57 
0.284 i 0.145 
2.126 
1
1
• • o.835 
1.957 0.669 
2.093 
1.778 
2.273 
1.757 
2.893 
2.446 
2.853 
1.587 
.3.278 
0.765 
2.981 
0.426 
1.308 
2.679 
0.431 
2.267 
0.182 
0.23(1 
3.429 
3.202 
2.999 
3.527 
2.124 
2.294 
2.820 
3.303 
1.813 
0.697 
0.743 
1.073 
1.392 
1.154 
0.829 
0.509 
1.015 
0.251 
0.956 
0.146 
0.421 
0.827 
0.155 I 
0.693 
0.093 
0.12<i 
24.510 
33 .040 
20.220 
27.530 
~7.070 
20.650 
26.090 
29.410 
---------
--------
1Lcss the marketable heart. 
:Less the tongue, stomachs, liver, and kidneys. 
•This sample was lost. 
0.021 
0.048 
4.980 
0.026 
0.158 
0.117 
0.425 
0.128 
0.126 
0.227 
0.307 
0.199 
0.142 
0.093 
0.192 
0.027 
0.174 
0.023 
0.064 
0.150 
0.021 
0.123 
0.012 
0.016 
4.635 
6.173 
3.772 
5.073 
5.020 
3.891 
4.805 
5.416 
TABLE 46.-PERCENTAGE C0.11POSlTION OF SAMPLES OF STEER 19" 
Blood 
Hide and hair ............................. . 
Circulatory system ................... . 
Respiratory system ................... . 
Nervous system --··· ·--·········u········· 
Digestive and excretory system 
Lean of head and tail... .............. . 
Lean of: shin and shank ........... . 
Lean. of ' round ............................... . 
Lean· of rump ............................. . 
Lean of flank ............................... . 
Lean of loin ·--··-·-····-----·· ........... . 
78.731 
61.293 
54.502 
78.352 
71.738 
67.029 
67.242 
71.639 
72.787 
68.201 
64.311 
67.736 
none 
4.888 
32.638 
3.649 
13.267 
17.231 
12.739 
5.602 
5.779 
10.956 
14.658 
11.540 
3.260 
5.456 
1.807 
2.622 
1.588 
2.137 
3.042 
3.208 
3.204 
3.122 
3.108 
3.068 
0.660 
0.934 
0.822 
1.267 
1.562 
0.984 
0.969 
0.957 
1.031 
0.945 
0.948 
0.947 
0.026 
0.050 
0.117 
0.172 
0.384 
0.15.5 
0.166 
0.172 
0.188 
0.180 
0.177 
0.186 
25,634 
41,164 
4,207 
2,573 
10,9iu 
774 
14,059 
2,376 
14,113 
8,166 
1,227 
19,494 
16,086 
50,284 
19,520 
43,154 
43,826 
91,206 
24,250 
27,010 
106,952 
61,837 
17,170 
712 
1,675 
17,559 
12,532 
6,936 
16,142 
6,318 
3,520 
9,368 
7,294 
20,067 
35,209 
3,806 
3,879 
679 
27,005 
3,036 
11,828 
39,952 
4,878 
4,026 
30,662 
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TABLE 46.-PEHCENL\GE CoMPOSlTJON OF S A MPLE;S OF STEER 197-Continued 
Sample i water i fat n itrogen I ash J phos· grams 
1· Per cent I Per cent I Per cent / Per cent J Per cent. I Weight 
I I r ; 1 phorus ·------------~-------~----L---~----Lcan of chuck and neck............ I 70.538 ! 9.227 / 3.105 / 0.967 0.175 / 54,452 Lean of plate ....... -....................... 61.623 ,. 19.809 ! 2.740 0.861 0.158 J 18,678 Lean of rib .................................... 65.473 I 14.890 3.042 0.885 0.169 I 16,156 Fat of head and tail.................... 41.947 i 45.765 1 2.258 0.626 0.091 1 1,034 Fat of shin and shank ................ 29.006 ! 57.401 2.026 0.340 0.036 2,934 Fat of round ................................ 25.272 65.995 1.616 0.301 0.040 10,110 Fat of rump .......................... 16.292 77.1 84 0.833 0.209 0.029 3,612 Fat of flank ............. ................... 19.489 73.175 1.219 0.206 0.028 6,430 J.'ar of loin .................................... 15.585 79.721 0.77 1 0.20·3 0.030 12,438 Fat of chuck and neck ................ 25.031 67.083 1.364 0.280 0.044 11,546 Fat of plate .............. 19.095 75.329 0.888 0.225 0.027 15,304 Fat of rill ............................... .... 23.468 68.470 1.221 0.314 0.042 5,854 Offal fat ...................................... 14.342 83.624 0.402 0.151 0.023 11,028 Kidney fat .................................... 7.049 90.820 0.381 0.136 0.019 2,302 Bono of feet ................................ ! 38.787 14.285 3.861 23.564 3.693 7,050 Bone of head and iail ............ 44.860 10.821 3.134 23.388 4.311 8,439 Bone of shin and shank............. 28.683 23.318 3.190 26.922 4.592 11,640 Bone of round ............................ 23.877 32.640 2.682 25.019 5.070 6,054 Bone of rump .............................. 27 . .127 30.164 2.908 23.851 4.190 3,164 Bone of loin .................... ...... ...... 25.647 31.281 3.030 23.922 3.846 7,494 Bone of chuck and neck.......... 31.287 22.985 3.121 25 .342 4.298 14,964 Rone of plate and flank............ 41.483 17.553 3.222 19.474 3.159 5,988 Bone of rib .................................. 29.595 22.881 3.100 26.570 4.419 5,512 
·Teeth ................................................ 24.263 0.928 2.022 57.773 11.232 754 Horns ............................................ 42.746 0.533 6.117 19.279 3.669 1,316 Hoofs and dew claws.................... 56.455 0.752 7.114 0.963 0.095 1,787 
TABLE 47.-WEIGHT OF' CONSTITUENTS IN ·PARTS .ANALYZED, STEE:R 18 
--· --- --- -----·---·---------·----------------
Parts 
'Blood ..................................................... ·.·. -, 
Hair and hide ............................. .. 
Skeleton ........................................... . 
Circulatory system ......... ................. 1 
Respiratory system ............... ........ . 
Nervous system ............................... . 
Digestive and excretory systcm1 
Liver ................................................. . 
Kidneys .......................................... .. 
Lean and fat of shin, shank, 
head and tail ............................... . 
Lean and fat of ronnd and rump 
Lean and fat of loin ..................... . 
Lean and fat of flank and plate 
Lean and fat of rib ....................... . 
Lean and fat of chuck and neck 
Offal fat ........................................... . 
Kidney fat ....................................... . 
Teeth ...................................... ...... ..... . 
Horns, hoofs, dew claws ............. . 
1Less the liver and kidneys. 
Total 
grams 
15,599 
25,674 
58,261 
2,594 
3,079 
722 
18,436 
2,625 
762 
12,106 
38,258 
27,152 
21,810 
13,760 
44,008 
\Vatcr I 
grams I 
Fat I N~:::i· I Ash l 
grams grams grams 
12,680.4 1 66.91 · 453.8 107.3 
16,781.8 740.2 1,308.3 222.9 
16,483.2 14,723.7 1,760.7 14,755.2 
1,465.6 780.0 I 51.8 19.5 
2,300 .3 198.9 I 84.9 29.5 I 487 .o 127.3 ! 12.6 12.7 
1
12,261.8 3,342.1 I 385.9 301.2 
1,~;~ :~ ~!:! i ~~:~ 3~:~ 
I 
I I 8,163.4 
25, 442.7 
16,264.0 
ll,452.4 I 
8,639.9 [ 
I 
389.71 
1,189.8 
778.2 
532.2 
423.3 
93.3 
337.8 
214.0 
141.6 
113.0 
360.0 
5,700 
2,444 I 
682 
1,346 l 
29,256.5 I 
947.3 . 
245.4 1 
149.7 . 
689.33\ 
1,451.5 
5,072.2 
5,897.1 
6,565.5 
2,481.9 
6,191.0 
4,543.9 
2,125.4 
3.1 
10.3 
1,328.6 
29.5 
10.3 14.1 
103.6 
9.8 
2.9 
418.2 
30.4 
Phos· 
phorus 
grams 
3.43 
17.46 
2,842.57' 
3.19 
4.65 
3.05 
23.78 
8.16 
1.61 
17.55 
65.80 
42.64 
27.04 
22.15 
67.77 
1.54 
0.51 
78.85 
2.01 
'4.879 per cent phosphorous was assumed to be more normal than 2.879 per cent. 
'Average analysis of four similar thin animals was used for this satnJ>le. 
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TABLE 4S.-WEIGHTS OF .CONSTITUENTS IN PARTS ANALYZED, STEER 121 
Parts I Total I 
grams I 
Fat I Nitro· 1 Ash I 
grams gr~~1~ grams 
Water 
grams 
Blood 
-········-----·-·-·········-··········· ··········· 
I 
24,433 19,050.7 ............ 795.3 60.6 
Hide and hair 
·········-········· ············· 
29,662 17,727.2 1,473.9 1,641.5 224.8 
Skeleton 
---··-·················· ·······--···· ······· I 66 ,391 19,686.9 14,064.9 2,323.7 17,997.3 Circulatory system1 ························ 2,677 734.0 1,747.4 25.5 5.5 
Lean heart 
··-·····-···· ······ ·· ··················· 
I 1,596 1,235.0 70.l 41.0 16.0 
Respiratory system 
··-················-···· 
I 
4 ,631 2,961.8 911.9 106.9 37.4 
Nervous system 
··············-·····------------
710 485.3 138.4 11.9 11.1 
Digestive and excretory system~---· I 15 ,525 8,621.8 4,925.3 250.1 98.3 Tongue, marketable .................... .. .. 1,862 1,124.6 470.6 '41.4 12.0 
Sto[l\achs .......................... .............. .... 14,253 11,154.4 1,170.0 251.4 138.4 
Liver 
·-·-····-······--······-·············-·······-···· 
7,035 4,809. l 331.8 224.5 92.3 
Kidneys 
----·-·········-······- ·--.-----············ 
1,098 840.9 61.1 30.l 10.4 
Lean and fat of shin, shank, 
head and tail 
.... ----···········--·-····-
18,516 11,534.5 3,366.8 542.3 135.7 
Lean of round and rump 
···-·······--· 
47,782 33,429.7 3,910.0 1,568.7 457.3 
Fat of round and rump 
·············--· 
13 ,924 2,006.5 11,223.4 85 .9 21.3 
Lean of loin ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••o• • 33 ,686 22,643.7 3,838.9 1,013.3 317.7 
Fat of loin 
·······-·······-····-·······--·-········ 
20,458 1,856.6 17,970.3 81.0 27.2 
Loin and fat of flank and plate .... 55,862 22,385.6 26,646.7 1,074.8 27.9.3 
Lean of rib 
.-------·-----······--····-··-····---· 
21,240 12,952.2 4,433.6 591.8 165.0 
Fat of rib 
···------··--······----------·-········ 
7,458 796.3 6,416.5 33.8 10.l 
Lean and fat of chuck and neck 
I 
69,456 41,077.0 16,964.6 1,809.3 487.6 
Kidney fat 
----·-······-··-···-···-----·····-····-
7,272 326.l 6,884.1 13.2 5.1 
Offal fat 
-----·---·-----·-····-··················· 
27,376 2,605.4 24,095 .0 74.7 35.3 
Teeth 
----------·······-·-······-··············-·-·· 
556 63 .4 3.4 13.4 384.9 
Hoofs and dew claws·--·······-·-- I 1,480 656.3V 12.4 129.9 33.2 
'Less ·the lean heart. 
•Less the tongue, stomachs, liver, and kidneys. 
'The average analysis of three similar animals was used for this sample. 
Phos-
phorUB 
grams 
6.84 
16.61 
3,190.75 
1.04 
3.37 
7.87 
2.80 
19.56 
2.46 
28.51 
24.83 
2.51 
26.29 
91.26 
4.18 
62.32 
4.91 
53.07 
32.50 
2.01 
98.63 
0.87 
6.02 
76.89 
2.60 
TABLE 49.-WEIGHTS OF CONSTITUENTS IN PARTS ANALYZED, STEER 48 
Blood 
·······-···-----···-···-··-······················· 
Hide and hair ••••••••• ••••• ••••• • • •• • •••••u••• 
Circulatory system1 •....................... 
Heart, marketable 
····-·······-··············· 
Respiratory system ........................ 
Nervous system O HOO•OOOoOPOOOOOOOO ••••••• • •• 
Digestive and excretory system2 
Tongue, marketable 
·····-·······-··-····-·· 
Stomachs 
------- --------·-·······················-
Liver 
··-····-··············-··················· .. ······· 
Kidneys 
-- -···········----------------·-·········· 
Lean and fat of shin, shank, 
head and tail 
--------··········-····-·--···· 
Lean and fat of rump·------·-· ·· ······· 
Lean of round 
··-················-···-········ 
Fat of round 
---------······-··········--·------
Lean of loin 
----······-··················---.. 
Fat of loin •-••oOOHO•oO ooo ooo o o ooooo o o•PO•••OOO 
Lean and fat of flank and plate 
Lean of rib 
------·----------------------
25,634 20,356.0 ••"4••-•···· 
41,164 24,385 .6 3,540.1 
4,207 423.6 3,721.1 
2,573 1,693.8 500.5 
10,970 5,421.4 4,101.7 
774 538.9 101.0 
14,059 9,020.3 3,150.6 
2,376 1,331.0 700.9 
14,113 10,549.5 1,685.1 
8,166 5,694.2 347.9 
1,227 868.1 149.2 
19,494 11,275.3 4,575 .2 
16,086 5,937.3 8,472.5 
50,284 3·2,398.0 6,748.l 
19,520 5,416.8 13,146.7 
43,154 26,660.5 7,879.9 
43,826 5,522.1 37,146.9 
91,206 27,498.6 55,736.0 
24,260 13,788.6 6,011.6 
809.5 
2,185.0 
12.0 
54.7 
214.7 
16.2 
250.0 
54.0 
248.0 
236.2 
30.0 
556.2 
255.3 
1,648.3 
149.3 
1,286.4 
186.7 
1,193.0 
649.7 
198.7 
492.7 
6.1 
21.5 
73.4 
14.0 
98 0 
17.7 
151.4 
113.7 
14.2 
161.6 
81.9 
510.4 
49.0 
412.6 
64.0 
384.0 
200.6 
5.38 
19.76 
1.09 
4.07 
12.83 
3.29 
18.00 
2.99 
32.04 
25.07 
2.44 
27.68 
14.96 
96.55 
5.27 
75.09 
10.08 
58.37 
36.38 
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TABLE 49.-WEIGHTS OF CONSTITUENTS IN p ARTS AN ALYEZD, STEER 48-Continued 
I 
Total Water I Fat I Nitro-1 
Ash Parts gen 
I 
grams grams grams grams grams 
Fat of rib 
--·-·········--··········-·············· 1 27,010 4,270.3 21,978.0 116.4 41.9 Lean an<l fat of chuck and neck 106,952 53,123.l 37,379.7 2,424.6 741.2 Offal fat 
············································ 
61 ,837 3,846.3 56,945.7 112.5 57.5 Kidney fat 
····································-··· 
17,170 645.6 16,261.7 41.0 21.6 Bone of head, tail, and feet.. ...... 117 ,559 6,505.6 2,022.6 602.1 4,303.7 Bone of shin and shank ................ 12,532 2,595.4 3,050.8 401.3 4,140.6 Bone of flank and plate ......... 
······ 
I 
6,936 2,61 7.0 1,357.2 208.0 1,402.5 Bone of chuck and neck ... .. ...... 16,142 4,484.3 3,011.3 569.3 4,443.9 Bone of round 
······-························· I 6,318 l ,463 .3 2,052.0 134.2 1,710.3 Bone of rump ................................ I 3,520 925.4 1,256.2 80.8 726.9 Bone of loin 
·········-········ ·················· I 9,368 2,018.8 2,773.2 264.2 2,444.1 Bone of rib ........................................ 
I 
7,294 1,951.2 1,339.1 240.9 2,145.2 Teeth 
·····--··········································· 
712 18!.6• 7.5 13.6 414.5 Hoofs and dew claws 
···················· 
1,675 742.7' 14.0 147.0 37.6 
,,,_-,-...:;:-::;···-:;:~.,. .. -,_,.,,,. , .. .-. __ , .. ....,'"'_,..-- . _._ ........ , . ..,.,-.. 
'Less the marketable henl't. 
'Less the tongue, stotnachs, live!', and kidneys. 
'The average analysis of four similar animals was used for this sample. 
•The average an·alysis of three similar animals was used for this sample. 
I 
Phos· 
phorus 
grams 
5.67 
131.55 
7.42 
2.75 
813.86 
773.60 
261.63 
818.88 
317.16 
136.96 
450.13 
395.04 
79.13 
2.95 
-
TABLE 50.-WEIGHTS OF CONSTITUICNTS IN PARTS ANALYZED, STEER 197 
Blood 
················································ 
20,067 15,799.0 • • ••• • •••n• 654.2 132.4 5.22 
Hide and hair 
······•························· 35,209 21,580.7 1,721.0 1,921.0 328.9 l.76 
Circulatory system 
························ 
3,806 2,074.4 1,242.2 68.8 31.3 4.45 
Respiratory sy~tf'm ............................ 3,879 3,039.3 141.5 101.7 49.2 6.67 
Nervous system •• • OoHo•O O O OOOO O ••OOO O O•ooO 679 487.1 90.1 10.8 10.6 2.61 
Digestive and cxcrttory system ....... 27,005 18,101.2 4,653.2 577.1 265.7 41.86 
Lean of head and tail..._._ .............. 3,036 2,041.S 386.8 92.4 29.4 5.04 
Lean of shin and shank O O O OOOO HoOOOOOo 11,828 8,473.5 662.6 379.4 113.2 20.34 
Lean of round ................................ 39,952 29,079.9 2,308.8 1,280.1 411.9 75.11 
Lean of rump 
···························-···· 
4,878 3,326.8 534.4 152.3 46.1 8.78 
Lean of flank ................................ 4,026 2,589.2 590.1 125.1 38.2 7.13 
Lean of loin .................................... 30,662 20,769.2 3,538.4 940.7 290.4 57.03 
Lean of chuck and neck ................ 54,452 38,409.4 5,024.3 1,690.7 526.6 95.29 
Lean of plate ................................ 18,678 11,509.9 3,699.9 511.8 160.8 29.51 
Lean of rib 
···································· 
16,156 10,577 .8 2,405.6 491.S 143.0 27.3() 
Fat of head and tail 
·-················· 
1,034 433.7 473.2 23.4 6.5 0-94 
Fat of shin and shank .................... 2,934 851.0 1,684.2 59.4 10.0 1.06 
Fat of round .................................... 10,110 2,555.0 6,672.1 163.4 30.4 4.04 
Fat of rump ...................................... 3,612 588.5 2,787.9 30.1 7.6 1.05 
Fat of flank .................................... 6,430 1,253 .l 4,705.2 78.4 13.3 1.80 
Fat of loin ........................................ 12,438 1,938.5 9,915.7 95.9 25.3 3.73 
Fat of chuck am! neck .................... 11,546 2,890.1 7,745.4 157.5 32.3 5.08 
Fat of plate 
···································· 
15,304 . 2,922.3 11,528.4 135.9 34.4 4.13 
Fat of rib 
-······································· 
5,854 1,373_8 4,008.2 71.5 18.4 2.46 
Offal fat OOO•OOOOO•OO••• • o ••O • O • H OOO•o• • oo•O•OOO 11,028 1,581.6 9,222.1 44.3 16.7 2.54 
Kiclney fat ...... : ................................. 2,302 162.3 2,090.7 8.8 3.1 0.44 
Bone of feef ..................................... 7,050 2,734.5 1,007.1 272.2 1,661.3 260.36 
Bone of head and tail..-................. 8,439 3,785.7 913.2 264.5 1,973.7 363.80 
Bone of shin and shank ................ .11,640 3,338.7 2,714.2 371.3 3,133.7 534.51 
Bone of round • ••• • •••••••••••••• •o•o•no••••• 6,054 1,445.5 1,976.0 162.4 1,514.7 306.94 
Bone of rump 
·········-···············-······ 
3,164 864.6 954.4 92.0 754.7 132-57 
Bone of loin • • •O•oo•o •••oo o oo o o ooo oO• oH0000 ... 0 7,494 1,922.0 3,344.2 227.1 1,792.7 288.22 
Bone of chuck and neck O O OOOOOH000.0000 14,964 4,681.8 3,439.5 467.0 3,792.2 643.15 
Bone of plate and flank ___ .. __ , __ ..... _ 5,988 2,484.0 1,051.1 192.9 1,166.1 189.16 
Bone of rib 
··--···-·····--··-··············· 
5,512 1,631.3 1,261.2 170.9 1,464.5 ·243-58 
Teeth 
·-······················-·············· .. ······ 
754 182.9 7.0 15.3 435.6 84.69 
Horns 
··-····················-····-··-·--········· 
1,316 562.5 7.0 80.5 253.7 48.28 
Hoofs and dew claws 
····-·········· 
1,787 1,008.9 13.4 127.1 17.2 1-70 
·--
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PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES 
As soon as the skeleton samples could be prepared they were run 
thru a Mann bone grinder and mixed well. A sample was taken 
and sent- to the chemical laboratory. The lean and fat and offal 
samples were run thru a power grinder equipped with four plates, 
each containing different sized holes. Samples were ground thru 
.the coarser plate and then thru the next size. The samples were 
well mixed and quartered if necessary, and then ground through a 
finer plate. The large samples were then quartered again and ground 
thru the finest plate. Very homogeneous and fine samples were 
easily obtained in this manner. An especially difficult sample .to 
make uniform and representative was that of the respiratory system. 
The cartilaginous rings of the trachea would partly remain behind 
in the grinder while the softer lungs were squeezed out past them. 
By using a knife and by careful work these were cut fine and mixed 
with the lungs. 
Details of the methods o.f analysis can O:ot be given here but 
will appear in a later publication. Moisture was determined in 
vacuum desiccators and the residue was extracted with ether to de-
termine the fat. Vacuum only was used for this work. Nitrogen 
was run by the modified Kjeldahl-Gunning method. Ash was deter-
mined by ignition in porcelain crucibles and phosphorus was deter-
mined in the residue by the usual gravimetric method. 
The work of preparing and grinding the samples was conducted 
as rapidly as possible until the samples were in a position where there 
was no danger of decomposition. The samples were kept in sample 
jars provided with rubber gaskets, glass tops and metal clamps so 
that no loss of moisture could occur. They were kept in cold storage 
at a temperature just above freezing, so that they remained fresh for 
analysis. An outline of the program for slaughtering week will illus-
trate this. The animal was killed Monday morning. The offal 
samples were ground, sampled and started on the analysis that after-
noon and the following day. The chemical and slaughter house 
force always worked during the nights, so that by Wednesday noon 
the offal samples were safe. On Wednesday the carcass was cut up, 
the separations and composites were made, and the grinding of sam-
ples was begun. By the end of the week, all analyses were well on 
their way and the rush work was over. 
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR BONE SAMPLES 
Samples for moisture were weighed out directly and rapidly, in 
triplicate, in tared porcelain evaporating dishes. The size of the 
sample varied according to the coarseness or fineness of the bone. 
For finely ground samples 25 to 40 grams were considered sufficient 
while for coarse samples 100 grams or even more were sometimes 
taken. The dishes containing the weighed samples were at once 
placed in vacuum desiccators and dried as in the moisture detenn ina-
ation. The dish and dry bone were weighed rather rapidly in the 
open and the drying was continued until the loss in weight at suc-
cessive weighings was less than 25 or 30 milligrams. 
The dry samples from the foregoing determinations were trans-
ferred carefully to Soxhlet extractors having a disk of hard filter 
paper in the bottom for filtering the ether extract. Redistilled anhy-
drous ether was used for the extraction and the extract was collect-
ed in weighed flasks. The extraction was continued for thirty hours. 
The ether was distilled off and saved and the flasks were dried for 
twenty hours in vacuo and weighed. 
The residue from the extraction was saved, the triplicates were 
combined and the whole was ground in a steel mill until fine enough 
to pass thru a millimeter mesh sieve. This air dry sample was kept 
for further determinations of moisture, fat, nitr~gen, ash, and phos-
phorus. 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLES, PARTS, AND TOTAL ANIMAL 
A brief discussion of the composition of the samples follows. 
Many comparisons can be made, but here only certain striking results 
will be emphasized. 
· Blood.-The blood of the maintenance steer, Steer 18, was higher 
in moisture content than the blood of the other three animals. 
The fattest old steer, Steer 48, ranked next, then the old 
maintenance steer, followed by the three-year-old prime steer, Steer 
121. This order is not vital. The blood of Steer 18 contained 
0.4 per cent of fat. This might have been due to incomplete drying 
of the sample. In none of the blood samples subsequently analyzed 
was found any ether extract. The steers had all been fed the morn-
ing of slaughtering and were killed approximately the same length 
of time after eating. The protein content varied inversely as the 
moisture, and ran from 18 to 20.4 per cent. The ash varied. from 
0.66 to 0.77 per cent in three animals. The low percentage in Steer 
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121 was unaccountable. The phosphorus was about constant at 0.02 
to 0.03 per cent. · 
Hide and hair.-The hide and hair were noticeably high in mois-
ture and protein. The latter was one-third and the former 60 per 
cent or more of the total. The moisture content decreased while the 
dry substance increased with the increasing fatness of the steers. The fat content increased directly with the increasing fatness of the 
steers. The order of the steers in this respect was: 18, 197, 121, and 
48. The protein content of the fresh hide was about constant. How-
ever, on a moisture-free basis, the protein found in the different 
hides was: Steer 18, 91.959 per cent; Steer 197, 88.098 per cent; 
Steer 121, 85.968 per cent; and Steer 48, 81.391 per cent. These 
figures indicate a decrease in protein with increasing fatness. The 
ash and phosphorus content was low. The ash was fairly constant, 
while the phosphorus varied without order. 
Skeleton.-The skeletons of the four animals were fairly con-
stant in composition, except in the phosphorus of Steer 18, the data 
for which is unreliable, and the moisture of Steer 197 which was 3 
per cent higher than any of the others. The moisture was about 30 
per cent,. the fat and protein 20 to 25 per cent, the ash 25 per cent, 
and the phosphorus from 4 to 5 per cent, of the total skeleton. The 
composition of the skeleton seems to have been practically independ-
ent of the condition of the animal. 
Circulatory system.-The circulatory systems decreased very 
markedly in water content and increased in fat content as the steers increased in fatness. Sixty-two per cent of the system in Steer 48 
was fat. This shows to what extent fat was laid on around the peri-
cardium. The protein, ash, and phosphorus decreased relatively as 
the fat increased, altho the actual quantity increased with increasing 
weight of animal. The moisture constituted one-third to one-half of 
the system, the fat 30 to 60 per cent, and the protein 6 to 12 per cent. 
Respiratory system.-The respiratory systems varied as the cir-
culatory systems, but they contained relatively less fat and more pro-
tein. 
Nervous system.-The nervous systems were fairly constant in 
composition, except in fat. In the case of Steer 18 and Steer 121 
the sheath and fat surrounding the spinal cord were removed with 
the cord. The cord alone was separated in all subsequent cases. 
This accounts for the increased fat found in the two animals. 
Digestive and excretory system.-The total digestive and ex-
cretory system was constant in composition for all four animals, and 
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contained 67 to 68 per cent moisture, 15 to 17 per cent fat, 13 to 14 
per cent protein, 1 to 1.5 per cent ash, and 0.15 to 0.20 per cent 
phosphorus. It must be remembered that the fat had been stripped 
off this system and the composition represented the lean organs. The 
higher percentage of fat in the case of Steer 121 may easily have 
been due to a difference in the mechanical separation in the slaugh-
ter house. The liver was constant in composition, with 70 per cent of 
moisture and 20 per cent of protein. The kidneys also were fa'l.rly 
constant in composition, altho those of Steer 48 contained 4 per cent 
less moisture and a larger per cent of fat than the other animals. 
This may have been due to differences in the removal of the kidney 
fat from the helix of the organ. The kidneys contained 75 per cent 
moisture and 15 per cent protein. · 
Offal and kidney fat.-In the offal and kidney fat the fat in-
creased with the fatness of the steers, while the other constituents de-
creased. The kidney fat contained a greater percentage of fat than 
the offal fat. Eighty to 95 per cent of these samples was fat. 
The flesh samples were not all subjected to the same division. 
The lean and fat samples of Steer 197 were analyzed separately. In 
all the samples the per cent of fat increased while the per cent of 
the other substances decreased with increasing fatness of the steers. 
A fat cut, such as the lean ·and fat of the flank and plate, may be 
30 to 60 per cent fat. 
In the foregoing discussion the percentage composition has been 
considered. From these per cents and the weight of the sample the 
weights of the different constituents in each sample have been cal-
culated. Tables 47 to SO give the results. These weights have been 
used to calculate the composition of certain parts and of the total ani-
mal. Tables 51 to 54 give the results. 
The sum of the various parts analyzed did not equal the warm 
empty weight of the animal at slaughter. Later records have shown 
that most of this loss was due to cooling and drying out of the car-
cass between the day of slaughter and the day of cutting. Conse-
quently the difference was credited entirely to moisture and it was 
added to the weight of water found by analysis to get the composition 
of the total warm empty animal. 
TABLE SL-COMPOSITION OF CERTAIN PARTS AND OF THE TOTAL ANIMAL, STEER 18 
Patts 
Lean and fat flesh ....... . 
Skeleton 
Hair and hide ............... . 
Teeth ............. .................. . 
Horns, hoofs and 
dew claws' ................. . 
Offal fat 
Blood ............................... . 
Circulatory system ....... . 
Respiratory system ..... . 
Nervous system ........... . 
Digestive and excretory 
system 
Total parts ................... . 
Loss on cooling and 
cutting ....................... . 
Total warm empty 
animal 
Weight 
of parts 
grams 
159538 
58261 
25674 
682 
1346 
5700 
15599 
2594 
3079 
722 
218231 
295018 
7165 
302183 
Wdght I Per ct. j Weight Per ct. 
water i fat , fat nitro· 
' ' gen 
Per ct.] 
water I 
.. L-! --l ,----·---· 
I 
62.345 I 
28.292 i 
65.365 I 
21.947 ! 
51.207 
. 16.620 
81.290 
56.503 
74.710 
68.830 
67.106 
56.298 
99464.3 
16483.2 
16781.8 
149.7 
689.3 
947.3 
12680.4 
1465.6 
2300.3 
487.0 
14644.7 
166093.6 
18.669 I 
25.272 ! 
2.883 : 
0.461 
0.768 
79.718 
0.429 
30.068 
6.461 
17.625 
16.037 
18.466 
29784.6 
14723.7 
740.2 
3.l 
10.3 
4543.9 
66.9 
780.0 
198.9 
127.3 
3499.7 
54478.6 
7165 i .......... . ............ . 
57.336 1 173258.6 1 18.028 i 54478.6 
2.916 
3.022 
5.096 
2.061 
7.694 
0.517 
2.909 
1.996 
2.756 
1.750 
2.215 i 
3.035 ' 
2.963 ! 
'See note to Table 47 concerning this data. 
Wdght \ Per ct. Wdght I Per ct. lWeight I Per ct. I Weight -
nitro· protein protein ash ash phorus phos-
~j__. _ ----!--- - --" .. ~-· phorus 
' I ·~ .,,H l I 
4652.l i Hl.225 29075.0 I 0.791 I 1262.6 l 0.153 243.46 
1760.7 : 18.888 11004.8 25.326 i 14755.2 i 4.879 2842.571 
1308.3 : 31.850 8176.9 0.868 1 222.9 i 0.068 17.46 
14.1 l 12.881 88.1 61.324' 418.2 i 11.562 78.85 
103.6 48.088 647.5 2.256 1 30.4 0.149 2.01 
29.5 3.231 1~4.4 . 0.172 i 9.8 0.027 1.54 
453.8 18.181 2836.3 0.688 i 107.3 0.022 3.43 
51.8 12.475 323.8 0.751 i 19.5 0.123 3.19 
84.9 17,225 530.6 0.959 I 29,5 0.151 0,47 
12.6 10.938 78.8 1.7571 12.7 0.422 3.05 
483.4 , 13.844 3021.3 1.569 \ 342.4 o.154 I 33.55 
8954.8 1 J8,969 55967,5 5.834 J7210,5 J.095 I 3229,58 
I 
8954.8 
.. ~ .. ... . ! 
i 
55967.5 i 5.6951 17210.S 
. ........... i 
1.069 1 3229.51\ 
! 
18.519 
'Average analysis of four similar samples was used here on account of los• of this sample. 
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TABLE 52.-CoMPOSITION m· CERTAIN PARTS AND OF THE TOTAL ANIMAL, STEER 121 
Weight Per ct. , Weight Per ct. I Weight Per ct. I Weight Per ct.) Weight Per ct. , Weight f Per ct. I Weight Parts I of parts water water fat fat nitro· nitro- protein protein ash ash phos· phos· grams gen gen phorus phorus 
I I I 
Lean and fat flesh ....... . 295654 : 50.400 149008.2 34 .383 I 101655.2 I 2.305 i 6814.1 14.406 i 42588.1 I o.645 1906.3 I 0.127 376.04 
Skeleton ........... ............... 66391 i 29.653 19686.9 21.185 i 14064.9 i 3.500 ! 2323.7 21.8751 14523.1 27.108 17997.3 4.806 3190.74 
Hair and hide ............ 29662 . 59.764 17727.2 4.969 : 1473.9 i 5.534 i 1641.5 34.590 I 10259.4 o.758 224.8 0.056 16.61 
Teeth 
···························· 
556 I 11.401 63.4 0.618 i 3.4 2.410 : 13.1 15.063 . 83.8 69.227 384.9 13.813 76.80 
Hoofs and dey claws' 1480 i 44.341 656.3 0.836 1 12.4 ; 8.775 129.9 54.844 l 811.9 I 2.245 33.2 0.176 2.60 
Offal fat ...................... 27376 I 9.517 : 2605.4 88.105 : 24095.0 ! 0.273 74.7 1.710 . 466.9 i 0.129 35.3 0.022 6.02 
Blood .............................. 24433 77.971 19050.7 
.......... ! ·············· 3.255 . 795.3 20.340 : 4970.6 : 0.248 60.6 0.028 6.84 
Circulatory system ........ 4273 ; 46.081 1969.1 42.534 1817.5 1.558 66.6 9.738 i 416.3 ' 0.502 21.5 0.103 4.41 
Respiratory system ........ 4631 . 63'955 2961.8 19.692 ; 911.9 2.308 106.9 14.430 668.1 0.808 37.4 0.170 7.87 
Nervous system ............ 710 68.357 485.3 19.499 138.'l 1.676 11.9 10.480 74.4 1.502 11.1 0.395 2.80 
Digestive and excretory 
12.531 I system ........................ 39773 66.756 : 26550.8 17.496 6958.7 . 2.005 797.5 4984.4 ' 0.883 351.4 0.1961 77.87 
Total parts .................... 494939 48.645 : 240765.1 30.535 151131.3 : 2.581 12775.5 16.131 79846.9 ; 4.256 21063.8 0.761 3768.60 
Loss on cooling 
and cut ting ................ 13574 ....... ... ; 13574 .......... j .............. . ......... . ............. . ......... . ........... . ......... . ......... .. 
Total warm empty I 508513 i I 79846.9 1 animal ........................ 50.016 1 254339. 1 29.720 I ls113u i 2.512 . 12775.5 15.700 l 4.142 21063.8 o.741 I 3768.60 
-·-----.. 
l.A.verage ana1ysis of lhrec similar ~amp1cs was used here on account of loss of this sample. 
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TABLE 53.-COMPOSITION OF CERTAIN p ARTS ANIJ OF THE TOTAL ANIMAL, STEER 48 
I Wdght I Per ct. I .\\'eight I Per ct.I \Voight \ J?cr ct., ~\'eight Per ~t· 1 Weif?ht I Per ct. I Weight' Per ct. I Weight of parts water water fat fat 1 mtro- mtro· prote111 protem ash ash pbos- phos-grams gen gen , phorus phorus Parts 
Lean and fat flesh....... . ! 458952 40.644 ! 186536.2 46.919 1 215336.3 1 1.854-! 8506.9 11.588 1 53168.1 0.581 I 2668.8 0.101 
Skel.eton ........................ 1' 79669 28.3181 22560.8 21.166 1 16862.4 I' 3.139 2500.8 19.619 i 15630.0 26.757 ! 21317.1 4.980 
Hair and hidG ................ 41164 52.9051 24385.6 8.600 j 3540.1 5.308 2185.0 33.175 1 13656.3 1.197 ! 492./ 0.048 
Teeth1 ............................ I 712 25.508 181.6 1.052 i 7.5 ! 1.906 13.6 11.913 , 85.0 58.218 ]1 414.5 11.114 
Hoofs and dew claws' ! 1675 44.341 'I 742.7 0.836 14.0 j 8.775 147 .0 54.844 l 918.8 2.245 37.6 0.176 
Offal fat ........................ I 61837 6.220 3846.3 92.090 56945.7 0.182 112.5 1.138 703.J 0.093 57.5 0.012 
Blood ............................ I 25634 79.410 20356.0 .......... .............. 3.158 809.5 19.738 5059.4 0.775 198.7 0.021 
Circulatory system ........ 6780 31.231 2117.4 62.265 4221.5 0.983 66.7 6.144 416.9 0.407 27.6 0.076 
Respiratory system ...... I' 10970 49.420 5421.4 37.390 4101.? 1.957 214.7 12.231 1341.<; 0.66') 73.4 0.11/ 
Digestive and I 
Nervous system ........ 7741 69.630 538.9 13.050 101.0 2.093 16.2 13.081 101.3 1.813 14.0 0.425 
excretory system ...... 'I 39941 68.759 27463.G 15.107 6033.7 2.049 818.2 12.806 1 5113.& 0.989 394.91 0.202 
Total parts .................... 728108 · 40.3% 294149.9 42.187 307163.9 2.114 15391.1 13.213 1 96194.4 3.529 25696.8 0.638 
~~::~:g:::· 1,:::: ;;;;, .:::::' ;;;;, ;;;:;;, -;;;, -,;;;, ,I ,;;:, \-,;,;,, ;~ .. 
1Average analysis of five similar samples was used here on account of loss of this sample. 
2 Average analysis of three similar samples was used here on account of loss of this sample. 
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464.35 
3967.27 
19.76 
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TABLE 54.-COMPOSITlON OF CERTAIN PARTS AND OF THE TOTAL ANIMAL, STEER 197 z 
0 \Voight I Per ct. Weight Per ct. I ~\'eight I P~r ct. j Weight I Per ct. Weight Per ct., Weight 1 Per ct. I Weight .,, Parts I of parts ' water water fat I tat n1tro- nitro- protein protein ash ash phos- phos- t:d grams I i gen J gen , phorus phorus I'! 
-----,-
I t%J I I .,, Lean and fat flesh .... 255232 i 55.5.~6 141i45.5 27 .725 7076!.9 I 2.542 ' 6488.3 15.888 40551.9 0.760 1940.9 I 0.137 350.26 > Skeleton ........................ 70305 i 32.555 22888.1 22.276 15660.9 i 3.158 2220.3 19.738 13876.9 24.541 17253.5 j 4.2ll 2962.28 z 
1•209 I 328.9 i .... Hair ·and hide · ............ 61.293 21580.7 4.888 1721.0 ; 5.456 1921.0 34.100 12006.3 0.934 0.050 1.76 !;:: Teeth OOoOoooooOoo••••o••••• O •OO• /~4 ' 24.263 182.9 0.928 7.0 i 2.022 15.3 : 12.638 95.6 57.773 435.6 j 11.232 84.69 > 
131,; l t"' Horns ·······-············-··--··· 42.746 562.5 0.533 7.0 i 6.117 80.5 : 38.23 1 503.1 19.279 253.7 1 3.669 1 48.28 Ul Hoofs and dew claws 1787 i 56.455 lll08.9 0.752 13.4 I 7.114 127. l ; 44.463 794.4 0.963 17.2 0.095 1.70 > Offal fat ...................... 11028 ' 14.342 1581.6 83.624 9222.1 I 0.402 ' H.3 . 2.513 276.9 0.151 16.7 1 0.023 2.54 z Blood .............. ._ ............... 20067 78.731 15799.0 .......... ...••.. .•.•••• ! 3.26(1 654.2 20.375 4088.8 0.660 132.4 0.026 ' 5.22 ti Circulatory system .... 3806 54.502 2074.4 32.638 1242.2 I 1.807 68.8 ' 11.294 430.0 0.822 i 31.3 0.117 4.45 t%J Respiratory system .... 3879 78.352 3039.3 3.649 141.51 2.622 101. 7 16.388 l 635 .6 1.267 i 49.2 1 0.172 6.67 z I'! Nervous system 
·········· 
679 71.738 487.1 13.267 90.1 I 1.588 10.8 9.925 : 67.5 1.562 : 10.6 ! 0.384 2.61 ~ Digestive and excretory system .... 27005 67.029 18101.2 17.231 4653.2 I 2.137 577.l 13.356 3606.9 0.984 265.7 1 0.155 41.86 n Total parts .................... 431067 53.136 229051.2 24.01 5 103520.31 2.856 . 12309.4 : 17 .850 i 76933.8 4.810 20735.7 . 0.81 5 3512.32 0 Loss on cooling Ul j >"! and cutting .............. 13683 .......... 13683 .......... 
·-········ ···-········ ····-······· 
.............. 0 Total warm 
.............. 1.......... .............. .. ...... ' .. ...... 
' 
' 
ltj 
empty animal ............ 444750 54.578 242734.2 23.276 103520.3 I 2.768 12309.4 17.300 I 76933.8 4.662 20735.7 i 0.790 3512.32 ~ 
tzl 
z 
.... 
z 
C'l 
IO 
1.1\ 
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A detailed discussion of the effects of fattening versus a long 
maintenance period upon the composition of the various divisions 
shown would lead to the same conclusion arrived at from an inspec-
tion of Table SS. This table shows that as the animals became fat-
ter the per cents of dry substance and fat increased with the increas-
ing fatness, and all other constituents decreased. 
TABLE 55.-COMPOSITION OF THE ANIMALS 
Per cent I P er cent I P er cent I Pe r c.cnt \ Per ctnt \ P er cent 
water fat nitrogen protein ash ph'sph'r'~ 
Steer 18, very thin ......... ... S7.336 18.028 I 2.963 18.519 5.695 I 1.069 I Steer 197, medium ............ 54.578 23.276 
I 
2.768 17.300 4.662 
I 
0.790 
Steer 121, half fat ............ 50.016 29.720 2.512 15.700 4.142 0.741 
Steer 48, very fat ............ 41.728 41.246 2.067 12.91 9 3.451 0.624 
------ ·-.---- - - · ---------·-·· -·-- -··- - --
In addition to the increasing amount of fat, the fattening of a 
steer has an effect upon the quality of the fatty tissue and of the 
pure fat itself. Tables 56 to 61 show the analysis of a number of fat 
samples from six of the animals, together with some of the more im-
portant physical constants of the pure fat. Fattening increased the· 
per cent of fat in the fatty tissue of the body in addition to increas-
ing the amount of fatty tissue. From these experiments it is evident 
that this increase in per cent of fat, and decrease in per cent of 
water and protein, followed the order of increasing fatness of the 
animals. The fat deposited became softer as shown by the increased· 
iodine absorption number and lower melting point for the same sam-
ple of fat. 
TAll!.E 56.-ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL FAT SAMPLES, STEER 18 
----
Per cent I P er cent 
I 
Per cen t 
I 
Iodine 
I 
Melting I Sa~onifi · Samples water fat nitrogc11 value point cat10n 
number 
--- - I 
Kidney fat 
·······················-
10.044 86.962 0.421 33.41 47.40 197.70 
Offal fat 
···············----········· 
16.620 79.718 0.51 7 33.97 48.58 198.80 
Inside chuck fat ................ 25.055 68.797 :).952 4 5.88 41.75 196.70 
Outside rump fat 
··-········· 
14.315 80.630 0.782 43.22 41.65 190.70 
Outs ide rib fat 
·······-········ 
25.265 66.297 l.174 51.64 38.38 200.20 
Outside chuck fat .......... .. 23.280 69.550 1.036 46.68 38.95 199.10 
----
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TAJ:LE 57.-ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL Fxr s,\Ml'l.ES, Sn:~:R 121 
1 Samples 
Kidney fat 
·······················-
Offal fat ............................ 
Loin fat 
····················-······· 
Inside chuck fat ............ 
Cod fat .......................... 
Rib fat 
··········•····················· 
Fat Cetwccn hind legs .... 
Round and rump fat ........ 
Outside rump fat ............ 
O utside rib fat ................ 
- --- - ---· 
watt: r fat 
P er cent I Per cent 
4.484 94.670 
9.5li 88.015 
9.075 87.840 
11.213 86.843 
17.920 78.510 
10.677 86.035 
7.204 90.640 
14.410 80.605 
10.870 86.560 
29.255 64.i20 
P~·r CL'.llt I lodinC'. 
nltrogc:on value 
0.181 40.84 
0.2i3 38.39 
0.396 43.64 
0.312 46.90 
0.466 46.67 
0.453 45.18 
0.30i 44.83 
0.617 46.32 
0.396 49.29 
0.348 54.25 
i\[elting [ Saponifi-
point l:at10n 
! number 
45.05 197.00 
45.20 195.80 
41.95 19.UO 
40.50 197.9l> 
39.85 199.50 
40.30 198.80 
39.65 201.10 
39.60 194.30 
35.25 195.70 
35.55 180.60 
--- ·- ·--·-·-·-··-
TABLE 58.-ANALYSIS OF SPE.ctAL FAT SAMPLES, STEER 48 
Samples 
Kidney fat ·-··-······-····· - . -·· ········-· ··-·-·-···---·-···--··· .. ··· · 
Offal fat ········-·-·····--··········-···-·-- ·····-···········-······-···-- -
iviarrO\\', hu1nc rus ................................. .................. . 
Outside rump fat ....................... ............... ............. . 
(;od fat · ··-·- ···-··----·-······--······················-·-····················· 
Brisket fat ···········--····--··--··-···--·-·····-···········-···········-·--
Outside round fat ............................................... .. . 
Plate< inside rib ········ --·-·······-·················-······· 
Outside I 0th rib outer ············-···············-·· ·-
Outside 10th rib inner ·-· -·--····················· -- -
Tenth rib intramuscular ................... ........ .. 
! 
Pe r cent 
wate r 
3.7C. 
6.22 
5.99 
16.04 
J 7.ll 
25 .76 
14.GO 
5.40 
15.20 
24.70 
4.60 
·-··---·----· - -
Per ct·nt I P.cr CLmt i [odinc fat n itrogen . value 
94.71 0.239 40.64 
92.09 0.182 
93.29 0.117 
81.81 0.452 58.37 
71.37 0. 188 
71.80 0.331 
8 1.78 0.587 
92.71 0.323 i 83.81 0.244 I 73.38 O. IS<J 
i .:::::::::::·: 94.89 0.1 I G 
TAHU: 59.-ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL F AT SAMPLES, STEER 164 
Per cent Per cent Per cent 
walt:r fat ni trogen 
Samples 
Kidney fat ..................................................................................... . 5.278 93.124 0.225 
Scrotum, Aug. 9, 1909 ········--···················· ............................. . 31.730 64.106 0.485 
Cod fat ........................................................................................... . 26.857 67.499 0.438 
Rump fat ......................................................................................... . 8.943 88.290 0.459 
Roll over rib ..............................•................................................... 9.157 87.908 0.359 
Outside rib ..................................................................................... . 9.587 87.581 0.414 
Rib intramuscular ......... ·-·····----·········· .. ········-···-···--- .• 8.427 89.541 0.288 
Inside rib plates ................................................................ .. .. .. ... . 8.597 89.550 0.263 
Outside of crops ........................................................................... . 12.693 83.628 0.539 
Inside chuck ................................................................................. . 20.545 75.909 0.796 
Brisket 30.984 61.169 1.285 
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TABLE 60.-ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL FAT SAMPLES, STEER 197 
Samples Per cent I Per cent Per cent 
water fat j nitrogen 
Kidn ey fat ...................................................................................... 7 .049 
Offal fat ···································- ··················································· 14.342 
Outside 10th rib outer ................................................................ 21.707 
Outside 10th rib inne r ... :............................................................ 23.525 
Cod fat ............................................................................................ 12.496 
Inside chuck ····································-··-······································-··· 19.244 
Brisket ···················-····-······-···············-·--····································-···· 17.833 
Outside rump ·············-·······-·······························-················-·······--·· 19.482 
Pla tes inside rib ·--········································································· 8.073 
Outside over crops ···-···································-········-····················· 12.408 
90.820 
83.624 
71.71 7 
71.214 
82.293 
74.880 
80.703 
74.389 
88.219 
83.643 
TABLE 61.-ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL FAT SAMPLES, STEER 588 
0.381 
0.402 
0.986 
0.727 
0.401' 
0.810 
0.499 
0.966 
0.591 
0.661 
Samples Per cent Per cent I Per cent Iodine 
wate r ! fat nitrogen value 
Kidney fat ................................................................ 8.993 
Brisket ........................................................................ 21 .421 
Caul ·······-··················································:................ 10.631 
Cod ................................................................................ 14.176 
Rump ............................................................................ 18.987 
Outside rib, outer layer ........................................ 22.434 
Outside rib, inner layer ........................................ 13.203 
Roll back of last rib ......•......................................... 14.713 
89.122 
74.582 
87.262 
82.945 
7 5.515 
72.213 
83.848 
80.988 
COMPOSITION OF WEIGHT GAINED 
0.289 
0.663 
0.306 
0.350 
0.676 
0.784 
0.493 
0.536 
43.687 
67.65 
The composition of the flesh gained in developing from a thin to 
half fat and very fat condition can easily be calculated .for three of 
the animals. Steers 18, 121, and 48 were very much alike in type, 
breed, age, and method of treatment. The composition of Steer 18 
at slaughter serves as the basis for the computation. It is assumed 
that all three animals had the same composition while they were thin 
maintenance animals. 
Since Steer 121 during maintenance, or at the beginning of the 
full-fed period, weighed less than the check animal and Steer 48 
weighed more, it is necessary to calculate their composition at this 
different weight. At slaughter Steer 18 weighed 342.687 kilos. Its 
warm empty weight was 302.183 kilos. This was 85.62 per cent of 
the live weight during the last ten .days of maintenance. At this per 
cent the warm empty weight of Steer 121 would have been 296.787 
kilos and that of Steer 48 would have been 326.808 kilos. At the 
close of maintenance then Steer 121 weighed 5.396 kilos less than 
Steer 18, and Steer 48 weighed 24.625 kilos more than Steer 18. 
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T AllLE 62.-CALCULATED COMPOSITION OF GAIN MADE BY STEER 121 O VER STEER 18 
Warm empty weight ....................................... . 
Water ................................................................... . 
Fat ...................................................................... .. 
Nitrogen ............................................................. . 
Protein ............. .................................................. . 
Ash ....................................................................... . 
Phosphorus ........................................................ .. 
, At be-
1
: ginning 
grams 
296,787.0 
170,164.7 
53,505.8 
8,794.9 
54,968.1 
16,903.2 
3,17.1.9 
end, 
grams I 
At 
508,513.0 
254,339.1 
151,131.3 
12,i75.5 
79,846.9 
21,063.8 
3,768.6 
I Weight gained, grams 
211 ,726.0 
84,174.4 
97,625.5 
3,980.6 
24,878.8 
4,160.6 
596.7 
I Composi-tion of gain, 
per cent 
39.756 
46.109 
1.880 
11.7 50 
1.965 
0.282 
Taking the analysis of Steer 18 as representing all three steers 
at the end of maintenance, the amounts of water, fat, protein, ash, 
and phosphorus in Steer 121 and Steer 48 at that time can be calcu-
lated. Tables 62 and 63 show the results. The flesh gained by the 
steers in developing from a thin condition to the condition 40 to SO 
days under prime contained nearly 40 per cent water, more than 46 
per cent fat, and less than 12 per cent protein. In devoloping to the 
very fat or prime condition the gains made contained less than 30 
per cent water, more than 59 per cent fat, and about 8.5 per cent 
protein. 
TABLE 63.-CAI.CULATED CoMPOSITION OF GAIN MADE nv Sn:E1: 48 OvtCR S TEER 18 
·warm empty weight ........................................... . 
Water ................................................................... . 
Fat ....................................................................... : 
Nitrogen ............................................................... . 
Protein ................................................................. . 
Ash ...................................................................... .. 
Phosphorus ......................................................... . 
I At be-ginni ng grams 
326,808.0 
187,377.6 
58,918.0 
9,684.4 
60,527.5 . 
18,612.9 
3,492.8 
end, 
grams I At 
744,708.0 
310,749.9 
307,163.9 
15,391.1 
96,194.4 
25,696.8 
4,648.1 
I 
Weight I Composi-gained, tion of 
grams gain, 
per cent 
417,900.0 
123,372.3 
248,245.9 
5,706.7 
35 ,666.9 
7,083.9 
1,155.3 
29.522 
59.403 
1.366 
8.538 
1.695 
0.276 
Similarly, by comparison of Steer 48 with Steer 121, the prob-
able composition of the gain of Steer 48 over that of Steer 121 can 
be calculated. At slaughter Steer 121 had a warm empty weight of 
508,513 grams, and a live weight of 569,469 grams. The warm 
empty weight was 89.30 per cent of the live weight. At the date Steer 
121 was slaughtered Steer 48 was off feed, due to his catching cold 
just after a digestion trial, but he shortly recovered and soon reached 
the condition of Steer 121, at a live weight of 1280 pounds. As-
·suming for him the same per cent of fill as Steer 121 the warm 
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empty weight of Steer 48 would have been 518,472 grams at that 
time. The calculated composition of the gain of Steer 48 over Steer 
121 is shown in Table 64 in which it will be seen that this gain was 
more than 67 per cent fat and less than 7 per tent protein. 
TABLE (l4.-C ALCULATED COMPOSITION OF GAIN MADE BY STEER 4S OvEn STEER 121 
Warm empty w<::ighr .................... . ......... ..... .............. . 
Water ..... ........ ............ .... ........ ............ ........ ...... ...... . 
Fat ......................................... ................. ................. . 
Nitrogen ................ ......... ...... ................ ..... ........... .. . 
Protein ........................................................ . 
Ash ..................... ....... ................... .. .... ...... .... ....... ..... . 
Phosphorus 
At I s .. laughtcr 
llf 121, 
grams 
5!8,4i2 
259,319 
154,089 
13,024 
81,400 
21,475 
3,842 
At 
end, 
grams 
744,708 
310,750 
307,164· 
15,391 
96,194 
25,697 
4,648 
Weight I Composi·· 
gained, tion of 
grams the gain 
per cent 
226,236 
51,431 
153,075 
2,367 
14,794 
4,222 
806 
22.29 
67 .66 
1.06 
6.63 
I.Si 
0.36 
Still more striking than the composition of the gain was the 
amount of the gain as compared with the check, Steer 18. A steer is 
fattened for the increase in amount and quality of the lean flesh. 
Table 65 gives the calculated gains of carcass and flesh over Steer 
18 and also the gains per cent. 
TABLE 65.-C\LCULATEII GAINS m· S·n:ERs 121 AND 48 DURING FATTENING 
_ ,, ________ _ 
1 Composi-
: tion of 
I steer 18, 
kilos 
--- -----
animal .... ..... ... .... I 342.7 
re ass 
····-· ·············- I 202.3 
an of ca1·cass ...... 
I 
131.2 
t of carcat:is ........ 24.7 
ta! flesh .............. 159.5 
Live 
Ca 
Le 
Fa 
To 
w 
Fa 
Pr 
atcr in fl esh ...... I 
t in flesh ............ 
otein in flesh ........ 
99.5 
29.8 
29.1 I 
Gain of I Gain of I Gain of Gain of ' Gain of I Gain of 121 over 48 over 48 over 121 I 48 over 148 over 18, kilos 121,kilos 18, kilos over 18 121, 18, 
per cent per cent per cent 
I I I 
231.l 229.1 437 .7 68.1 39.5 117.7 
150.5 I 168.2 306.6 75 .8 47.1 140.1 
69.2 ! 40.G i 101.3 53.7 20.1 71.4 I 
I 
I 
68.8 115.9 184.4 283.5 I 121.7 689.8 
139.0 156.5 286.4 88.7 I 51.7 166.0 
51.3 34.1 79.0 52.6 I 22.4 73.4 
72.4 111.3 I 183.1 247 .6 I 107.1 568.5 I 
14.0 9.6 I 21.7 49.2 I 22.1 69.1 
During the fattening period the weight of Steer 121 increased_ 
68.1 per cent, the lean increased 53.7 per cent, and the fat increased 
283.5 per cent.· During the fattening period the weight of Steer 48 
increased 117.7 per cent, the carcass increased 140.1 per cent, the 
lean flesh 71.4 per cent, and the fat flesh 689.8 per cent. Steer 121 
was fattened to a condition that gives choice beef. Steer 48 by in-
creasing this weight 39.5 per cent increased the lean flesh only 20.I 
per cent, while the fat flesh (already sufficient) was considerably 
more than doubled, 121.7 per cent. 
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The proportion of lean flesh to live weight in Steer 18 was 1 to 
2.61; in Steer 121 it was 1 to 2.88; and in Steer 48 it was 1 to 3.33. 
Steer 121 required a gain of 3.34 kilos in body weight to make a 
gain of one kilo of lean flesh over Steer 18. Steer 48 required a 
gain of 5.64 kilos in body weight to make a gain of one kilo in lean 
flesh over Steer 121. Similarly a gain of 4.32 kilos in body weight 
was required by Steer 48 to make a gain of one kilo of lean flesh 
over Steer 18. 
At beef prices which obtained in lVIay, 1918, the carcass of Steer 
18 would have sold for $22.00 a hundred pounds wholesale. If the 
value of the carcass is assumed to be due to the lean flesh alone the 
latter should have been worth $33.92 a hundred pounds to make the 
carcass worth $22 a hundred pounds. Valuing the carcasses of the 
other animals at the same value-$22.00 a hundred pounds-the lean 
flesh of Steer 121 should have been worth $38.80 a hundred pounds 
and that of Steer 48 should have been worth $47.53 a hundred 
pounds. Making similar calculations for the gain only, the lean flesh 
which Steer 121 gained should have been wo·rth $47.84 a hundred 
pounds. The lean flesh which Steer 48 gained over Steer 18 should 
have been worth $66.58 a hundred pounds, and the lean flesh which 
the former gained over Steer 121 should have been worth $91.14 a 
hundred pounds. 
ln Tables 51 to 53 it is seen that Steer 18 had about 54.5 kilos 
of ether soluble fat in its body, Steer 121 had 151 kilos, and Steer 48 
had 307 kilos. The photographs of typical cuts of meat help to visu-
alize these figures. The quantity of fat found in the thin steer 
would all have been eaten by the average person. The fat in the 
medium steer would all have been eaten by the lover of good meat. 
Some persons would have left part of the fat. However, the fat in 
the highly finished animal was too plentiful for the tastes of normal 
individuals. The 250 kilos of fat in Steer 48 in excess of that in 
Steer 18 was expensive to produce, as is shown in Table 30. It 
cost 3.98 therms per pound above maintenance to produce the gains 
of Steer 121, but it cost 5.06 therms per pound to produce the gains 
of Steer 48. 
RECOVERY OF PRODUCTIVE ENERGY AND AVAILABILITY 
OF ENERGY 
Food which enters the animal body has a certain amount of 
total energy, called the heat of combustion .. This energy is different 
in different feeds. Of this total energy the animal loses part by way 
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of the feces in the undigested food residues, part by way of the 
urine in incompletely oxidized bodies, and part by way of combusti-
ble gases voided. The amount above these losses is called the metab-
olizable energy. Not all of this matabolizable energy is available 
for the uses of the animal body in either maintenance or growth. 
There is a loss due to the work of digestion, mastication, and move-
ment of the food thru the digestive tract. There is also a further 
loss due to a stimulated metabolism upon the absorption of digestible 
substances from the alimentary tract. There may be a slightly great-
er general muscular activity due to the increased food consumed. 
All this energy is converted into heat and lost from the body. What 
is. left of the matabolizable energy after these second losses are ac-
counted for is called the net, or available, energy. This may be 
used for production of work, or may be stored in the animal body 
in the form of protein, fat, or other body substance, 
In calculating the thermal equivalent of the fat and protein 
gained it was necessary to use the data of other investigators. For 
protein the value of 5.6776 Calories per gram was used. . This is the 
value found by Kohler5 for the lean muscular tissue of beef cattle 
from which the fat had been removed by ether and a -:orrection made 
for the fat in the residue as determined by the Do1 nmeyer6 method. 
For fat the value of 9.4889 calories per gram was used. This is 
the average of four results for beef fat quoted by · Fries,7 namely 
those of Stohman and Langbein, Stohman and associates, Gibson, and 
Danilewsky. 
TABLE 66.-Em:RGY STORED IN Fr.ESH GAINED 
Fat stored, grams ...................................................................................... .. Thermal equivalent of fat ........................................................................... . Energy in fat, Calories ................... - .............. - ..................................... ____ _ 
Protein stored, grams .................... _ ............................................................. .. Themal equivalent of protein ................................................................... . Energy in protein, Calories ........... _._ ....................................................... . 
Total energy stored, Calories .................................................................. .. 
Steer Steer 
121 48 
97,625.5 
9.4889 
926,359 
24,878.8 
5.6776 
141,252 
1,067,611 
248,245.9 
9.4889 
2,355,601 
35,666.9 
5.6776 
202,502 
2,558,103 
Steer 121 stored 926,359 Calories in the fat gained and 141,252 Calories in the protein gained. This is a total of 1,067,611 Calories. 
Steer 48 stored 2,355,601 Calories in fat gained, and 202,502 Calories 
in protein gained. This is a total of 2,558,103 Calories. Table 66 
shows the data. The fatter animals' gains cost more to produce 
but a greater amount of energy was recovered in these gains. Steer 
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48 gained only 90 per cent more weight than Steer 121 but stored 
140 per cent more energy. In order to make these gains and store 
this energy these animals consumed a large amount of feed. Steer 
121 consumed more than two thousand pounds of digestible organic 
nutrients and Steer 48 consumed nearly eight thousand pounds. 
The metabolizable energy that may be used for production of 
flesh is that amount above the needs for maintenance. By using the 
av.erage weight of the animal while on maintenance and the mainte-
nance cost found by trial for each, the cost of maintenance during 
the full feed period was calculated. The amounts of energy required 
for maintenance at different body weights were found to be pro-
portional to the· body surfaces, that is, roughly to the two-thirds 
power of the body weights. It has been shown in previously pub-
lished work3 that the surface area of a thin or medium fleshed steer 
is more nearly proportional to the five-eights power of the weight, 
while that of the very fat steer is proportional to the five-ninths 
power. The five-ninths power was used in the calculations for the 
animals in this investigation. 
T,\BLE 67.-AVAILABLE ENERGY 
S teer Steer 
121 48 
Length of period, days ........................................................................... . 153 567 
Weight gained, pounds ............................................................................. . 502.2 963.5 
Average weight of animal, pounds ....................................................... . 1,041.l 1,384.3 
Energy per I 000 lbs. for maintenance, therms ................................... . 12.14 12.73 
Metabolizable energy, therms ............................................................... . 3,899.59 13,518.57 
Total energy for maintenance, therms ............................................... . 1,899.80 8,645.47 
Energy above maintenance, therms ............. ......... ................................. . 1,999.79 4,873.10 
Energy above maintenance per pound of gain, therms ................... . 3.98 5.06 
Energy recovered in gain, therms ........................... u • ••• • • • • • • •••• • • •••••••••• • 1,067.61 2,558.10 
Per cent metabolizable energy recovered ........................................... . 53.39 52.49 
Acording to the theory in the foregoing paragraph the cost of 
maintenance for the thin animals, Steer 121 and Steer 48, should 
have been proportional to the five-eights power of the weights until 
they could be classed as fat, and after that the proportion should have 
been changed to the five-ninths power. A calculation was made by 
using the five-eights power entirely. This made a difference of 0.25 
per cent of the net energy cost of a pound of gain for Steer 18, and 
1.5 per cent for Steer 48 thruout the entire period. The true value 
would lie between the one given in Table 67 and a value smaller by 
the amount just shown. Therefore the error could hardly have been 
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more than one-half that shown, or about 0.75 per cent of the total 
amount for Steer 48. The error in the calculation of the per cent 
of available energy would have been about double this error. The 
small size of the error involved made it inadvisable to use a more 
complex method of calculation than that employed. 
The results of the calculations given in Table 67 show a much 
higher productive energy cost of each pound of gain for the very fat 
steer than for the medium fat steer. Tables 62 and 63 show that 
the gains of Steer 48 were about 29 per cent more fat than those of 
Steer 121. The productive ene1·gy consumed increased in about the 
same proportion (27 per cent) from 3.98 therms pe1· pound to 5.06 
therms. 
In the tissue gained by these animals one recovered 53.39 per 
cent of the metabolizable energy consumed above maintenance and 
the other recovered 52.49 per cent. Thus it is seen that the very fat 
steer saved almost as much of the energy above maintenance as the 
medium fat steer. These figures average 52.94 per cent. Since this 
proportion of the energy was recovered it may be said that this was 
a measure of the availability and that the metabolizable energy of 
the ration here used was 52.94 per cent available, or net. 
TABLE 68.--AVAIJ.AllLE EN1mc;y CALCl'I..-\11·:11 l'l<0'.\1 WORK OF :\R'.\ISl:Y 
(Thcrm5- per kilogram dry mattL:r c.atcn) 
----·------·---
.\nimal I Experiment I 
. - ·- ----, 208 I 
E ....... . 
c ........ 220098 I 
F ········ 
Average .... 
Total 
ene rgy 
therm~ 
45:52.67 
4539.50 
is19.33 
4530.50 
MctaboJiza. I Heat 
hie energy incrcml:nt 
therm~ . t lwnn~ 
Net 
e ne rgy 
therm:. 
-:-624.67 r:~---;--14-.1-S.67 
I 
2516.50 I 1139 1377.50 
2625.33 1105 1520.33 
2588.8.> I 1136.67 1452.U 
Available 
per cent 
55.58 
54.75 
57.90 
56.09 
-------·- --- ---··· 
In the work of Annsby, previously referred to, animals were 
used similar to those discussed .herein and a ration somewhat simi-
lar-alfalfa hay and grain mixture No. 2-was used. The availability 
has been calculated from the data given.8 Table 68 shows the re-
sults. It is seen that an average of 56.09 per cent of the metaboli-
zable energy was available. Since the ration used by Armsby was 
richer in grain than the one used at the Missouri Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, it is advisable to calculate the availability from figures 
given elesewhere by Armsby. He shows0 that alfalfa hay contains 
44 per cent of metabolizable and 17 per cent of net energy. This 
makes the net 38.636 per cent of the matabolizable. For grain mix-
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ture No. 2 he shows 65 per cent of metabolizable energy and 4-0 per cent of net energy. This makes the net energy 61.538 per cent· of the metabolizable. By putting these two together in the ratio of five parts of grain to two parts of hay (the Missouri ration) the value of 54.995 per cent available energy is obtained. Armsy's figures show the ration to be 55 per cent available, while the energy stored by the steers used in the work discussed herein shows the ration to be about 53 per cent available. This is a remarkably close agreement and is an experimental verification of the work done by Annsby in his calorimeter. These results have been published in brief form elsewhere. 10 
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